
A2 STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE CYTOSKELETON

M-AM-Symil-3
THE STRUCTURE OF MYOSIN SUBFRAGMENT-1 AT 2.8A RESOLUTION.
((I. Rayment)) University of Wisconsin.

M-AM-SymII-4
MIUTATION ANALYSIS OF THE MOLECULAR MOTOR MYOSIN.
((Kathleen M. Ruppel, Taro Q.P. Uyeda, and James A. Spudlch)) Departments of
Biochemiatry and Developmental Bilogy, Stanford Univesity, Stanford, CA 94305.

We are using site-directed mutagenesis and oligo-directed random mutagenesis to explore
regions of the myosin head (Subfragment- l or SI. the motor unit of the molecule) thought to be
important for ATP and actin-binding, as well as to delineate functions of other regions of
currently unknown function. Mutated myosins are expressed in Dictyostelisn cells lacking the
endogenous myosin heavy chain gene (created by gene replacement). Resultant in v.;vo
phenotypes are used to identify functionally defective myodas. The altered myosins are then
purified from these celis using a rapid new purification scheme, and they are characterized by a
variety of methods including in vitro motility assays Early mutagenesis efforsm concentrated on
specific anmino acid changes of residues thought to be important for ATP and actin interactis.
This approach yielded mutated myosins that are no longer able to bind nucleotide but whicb bind
actin tightly (rigor-binders), myosins that have deceased affinity for nucleotide or decreased
ATP tumover, and myosins with decreased stability in vivo and in vitro. More recent efforts
have involved creating banks of random point mutations over short (about 20 aa) stretches of
highly conserved myosin sequence throughout the myosin head. Initial analysis of two such
banks of mutations, both centered in a block of strikingly high conservation within the 50-kDa
domain, has revealed mutations that show defects in ATP hydrolysis, actin-activation of ATPase
activity, or of coupling of ATPase and motility in vitro. Another effort has involved altering the
highly variable loop structures between the 50/20-kDa junction in order to assess its importance
for regulation of the rate of ATPase and speed of contraction. Sequences corresponding to
smooth, cardiac and skeletal muscle myosin loops have been used to replace the Dictyosteliwn
sequence, and their effects are being assayed. In collaboration with Dr. Ivan Rayment
(University of Wisconsin, Madison), we are placing each of these changes on the high-resolution
three dimensional structure of S1 (recently determined by Dr. Rayment and his colleagues). We
are also collaborating with Dr. Ken Holmes' group (Max-Planck-Institute, Heidelberg) and Dr.
Dietmar Manstein (NIMR, Mill Hill, London) to analyze the position of these mutations in
relation to the docked structure of S1 bound to actin in the actin-SI complex formed in the
absence of ATP. These studies should provide a framework for understanding how myosin
functions to link ATP hydrolysis to movemient and force production.

POTASSIUM CHANNELS I

M-PM-Al
A Gq-LIKE G PROTEIN TRANSDUCES THE BRADYKININ ACTIVATION OF
A CALCIUM-DEPENDENT POTASSIUM CURRENT IN NG108-15 CELLS.
((M.A.Wilk-Blaszczak, S.Gutowskl, P.Stemweis and F.Belardetti)) Dept.
Pharmacology, Univ. TX Southwestem Med. Ctr. Dallas, Dallas, TX 75235.

In differentiated NG108-15 neuroblastoma x glioma cells, bradykinin (BK)
stimulates PLC, which breaks down PIP2, generatng IP3 and DAG. By
triggering Ca2+ release in the cytoplasm, IP3 activates an outward l., We
have examined the role of a recentiy discovered PTX-insensitive G protein,
GI,in coupling the BK receptor to this cascade. We first studied the
PTX-sensltivlty of this action using the whole-cell patch-clamp technique (Vh
-40 mV). After overnight incubation either with PTX (200 ng/ml, n=12) or
with boiled PTX (n=7), pressure applied BK (10 nM) evoked an outward I.
of similar amplitude in both cases. We next perfused an antibody (AB) raised
against the common C-terminal peptide of G. and G,, Inside the recording
pipette. After 20-30 min of AB perfusion, BK evoked an outward I. which
was only 37% (n=7) of that evoked after perfusing preimmune IgG (n= 19)
or peptide-blocked AB (n=6; preimmune or peptide-blocked IgG did not
affect BK responses). Finally, we examined the site of action of the AB by
evoking the same IKC with pressure application of the calcium lonophore
A23187 (20 pM). Under these conditions, intracellular AB perfusion (n=9) did
not reduce the ionophore-evoked current compared to preimmune IgG
perfusion (n=9). These data indicate that Gq and/or its homologs couple the
BK receptor to the activation of IK(ca) through activation of PLC.

M-PM-A3
NITRIC OXIDE (NO) AND cGMP-DEPENDENT PROTIN-KINASZ
ACTIVATION OF LARGE CONDUCTANCE Car-ACrVATZD Kr (KJ
CHANNELS IN RABBfC ARTERY SMOOTH MUSCIZ CELLS.
((BbirER d,lmM RudolfSdWbt, 10rpHerIKbrK MUk T. Ndsw Univ. ofVam,
DePLrpt -l MdicalPANoem chFudty,Cd*h,VrOS446.

K. channels help regut arrial tone (Brayden & Nelson; Science, 256, 532-535
1992). We teted the hypothes that arterl dilaWon to NO may inve actvahon of m.
channek Single K., channels in lhd tches fom rabbit bslar artery smooth
muscle cdls were actvated apgrmo 2 fold flling applcation of S0 pM of the NO
donor SIN-I to the bathng solton. F1ut a _mmb pmeab anlogu of
cGMP (PCPT-cGMP, 400 pM als incrsd channel actiity In cel-atached pathes by
approx. 3 foid In inse-on patches, internal appl cGMP-K (So10) had no dict on
its own, but in the presen of ATP and cGMP it actvated the chanes 9 fold (FIg. 1).
Al? and cGM also had no individual effect, sugging cOMP activate the kine
leading to ATP hydrolysis and ultmatly chn l h Th rets sggest
that acivaon ofKc, dchnns by cOMP-PK may be involvd in ral reLation to NO.
Fig. 1. (C ds Mebrae Paeut; + 10 Y. t-I- nary cunt -6.5 pA)
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M-PMA2
NIFLUMIC ACID ACTIVATES LARGE CONDUCrANCE KCa
CHANNELS. ((L Tom, M. Ottolia, R. Olcese and E. Stefani)) Dept. Molecular
Physiology & Biophysics. BCGL Houston, TX 77030
Large conductance KCa channels are important modulator of smooth muscle
contractiity. Their bloccade produces depolarization and contracton of several
smooth muscles. Convesely, their activation should lead to hyperpolarization
and relation. Thus, the finding of drugs that selectivel open this type of K
channels is of significant phama gical and therapeutical relevance. We found
that niflumic acid {(truoro-metyl-3-pheyamino)-2-nicotiic acid), a drug
known to inhibit Ca-activated ca n, activates lawr conductanc Kce
channels in a dose dependent manner. Niflumic acid (20 AM) greatly increaed
KY, channel open probability from coronary smooth muscle ncorporated into
lipid bilaer. When niflumic acid was added to the external side of the channel
its action was immediate; howeer, when the drug was added to the intemal side
the effect was less potent and required much more time to take place. his
suggests that niflumic acid is capable to diffuse through the lipid eronment
and reach its site of action on the external side. The niflumic binding site is not
located in the conduction pathway since high internalK could not 'knock out" its
action and the fast bklckade induced by exemal TEAwas not prevented by the
drug. The opening of Kcl channels by nifumic acid seems to be specific since
activation of other K channels (DRK1 and Shaker H4) was not observed.
Analogs of niflumic acid were tested; flufenamic acid {2-{{3-
(trifluoromethyl)phenyl-aminoJbenzoic acid) mimicked its action, while
mefenamic acid {2-[(2,3 dimethylphenyl)amino4benxoic acid) did not at
equivalent concentrationa. In conclusion, nifumic acid is an activator of large
conductance Kca channels and an important pharmacological tool to determine
the importance of these channels in cel function. Supported by grnts H47382,
HL37044 and AHA-NatL Center 900963.

M-PM-A4
IN THE ABSENCE OF EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM, ADENOSINE (ADO) AND
RELATED PURINES DECREASE THE OPEN PROBABILITY OF BK CHANNELS
FROM BASILAR ARTERY SMOOTH MUSCLE. ((G. AJexander West and J. Marc
Simard)) UTMB, Galveston, Texas 77550 and UnIv. Washington, Seale, WA 98104.

Purine compounds, notably ADO and ATP, have sIgnIficant effects on the cerebral
vasculature. We studied the effects of ADO, ATP and related compounds on large
conductance Ca2+-activated (BK) channels In isolated baslar artery smooth muscl
cells (n-43). Whole cell, cell-attached, and InsIde-out patches were udled. In the
absence of etracelkiar Ca2+, ADO produced a dosedependert decrease hI
macroscopic BKw, wIth an IC50=5 pM. Analysis of single BK channeu In the whole
cell mode showed a dramatic reduction of N-Po, whereas sIne chann
conductance was mInmally reduced (see Figure). In contat, thre was no
signfficant effect on BK single channel actMty In either cell-attached or Inside-out
patches. There was no effect of Intracellular Ca2+ on the response. Similar resulb
were obtained with ATP, GTP, and Inosine. Pinacidi was wihout effect on
macroscopic IRK. In the presence of 1.8 mM Ca2+ extraceulady, the efect of ADO
(5-100pM) onlR( was compietely eliminated. These resuts suw t that ere is an
extracellular bintng site for Ca2 + that Is imporant In the regulatIon of BK channls
and In conferring sensitivity to ADO and related purines. These restlts may have
Importance for the regulation of BK channel activity In general.
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M-PM-A5
CALCIUM-ACTIVATED POTASSIUM CHANNELS IN HUMAN
T LYMPHOCYTES. ((Stephan Grissmer, Angela N. Nguyen, and
Michael D. Cahalan)) Department of Physiology and Biophysics,
UC Irvine, CA 92717.

Uing the patch-clamp technique, we have identified and characterized
Ca +-activated K+ (K(Ca)) cha els in human peripheral blood (HPB)
T lymphocytes. Raising [Ca +ji typically causes an average of
20 K(Ca) channels per cell to open in resting HPB T lymphocytes, and
500 K(Ca) channels per cell in activated T-cell blasts. The opening of
K(Ca) channels is highly sensitive to [La +1. (half-activation -400 nM,
Hill coefficient of 4). At optimal [Ca (1( M) the open probability
of single channels was -0.45. The K(Ca5 channels show little voltage
dependence over a potential range from -100 mV to 0 mV. Compared to
voltage-gated K+ (K(V)) channels in the same cells, K(Ca) channels
have nearly identical open-channel rectification, unitary conductances
(12 pS in Ringer, 35 pS in K+ Ringer), permeability ratios (K+ (1.0) >
Rb+ (0.96)> N (0.17)), and voltage-dependent block by external Cs+
or by internal Ba + In addition, K(Ca) channels and K(V) channels are
identically sensitive to block by external charybdotoxin (K. - 3 nM).
However, K(Ca) channels are less sensitive to block by either external
TEA, noxiustoxin (NTX), or internal TEA, and conduct NH4+ current
better than K+. We conclude that while K(Ca) and K(V) channels share
similarities in many open channel properties, the differences in channel
gating and block by external NTX and by TEA indicate that the
underlying proteins differ in several structural characteristicL
Supported by NIH grants NS14609 and GM41514 and a grant from
Pfizer Inc.

M-PM-A7
POIN1S OF INTERACTION OF CHARYBDOTOXIN AND A SHKR K+
CHANNEL ((Steve A. N. Goldstein, Deborah Pheasant, Per Stampe and Chris
Miller)) HBHI, Grad. Dept. of Biochem., Brandeis University, Waltham, MA.

To identify the residues of charybdotoxin (CIX) that make contact with its
receptor in the outer pore of a Shaker K+ channel, the binding and dissociation
rates of over 70 mutant recombinant CIXs were eWaluated. Channels were
expressed in Xenopus oocytes and studied in macropatches or by whol-cell
clamp in a rapid perfusion chamber. Analysis of conservative mutations showed
that just 5 of the toxin's 37 amino acids profoundly influence its binding,
(increasing its off-rate from 20 to 20,000-fold), while 5 positions exert a
moderate influence (3 to 10-fold). The spatial geometry of these 10 toxin
residues is defined by the known structure of CIX. Their arrangement offers
clues, as a molecular mirror, into the nature of the channel surface coordinating
a bound toxin molecule.
To identify the residues on the channel surface which make contact with

CIX, the interaction of wild-type recombinant C1TX with channels modified by
point mutation was studied. Because the scorpion toin receptor ofShaker-type
K+ channels is formed by residues in the pore-associated S5-S6 linker region,
the effect of altering each of the 24 residues which surround the deep pore was
evaluated.
Using these results as a guide, we have made complementary point mutations

in CIX and its channel receptor site and defined both local (steric) and distant
(electrostatic) points of contact. These initial results provide preliminary
insights into the structural organization of the outer conduction pathway.

M-PM-A6
A COMPLETE FUNCTIONAL MAP OF THE SURFACE OF CHARYBDOTOXIN.
((Per Stampe, Ludmilbs Kolmakova-Partensky, and Christopher Miller)), HHMI,
Graduate Department of Biochemistry, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254

The outer vestibules of many K+ channels carry a high-affinity receptor for
charybdotoxin (CTX). CTX belongs to a class of peptide toxins found in scorpion
venoms. We used a genetically manipulable recombinant CTX to identify toxin
residues directly involved in interaction with high-conductance Ca2+-activated K+
channels from rat skeletal muscle. The bimolecular toxin-channel interaction can
be observed at the single-channel level (with channels inserted into planar bilayers)
as the appearance of a toxin-induced nonconducting state longer in mean duration
than the normal closed-times of 1-5 ms. The known structure of CTX (determined
by 2-D NMR) guided our interpretation of results.

We mutated each of the 30 solvent-exposed residues on the CTX molecule and
examined the channel-blocking kinetics of the altered toxins. (The single glycine
and 6 cysteines form the interior the molecule and cannot be altered without major
structural changes.) 8 residues are classified as crucial because conservative
mutations lead to greater than 1 0-fold decrease in affinity; 13 residues are
unimportant for function because radical mutations changed the affinity less than
3- fold; the remaining 9 residues fall in a group in between. 6 of the 8 crucial
residues are located on a clearly defined, flat 2 x 2.5 nm surface, and the
remaining 2 are close together on one side of the molecule. The unimportant sites
are located on the 'top" of the molecule, opposite to the crucial residues. The
intermediate residues are found mostly on the three remaining sides. These results
are consistent with a flat receptor site in the bottom of the channel mouth, near
the end of the narrow pore and several contact points on an outer 'wall' of the
channel's vestibule.

M-PMWAS
ENERGY BARRIER FLUCTUATIONS IN A CA-ACTIVATED K-CHANNEL REVEALED
BY ANALYSIS OF SUBCONDUCTANCE STATES INDUCED BY BPTI AND
DENDROTOXIN 1. ((G. W. J. Moss and E. Moczydlowski)) Dept. of Pharmacology, Yale
Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, CT 06510.

Permeation through open K-channels is often assumed to involve ions hopping over
stable energy barriers into fixed binding sites. Such static onergy profiles represent a
tme-average of protein conformational states. Simirly, a "we resolved' conductance
evel may represent a time average of multiple short-lived conducting conformations.
Thus, structural fluctuations may be crucal to the permeation process (Lauger, 1983). To
addressthis issuewe have awzed reieny substates induced in maxi K(Ca) channels
by the homologous proteins, TIand -. We have previously shown tat block by
occlusion or changes in normal gating cannot account for this phenomenon. Planar
bilayer recordings of BPTI-induced substates filtered at 500 Hz exhibit excess noise as
compared to the open channel, or the subconducw events induced by DTX-I. Noise
analysis indicates that BPTI-induced substates can be approximated as the filtered
average of a rapid two-state process of channel flickering between high and low
conductance conformations. Measurement of underlying transition rates using
13-function fits of amplitude histograms predict rate constants for voltage-dependent porefluctuations of -4,000 to 20,000 s at t50 mV. To verify this prediction, we
patch-clamped single maxi K(Ca) channels from vascular smooth muscle cells and
recorded at high resolution (8.8 kHz). We directy observed BPTI-induced channel
flickering between tie open state and a very low, almost zero-current level.
Such recordings also reveal excess noise on DTX-induced substate events, indicating a
similar switching proess with much faster transition rates. We conclude that BPTI and
DTX-Idstabikze tie normal open channel structure to cause energy barrier fuctuations
at rates that are slow enough to barely resolve. Such pore fluctuations could explain
noisy open states that have ben observed in single-channel recordings of various
cloned K-channels. Our results suggest that protein conformational dynamics play an
important role in determining unitary conductance levels and recfication

M-PM-A9
A MAXa-KCHANNEL AGONIST ISOLATED FROM A MEDICINAL HERB.
((O.B. McManus, K.L. Glanglacomo, G.H. Harris, M.E. Addy*, J.P. Reuben,
G.J. Kaczorowski and M.L. Garcia)) Merck Res. Labs, P.O. Box 2000, Rahway,
NJ 07065, and *Univ. of Ghana, Legon, Ghana.

Desmodium adrcendens (SW) D.C. var. adIcendensis a medicinal herb used in
Ghana as a treatment for asthma. Crude extracts of the plant inhibited [125j]-
charybdotoxin (ChTX) binding to large-conductance calcium-actvated potassium
(maxi-K) chnnels from smooth muscle. A triterpenold glycoside was isolated that
inhblted [125I-ChlTX binding with a Ki of 100 nM, with 809% inhibition at maximal
concentrations. KInetic analysis of [ 125IJ-ChTX binding, and of ChTX block of
ma4-K channels Incorporated Into lipid bilayers, revealed that the triterpenold
glycoside caused a three-fold increae In the rate of toxin dissocIsaon. These data
suggest an allosteric inraction between binding sites for the trterpenold glycoside
and ChTX on maxi-K channels. In lipid bilayer and patch clamp experiments, the
IrFterpenoid glycoside caused large reversible Incrases In open probability of maxi-K
channels from bovine trachael and aortic smooth muscles when appled to the
interal, but not the external side of the membrane. Clear increases in channel open
probability were observed after exposure to concentrations as low as 10 nM. The
trterpenold glycoslde shifted the voltage deeence of channel activation to more
negative potentials; the maximal observed shift was 130mV and a half-maximal shift
occred at 70 nM. Hill plots of channel open probablity against drug concentration
typically had slopes of about two suggesting more than one triterpenoid glycoside
molecule can participate in activation of a single maxi-K channel. The triterpenoid
glycoside did not activate the channel In the absence of calcium suggesting that It
cannot replace calcium. We have isolated a tritepenold glycoside from a medicinal
herb that Is the most potent Inown agonist for maxi-K channels.

POTASSIUM CHNNELS I AS
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M-PM-B1
t-Aga-IV: A SPIDER TOXIN SPECIFIC FOR INSECr Na CHANNELS.

((C.J. Cohen, T. A. Bale, E.A. Ertel, V. A. Warren and M.M. Smith))
Merck Res. Labs., Rahway, NJ. 07065. (Spon. by K. Giangiacomo)
It-Aga-IV is a peptide toxin from venom of the spider Agelenopsis aperta
[Skinner, J Biol Chem 2_:2150,(1989)]. We isolated this toxin by HPLC
using insecticidal activity against blowfly larvae as the bioassay. The
identification was confirmed by N-terminal sequence analysis of 30 residues
and by electrospray mass spec py. The mechanism of action of t-Aga-IV
was evaluated by whole cell voltage clamp studies of Na currents in locust
(Schistocerca americana) metathoracic ganglion neurons. Freshly dispersed
neuronal soma have little or no Na curent, but robust Na currents are recorded
from soma that are incubated overnight in saline with 20% fetal calf serum
[Tribut, Pflug Arch 419:665,(1991)]. Most Na current inactivates rapidly, but
a low-voltage activated component inactivates very slowly. Both components
are blocked by 30 nM 1TX. t-Aga-IV enhances both components such that
channel opening occurs at potentials -30 mV more negative than normal (see
fig). This modification of Na channels can account for the spiking activity of
motorneurons induced by t-Aga-IV in house fly larvae [Adams, Neurotox
'88]. ±-Aga-IV is highly Vselective for Na channels N V= -60 mV- _
in insects: 0.5 pM toxin , Q % iH
produces substantial
modification in locust 2pAT Vt=-36mV
neurons, but 9 LkM toxin
has little or no effect in +1.5 M nAJ
guinea pig atrial +1.5 p.M 5 msmyocytes.

M-PM-B2
BLOCK oF CLOND HUMAN CARDAC NA* CHANNELS BY LIDOCA : IS
THE RECEPrOR GUARDED? ((Bennett PB, Chen L-Q, Kalien RG)). Dept.
Of Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, Nashville, TN,
Dept. Biochem. & Biophysics, University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA.

Lidocaine induced inhibition of the cardiac sodium channel (hH1) was studied
by expression of a-subunit cRNA in Xenopus laevis oocytes by 2-electrodc
voltage clamp. Twin pulse protocols were used to assess onset and recovery
from block Lidocaine (25 p) induced 41 ± 2% block that developed with
a time constant of 589 ± 42 msec (N=7) at membrane potentials between -30
and + 20 mV. In contrast over this range of membrane potentials, control
channels inactivated within 20 msec and slow inactivation developed much
later (, = 6.2 ± 0.36 sec). Recovery from block was slower than recovery
from inactivation ( y = 11 ± 0.6 msec; % = 1.3 ± 0.2 sec) at -120
mV and block recovery was enhanced further by hyperpolanzation. This
apparent voltage dependence of closed channel recovery suggests a modulation
of the mceptor affinity depending on channel state. A receptor guarded from
Lidocaine occupancy by the channel "activation gates" must also be guarded
from drug dissociation at negative membrane potendals (i.e. trappod). A model
that traps lidocaine predicts slower recoveries at more negative membrane
potentials, therefore a guarded receptor model for lidocaine block of human
cardiac Nae channels is not consistent with experimental data and must be
rejected. Realistic models of drug-channel interactions must account for the
apparent state dependent change in receptor affinity. Supported by HL40608.

M-PMB3
MECHANISM OF ZINC BLOCK IN NA-CHANNEL SUBTYPES AND
MUTANTS. ((L. Schild, I. Favre and E.
Moczydlowski)). Institut de Pharmacologie, UNIL.,
1005 Lausanne, Switzerland, and Department of
Pharmacology, Yale Univ. School of Medicine, New
Haven, CT 06510.

External Zn2' blocks skeletal muscle pl Na currents
expressed in Xenopus oocytes and cardiac-subtype Na
currents in cultured L6 cell line with K 'a of 2.9
mM and 25 lM respgctively. In L6 cells Na+-current
inhibition by Zn + saturates at 85%, suggesting
block to a substate level. The mutation Y401C in p1
greatly enhances the affinity for Zn block (K1 - 9
pH), and as for L6, Zn -block saturates at 89%.
Unitary I-V relations for BTX-modified Nae-channels
from heart were measured for symmetrical NaCl
concentrations ranging from 2 to 3,0000 mM. Open
channel conductance exhibits a biphasic dependence
on [Na+], suggestive of double occupancy. In
contrast,the Zn2+-induced substate displays
monophasic low affinity for Na. Energy barrier
profiles derived by fitting I-V data to Eyring
permeation models are consistent with the
possibility that single Zn2 ion bound in the outer
vestibule at Cys 401 prevents double occupancy by
Na and effectively raises the barrier profile by
about 6 RT units.

M-PM-B5
FuNcTIoNAL ExPEsION OFTEHUMAN SKELFAL MuscLc SODIUM CHANNE.
((M. Chahine', P.B. Bennett, R. Horn and A.L. George)) Department of
Physiology, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, PA 19107; and Deparm of
Medicine and Pharmacology, Vanderbilt University, Nashvl, TN 37232.

Point mutations in the adult dkletl muscle Nae channel (NaCh) a-subunit gene have
bee idendfied In periodic paralysis patients. Funcdonal expreson of the cloned
human dsletal muscle NaCh (hSMI) was uidertake to beter undertand the
molecula bass of this a _ h VU in-i . h _ s-i
disease. Heteonlogous ex- !'mw L_W X"_ ,i, M ed
prssion of hSKM-1 was A

ivestgated in Xenopws
oytesand in a human l/IA$2 /
embryonlckIdnycellaine 11y /c li
(ftA2Ol) using 2-electrode A,X " f1Ji- -mx
or wh eceD patch dlamp Jo _Wr
methods, rpecidvely. in 1
oocytes, hSkMl exhibited multimoda inactdvation kinetics with a majority ofchamnels
inacvafting dowly. Recovery from inacdvation at -120 mV consisted of a fast (14 ±
4%; = 9± 2.7 mwec) and a slow component (80 ± 3%; c = 2.4 ± 0.2 sec). The VU2
and slope factor for inactivadon were -52 ± 1.8 and 6A ± 0.2 mV (n=7). hSKM-1

'expressed in tsA21 cels had a pr niyrapid inacvation time constant
(v=O.98 msec, 0 mV) which decreased e-fold per 31 mV. The V1R and dope factor
for inactivation wer -77 ± 5 and 5.9 ± 0.1 mV (n=4). The results reproduce the
mullmodal kinetics in native musle and indicat the importance of expression
systems. Sudis are in prgres io fu_sr dcixe the noma and dise
pducing mutns in thischas

M-PM-B4
TsmDsrature-and oaau-eatvSk*ketalMuscIeSodumChIannel
Mutaiions In Human Muscl Dlms. ((L. Ptaook, A.L George, R.L
Barchi, and M.F. Leppert)) Universty of Utah, SLC, UT 84132, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, TN 37232; and University of Pennsylvania,
PhiladeWphia, PA 19104.

Clinial and ectrophysiologloal data have outld a spectrum of
similar, yet distirnt, periodb paralyss including potassium-sensitive (HYPP)
and temperature-snsitive (PC) forms. Recent work has revealed that these
dordes result from albik dfects In th a-subunit of the adult, human
skeletal-muse sodium channel.

We have defined a potassIum-sensitIve mutant in the fith putative
membrane spanning segment of domain 2 (D2/S5) of the skeletal muscie
sodium channel and 3 distinct mutations In D4/S3-4 In patent with the
temperature sensitive phenotype. The latter 3 mutaffons all result In
alteration of the charge in, or near the putative 'voitage sensor' of the
channel.

Idenficaton ofthese molecular varlantsand expresslon experiments
In vitro will shed new light on the biophysics of this sodium channel and the
manitions of these muscle disorders in humans.

M-PM-B6
Mutants of the seive locus, that affect STX binding, also alter the persistent Na
current in Drosophila neurons. Salto M and C.-F. Wu. Department of Biology,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
High temperature induces seizure behavior followed by paralysis in seizure (set)
mutants of Drosophila. Previous studies showed altered STX binding in
homogenate of sd flies, suggesing abnormalides in the Na channels (Jackson et
al., 1984). We have shown that all-or-none action potentials in cultred sei
nern t33 OC or above became plateau potentials as long as 3 sec (Saito and

Wu, 1991). Previous voltage-clamp studies detected even at room temperature a
reduction in the Na current density in cultured sci neurons (O'Dowd and Aldrich,
1988). We did not detect such a difference in our giant neuron culture system
(Saito and Wu, 1991), but found a signiflcant increase in the persistent Na
current at non-permisive temperature when compared with the wild-type control

IPg.AB test puls = -1OmV, Hp =-7OmV). QIO for the transient (INa,t) and
peristent (INa,p) Na currents were determined. The QIO for INa,p (but not
INa,t) in sei neurons was significantiy higher (Fig.Q. Deak and HaU (1989)
have shown that adult flies deficient in the set locus, which produce no sel
products, also display seizure behavior at high temperature. Therefore, lack of
the sc product could lead to hyperexcitability. This raises the possibility that the
selgenenods areglatrycomponent such as a n-subunit of Na channels

rather than the pore-forming a-subunit of a subtype of Na channels.
C 3 QIO

wild type seizure wA-r C B-2
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M-PM-87
NH2- sad -COOHTASMDIATE'IND1EPNDEThYTHEEFFEC'S OFANPON
NaND Ca'+CHANNElS. ((LA. See AdM.Morad)) Dprt) of PysolIW
Uaierit of Peavvne_,Pluadelpl, PAt 1914-6(35

A W pep (ANP) cnhances the C+
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MM-1B8.
THE SODIUM CHANNEL p1 SUBUNIT ALTERS GATING PROPERTIES OF A
VARIETY OF SODIUM CHANNELS EXPRESSED IN XENOPUS OOCYTES.
((D.E. Patton, LL Isom", WA. Catterall and A.L Goldin)). Dept. of
Microbiology & Molecular Genetics, U. Calffornia, Irvine, CA 92717 and
Dept. of Pharmacology, U. Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

Rat brain sodium channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes by injection of a
subunit RNA inactivate slowly compared to neuronal sodium channels
examined In vivo. We have previously shown that co-expression of the rat
brain P1 subunit with the rat brain type IIA a subunit accelerates inactivation,
shifts the voltage dependence of inactivation to more negative membran
potentials and incrases the size of the peak sodium current (Isom et al.,
1991, Science 256:839). These results have been extended to show that
the P1 subunit dramatically accelerates inactivation of the rat skeletal muscle
sodium channel SkMi when co-expressed in oocytes. Co-expression of P1
also accelerates Inactivation of the very slowly inactivating rat brain type IlIl
sodium channel, but to a much lsser extent. Only about a third of the
current inactivates rapidly, even when the P1 subunit is expressed at 5 times
higher levels than that needed to result in fast inactivation of more than 90%
of type IIA and SkM1 channels. In addition to its effects on inactivation, PI
appears to speed up sodium channel activation. Co-expression of the P1
subunit with a type IIA mutant sodium channel that compltely lacks fast
inactivation results in greatly accelerated activation kinetics, especially at
more hyperpolarized potentials. The effects of the P1 subunit on activation
may be responsible for the fact that co-expression of the P1 subunit with the
rat IlIl a subunit shifts the voltage dependence of both peak conductance and
fast inactivation about 10 mV in the hyperpolarizing direction.

M-PM-B9
SODIUM CHANNEL ACTIVATION VALENCE REMAINS
IDENTICAL IN BOTH PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ACTIVATION.
((IMD. Rayner, J.G. Strkus, and P.C. Ruben)) Bekesy Laboratory of
Neurobiology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822.

In crayfish giant axons, brief (50 ls) returns to holding potential are followed
by a "secondary" (2°) activation process in which channels reactivate with
linetics faster than in the initial 'prary" (10) activation step. After removal
of fast inactivation with chloramine-T, and when both 10 and 20 voltage steps
are to Vm >20 mV, only -25% of total gating charge is required to first close
and then reopen >90% of all sodium channels. Using a constant 10 step and
variable 20 step, we have shown that the effective valences for both the 20 ionic
currents and 20 charge movements are identical to those seen during 10
activation (despite the -75% reduction in total charge movement during 20
activation). One interpretation of this surprising result is that, in both cases, the
non-immobilizable component of gating charge alone determnes the voltage
dependence of channel activation. However,fidl closure of all channels during
sodium tail currents requires fi return of all gating charge (including the
immobilizable component).This finding supports electrostatic coupling
between the two components of gating charge, as suggested by Starkus and
Rayner, Baophys J. 60:1101 (1992).

(Supported by PHS grants #NS-21151, #NS-29204, NIH RCMI grant #RR-
03061 and American Heart Assoc. Hawaii Affiliate)
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M-P.-C1
PERMEATION OF CALCIUM IONS THROUGH RECONSITrUTED L-TYPE
CALCIUM CHANNELS INCREASES INACTIVATION RATES. ((R.L.
Rosenberg and J.A. Haack)) Pharmaology, UNC-CH, Chapd Hill, NC 27599

Some L-ype Ca channels recntitud from cardiac srcolemms into planar lipid
bilayers show Ca-dpendent tvon by globa increases in intracellular Ca2+
(Hirschberg et al. 1990, Soc. for Nemrosc Abs 486.2). The rate of i ion
wa detemined from ensemble avwges of single-dcann recoldings of(+)202-
791-modified, cardiac Ltp Ca channls incopored in pln lipid bilayers. In
order to detnine if tdghy loclitednre in intular

1

causd Cs-
dependent inact n, we stdied the atn of C channels when the extenal,
currecarying, divalent ca wa witcd from [7.5mM Ba2 ] to [7.5mM
Ba2+7 mM Cs2 , and the internal solutioncontained 1 mM BAPrA. he 6/9
experiments, currs carried by [Cs2+ a2+ inactvated fser and more
complotly (bold-line ensembl aera ) than when the curret through th sam
channd was caried exclusively by [aZ+ (fine-line ensemble average), even
though I mM BAPTA was included in the intracelular chamber. Theo reult
indicat that the site of Ca-depadent ina ionsin the pore or close to the
internal "mout,h of the Ca channel (cf. Imredy & Yue, 1992, Neuron 9, 197-207).

0 mV

out 7s MC
7.5mM* Ba

I(V -AIA JY "fN out: 7.56mM Bek

MPM-C2
CLONING AND EXPSSION OF A FOURTH NEURONAL
CALCIUM CHANNEL BETA SUBUNIT.
Antonio Castellano, Xiangyang Wei, Lutz Birnbaumer, and Edward Perez-
Reves Department of Molecular Physiology & Biophysics, Baylor College
of Medicine, Houston, Texas 77030.
Pharmacological and electrophysiological studies have demonstrated the
existence of multiple types of voltage-dependent Cae2 channels. Although
several subunits of Cae2 channels have been cloned, the subunit composition
of these channels is not well known. Here we report the cloning, tissue
distribution, and expression of a new brain P subunit, (P4). Northem blot
analysis indicates that 4 is expresd almost exclusively in neuronal tissues,
but also in kddney. Expression studies with N indicate that it can intt
with the cardiac muscle ax,, the skeletal muscle a,, and with Cae2 channels
endogenous to the Xenopus keis oocyte. f4 moduation of o actity is
similar to the modulation induced by eidther i,, N, or %. The most stking
effect of P's is their ability to increase functional q, activity, which can be
measured as either increased dihydropyridine binding to membrans from
transiently transfected COS cells or increased Ca2 channel activity in
Xenopus oocytes. In addition, 04 can modulate the following biophysical
properties of the cardiac a, when coexpressed in Xenopus oocytes: it shifts
the voltage dependence of activation to lower potentals, and it affects the
kinetics of acdvation and inacdvation.

100 me':ku 1 mMl BAPTA
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CALCIUM CHANNELS I

M-PM-C3
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF CLONED NEURONAL N AND L-TYPE CALCIUM CHANNELS. ((A. Stea, W.J.
Tomlinson, S.J. Dubel and T.P. Snutch)) Biotechnology Laboratory, Univ. of British
Columbia, Vancouvar, B.C., Canada V6T 1Z3. (Spon. by M. White)

Molecular cloning studies have shown that at least five distinct classes of Ca2+ (XI
subunits are expressed in the mammalian nervous system (dasses A,B,C,D and
E). Transient expression of the class B axl subunit, rbB-I, in Xenopus oocytes
resuited in whole-cell Ba2' currents (up to 100 nA) recorded by 2-microelectrode
voltage-clamp in a high Ba2' recording solution. The rbB-I current activated
slowly (T - 65 ms) and inactivated very little over 800 ms. From a holding potential
of -100 mV the Ba2+ current had a threshold of activation at -30 mV and peaked at
+20 mV. Half of the whole-cell Ba2+ current was inactivated at a holding potential
of - -35 mV. The rbB-1 current was completely blocked by 1 uM D-conotoxin
(CgTx) and was not affected by nifedipine (10 uM) or Bay K8644 (10 uM).
Coexpression of rbB-I and a rat brain Ca2+ channel p subunit (Pragnell et al,
FEBS Lett. 291:253-258) caused significant changes in the electrophysiological
properties of the rbB-I induced current. The changes included: 1) an increase in
the whole-cell Ba2+ current (up to 400 nA), 2) an increased rate of activation (t -

35 ms), 3) a pronounced inactivation of the current over 800 ms, and 4) the
channels were half-inactivated at a holding potential of - -60 mV compared with
-35mV for rbB-I alone. The pharmacological properties of the current were not
changed by the addition of the p subunit. Coexpression of the class C ol subunit,
rbC-I1, with brain a2 and p subunits resulted in a whole-cell Ba2+ current
characteristic of L-type Ca2' channels. The current rapidly activated (c - 4 ms)
and decayed very little over 800 ms. The rbC-11 current was almost completely
blocked by 10 uM nifedipine and was greatly enhanced (2-5 X) by Bay K8644.
Addition of 2 uM CgTx had no discemible effect on the current.
A. Stea was the recipient of a NSERC of Canada postdoctoral fellowship.

M-PM-C5
MOLECULAR BASIS FOR DIHYDROPYRIDINE iDHP) TISSUE SPECIFICITY: SUBUNIT-
DEPENDENT MODULATION OF RECOMBINANT CHANNEL ACTIVITY. ((A. Welling, Y.W.
Kwan, F. Hofmann, and R.S. Kass)) Dept. Pharmakologie, Tech. Universitat Munchen,
Munchen, Germany and Dept. Physiology, The University of Rochester, Rochester, NY.

We have investigated the modulation of native and recombinant calcium channel currents
by the DHP nisoldipine using whole cell patch clamp procedures. Recombinant currents
were expressed and measured in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells stably transfected
with the a, subunit of smooth muscle and cardiac L-type calcium channels, and native L-
type currents were measured in guinea pig ventricular cells. In the absence of drug,
native and recombinant o1 channels share similar activation kinetics and voltage-
dependencies. Ba2 + appears to be more permeant than Ca2 + in a, channels, and
inactivation of recombinant channels is influenced by the permeant ion species.
Inactivation, slow and voltage-dependent when Ba2 + is the charge carrier, is speeded
when calcium carries the charge. Nisoldipine inhibits both cardiac and smooth muscle ox
channel activity in a voltage-dependent manner: inhibition is more pronounced with
depolarization. However smooth muscle a1 channels are more sensitive to nisoldipine
than native and cardiac al channels: 1 nM nisoldipine causes voltage-dependent inhibition
of smooth muscle cxl channels but affects neither native nor cardiac a1 L-channel activity.
In addition, smooth muscle a1 channels are inhibited by 10 nM nisoldipine at negative
voltages (-80 mV) in contrast to native heart and cardiac 01 channels which are unaffected
at this voltage and drug concentration. Finally, at a fixed drug concentration and under
identical voltage conditions, the onset of nisoldipine block of smooth muscle a1 channels
is significantly faster than either native heart or cardiac a, channels. We conclude that
the al subunit alone is sufficient to account for voltage-and Ca2 + dependent inactivation
of L-channels as well as the voltage-dependent modulation of L-channels by DHP's.
Additionally, our results show that structural differences in the cardiac and smooth
muscle 01 subunits contribute to the unique tissue specificity of DHP compounds.

M-PM-C7
EXTRACELLULAR LOCALISATION OF BENZOTHIAZEPINE/
BENZAZEPINE BINDING DOMAIN ON L-TYPE CALCIUM CHANNELS
((S.Hering,C.Strubing,M. Lakisch,J.Striessnig and H.Glossmann)) Institut fur
Biochemische Pharmakologie, A-6020, Innsbruck. (Spon. by J. Striessnig)

The action of the diltiazem-like Ct2'-antagonists SQ32,910 and .'he corresponding
membrane impermeable quaterntry amine SQ32,428 were studied on whole cell
barium currents (Ie.) in A7rS and BC3H1 cells to determine the sid':dness of the
benzothiazepine (BAZ) binding domain on L-type calcium channels. Both
compounds competitively bind to the BAZ-binding domain of skeletal muscle
Ca2'+-channels with K1 values of 1.3±0.2 pM and 8.9±1.1 nM, respectively.
Extemally applied SQ32,428 inhibited Is. dose-dependently with IC,= 21 PM in
A7r5 cells and IC,.=24 pM in differentiated BC3Hl cells. Intracellular
application of 100. pM SQ32,428 was without effect on I, in both cell lines.
Inhibition of I,, by SQ32,910 but not by SQ32,428 was dependent on Cat"
channel activation. Our results suggest an external localisation of the BAZ-
binding domain within the a,-subunit. The action of SQ32,910 is closely
associated with the open conformational state of the L-type calcium channel.

ASW:r°°~~~~~~~~~~~~0pA
I4-inhibition of an A7r5 cellin the presence of 10 pM SQ32,910 during a (a)-25-,
(b)-50- or (c)-100-ms pulse train (1 Hz) from -60 mV to 10 mV.

M-PM-C4
MODULATION OF CARDIAC Ca2+-CHANNEL 01 SUBUNIT FUNCTION BY a2
AND B SUBUNITS AS EXPRESSED IN MOUSE L CELLS. ((G. Varadi,
P. Lory and A. Schwartz)) Department of Pharmacology & Cell
Biophysics, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45267
(Sponsored by A. Matlib)

The voltage-dependent Ca2t channel consists of a1, a2/6, B
and Y subunits. In the case of skeletal muscle, the B
subunit has a profound modulatory role on a1 function. The
B subunit dramatically enhances the density of functional
protein complex in the cell membrane as well as accelerates
the kinetics of activation and inactivation. To study
subunit modulation in the heart, the rabbit cardiac a, was
expressed either alone or in combination with a2 and B
subunits in L cells. Functional properties of the 01
subunit were studied using the patch-clamp technique and
radioligand binding of calcium antagonists. We found that
cotransfection of a1 with a2, B or both, elicited an
increased higher current density and drug binding. The
addition of B did not influence the activation kinetics;
however, it caused a 3-4 fold faster inactivation of Ba2'
currents. Our data suggest that the primary role of the a2
and B subunits in heart is to modulate the L-type current
density. We also present several lines of evidence, using
intracellular trypsin perfusion, that skeletal and cardiac
01 subunits are differentially regulated by the B subunit.
This work was supported by NIH grants HL43231, HL22619 and
by a Tanabe Seiyaku Fund.

MPM-C6
MOLECULAR LOCALIZATION STUDIES OF THE DIHYDROPYRIDINE
(DHP) BINDING SITE IN THE CARDIAC L-TYPE VOLTAGE
DEPENDENT Ca2+ CHANNEL (L-VDCC) al SUBUNIT REVEAL MOTIF
IV S3 TO IV S6 AS ESSENTIAL ((S.Tang, A.Yatani, Y.Mori and
A.Schwartz)) Department of Pharmacology and Cell Biophysics, University
of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45267

DHP is an important modulator of the L-VDCCs. The DHPs bind to the al
subunit of the L-VDCC and labeling studies have suggested several potential
sites (Regulla et al,1991; Nakayama et al,1991). To molecularly identify the
binding site(s) of DHPs, mutants of the cardiac L-VDCC al and cardiac L-
type/brain P-type(DHP insensitive) chimera channels were constructed and
expressed in Xenopus oocytes. The sensitivity to DHP agonist and antagonist
were compared with those of the wild type cardiac acl subunit expressed
currents. Multi-point mutants in "E-F hand" and its flanking region (the region
suggested by Regulla et al.) did not alter DHP sensitivity. A chimera in which
the region from motif III SS2 to Im S6 of the cardiac acl (a region suggested
by Nakayama et al.) was replaced with the corresponding region of the brain
al, showed no change in DHP sensitivity. On the other hand, coexpression of
individual motif I and IV clones of the cardiac al subunit produced a DHP
sensitive Ca2+ channel current, suggesting minimum channel structure
requirement. A chimera in which the region from motif IV S3 to IV S6 of the
cardiac al was replaced with the corresponding region of the brain cxl,
showed a loss of DHP sensitivity. These results suggest that the region from
motif IV S3 to IV S6 is critical for DHP binding and functional effects.

M-PM-C8
SINGLECHANNELANALYSIS OFNATIVE ANDExPRS EDSKELETALMUSCLE
CALaUM CHANNEL. ((R.T. Diksen T. Tanabe', and K. Beam*)) 'Department of
Physiology, Coloado Slat University, Fort Collins, CO 80523. M., Yale Univeity
School of Meficine, New Haven, CT 06536.

Skeletl muscle diyn (DHP) receptor funcdon both as calcium chal a
as volag nor for excsi_on.conntsocoupling. Howver, the lackof single chmd
data fom intc skel muscle has lmied our knowledge of the reabionsp betwee
unitay chnnel acvityandinr ular calcium reles. We havemeasured naiv calcium
chanel activity fiom cuted mouse sell muscle in V_ -tV

the presence of 110mM Bal, andBay K8644 (5 pM. "i'i
Under Ihese condiions two distinct calckium channls,
one of a lower (9.7 * 13 pS, n=4) andone of a higher
(14.1 t0.2 pS, n=9) coductane, ae observed. T
lower nduwtan chal rembls previously
described T-qpe chaels since it acivates and
inatvaes quickly an is i stie to DHP -
antanis. The large conducne channel (Top), NAWA. . PM
which is L-tpe baed on its snsitivity to DIP V_I'V
antagonists, produces an ensemble curent similar to
macrsopic dow L-typecunentpviosly recorded in
muscle and has a maximum open probability of 0.19.
Tis L-type currnt wa not detected in dysgenic
myotubes. Howev, dysgaic myodtbes injected with-
a plasmid (pCACo) encoding the kelal muscle D$P
recepo cussed he emersgence of a prviously useen'
high conductac (26A * 0.6 pS, nw2) calcim chanelP
(Bottom). Suporeed by NIHgraint NS24444.
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MI-PM-c9
CA-PERMEABLE CHANNELS IN THE PLASMA MEMBRANE OF RAT
MACROPHAGES. ((A.P. Naumov, Yu.A. Kuryshev, E.V. Kaznacheeva
and G.N. Moshayeva)) Institute of Cytology, Russian Academy of
Sciences, 194064 St. Petersburg, Russia. (Spon. by B. Hille)

This study was undertaken to identify and characterize receptor-
activated pathways for Ca2+ entry in rat macrophages. Patch clamp
eqpertments have revealed channels permeable to di- and mono-
valent cations in the macrophage plasma membrane. The observed
channel openings have at least three current (conductance) levels.
with amplitude ratios of approasmately 0.5:1.0:1.5. These three
levels of openings seem to result from acttvity of the same channel
type. The middle-leveL unitary channel conductances are: 20, 19,
15, 11 and 17 pS In 105 mM CaCl2, SrC12, MnCI2. BaCl2 and normal
sodium solution, respectively. Conductances with 2 and 10 mM
Ca2+ as the charge carrier are 10 and 14 pS, respectively. The
channeb are Impermeable to Tro ions. In excised patches, such
channel activity can be seen when nonhydrolyzable GTP analogues
are added to the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. In the whole-cell
conflguration the same channels can be activated by addition of
extracellular ATP. With 2 mM Ca2+ as the charge carrier. ATP evokes
whole-cell currents ranging from several picoamperes to tens of
plcoamperes at -50 mV (mean peak value 20 pA). The data suggest
that these channels constitute the main pathway for ATP-induced
Ca2 entry in macrophages.

MUSCLE PROTEINS

M-PM-DI
MUTANT ESSENTIAL LIGHTCHAIN EFFECTS ON CALCIUM
BINDING AND REGULATION OF SCALLOP MYOSIN.
((S. Fromhaez and A.G. Szent-Gy6rgyi)) Brandeis Univ., Dept. of Biology,
Waltham, MA. 02254.

lhe contribution of the essal light chain (ELC) to the high affinity Ca-
binding site unique to molluscan myosins is beiAg studied on reconsttuted
regulatory domains using mutn. Two point mutations in the EF hand-ike
loop of domain m, ser102met and up94ala do not alta Ca binding. Further
mutations and chimeric constructs between sallop and rat ventricular ELCs are

being tated to identify sequences important for Ca binding. In order to
detrmine the effect of these mutations on repglation simple conditions for the
exchange of ELC on desensitized myosin have been deveoped. Two charge
mutants have been constructed so that the efficiency of exchange can be
monitored by urea geld phoresis to avoid the need of radioactive labelling
(Ashiba et al. 1985 Biochem. 24:6618). One mutant has three positively
charged amino acid substitutions at the N-terminus of the ELC; the other
contains a short fusion of three negatively charged amino acids at the C-
terminus. Both mutants exchange readily onto desensitized myosin at 40°C in
the presence of 25% glycerol, I mM ATP and 2 mM EDTA without reducing
ATPase activity. However, the extra charges on these mutants prevent
rebinding of the regulatory light chain (RLC). Internal negatively charged
mutant are being tested for exchange and RLC rebinding. Supported by NIH
AR15963 and MDA.

M-PM-D3
SKELETAL MUSCLE MYOSIN LIGHT CHAINS ARE ESSENTIAL FOR MOVEMENT.

((S. Lowey, G.S. Waller and K.M. Trybus)) Rosenstiel Research

Center, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254.

Myosin consists of two different light chains (LC) associated

with each of two myosin heavy chains (MHC). The regulatory
light chain (LC2) is wrapped around the head/rod junction,
whereas the alkali light chain (ALC) is distal to LC2 in the

neck region of the myosin head (S1) (Katoh & Lowey, 1989). The

role of the LCs in vertebrate skeletal muscle myosin has re-

mained obscure, since their removal from S1 does not signifi-
cantly alter its actin-activated ATPase activity (Wagner &

Giniger, 1981; Sivaramakrishnan & Burke, 1982). Here we have

prepared MHCs which are free of both LCs in order to determine

whether the LCs affect movement in an in vitt-o motility assay.

LC-free myosin was adsorbed directly onto nitrocellulose-coated

coverslips, or bound first to an anti-rod antibody, and the

velocity of fluorescently labeled actin filaments was measured

by video-enhanced light microscopy. We find that the loss of

the LCs reduced the rate of filament movement from 8.5 Jm/s to

0.8 zm/s, without significantly decreasing the ATPase activity.
Reconstitution of myosin with either LC2 or ALC increased

filament velocity to 1.5 rim/s and 2.5 Jm/s, respectively.
Readdition of both classes of LCs fully restored the myosin-
directed movement to its original value. These results suggest
that although the light chains may not be essential ioi enzy-
matic activity, light chain/heavy chain interactions are essen-

tial for the conversion of chemical energy into movement.

M-PM-D2
SYNTHESIS OF THE MAJOR BODY WALL MUSCLE MYOSIN IN C.
ELEGANS IS REGULATED BY THICK FILAMENT ORGANIZATION.
((G.E. White, C.M. Petry, and F.H. Schachat)) Department of Cell
Biology, Duke University Medical School, Durham, North Carolina, 27710.

We are studying the relationship between thick filament protein expression
and assembly of the body wall muscles of C. elegans. Focussing on strains
which contain null mutations for either paramyosin or myosin B (the major
body wall muscle myosin), we found that normal levels of myosin synthesis
in C. elegans is dependent upon paramyosin expression. Quantitative
densitometry of 35S-labelled animals demonstrated that the paramyosin null
synthesizes and accumulates significantly less myosin heavy chain than the
wild type. In contrast, the myosin B null strain shows reduced myosin
heavy chain synthesis and accumulation, but paramyosin synthesis is not
affected. Missense paramyosin mutants also had reduced myosin synthesis,
thereby demonstrating that the inability to form a proper thick filament core
directly affects myosin synthesis. Analysis of myosin heavy chain
expression in the paramyosin mutants revealed that only myosin B is
affected. These results are most easily explained in terms of what is known
about thick filanent assembly in C. elegans whereby the minor myosin A
and paramyosin form part of the nascent thick filament core first, with
myosin B then added at the end. Thus, paramyosin mutations could affect
myosin B but not myosin A while myosin B mutations would not affect
paramyosin. Our observations demonstrate a strong relationship between the
synthesis of myosin B and its incorporation into the thick filament and
indicate that the thick filament can regulate the expression of its constituent
proteins.

L-PM-D4
THE SEQUENCE LOCATION OF SUBSTRATE-BOUND Mge IN MYOSIN.
((K. Ue and M.F. Morales)), U. Pacific, San Francisco.

By using a strategy similar to that which we employed in
finding the tightly-held Cab in actin (ue, et al, 19921 we have
attempted to find the location of Mg" in its complex with myosin
and substrate. The tactic was to substitute for Mg2" the redox
metal ion Mn" (which can be shown to be effective in co-catalyz-
ing ATPase) into the (S-1)-nuclootide complex in which the metal
ion is pPDM-"trapped" (Wells & Yount (1982)] It has been shown
CBerlett, et al. (1990)] that at neutral pH, in the presence of
HCO,-, this metal ion in the presence of H2O, will catalyze the
oxidation of amino acid residues of proteins, thereby introduc-
ing new carbonyl groups; also (Levine, et al. (1990) ] such groups
can be reduced back with radioactive NaBH,, at the same time
labelling the affected groups. After application of this
treatment to S-1 we have found that the radioactivity is
confined to the 20 kDa segment of the S-1 heavy chain, more

specifically to the "P-10" CNBr piece (Elzinga, M. & Collins,
J.H. (1977)] of 20 kDa. We have trypsin-digested the radioactive
P-10 and found that the radioactivity is mainly associated with
peptide 715-721, especially Leu-716. From homology arguments
Burke, et al. (1990) suggested that Asp-719, anchors the metal
ion that is, in turn, chelated by the polyphosphate of the bound
nucleotide. Our result experimentally confirms their expecta-
tion. Since many points in bound nucleotide are associated with
either the 25 kDa or 50 kDa segments of heavy chain) bound
nucleotide provides an intersegmental mechanical connection sure
to be disturbed by substrate hydrolysis. Research supported by
R37 HL-44200, NSF DMB-9003692, and assisted by a Fogarty
Scholarship-in-Residence to M. F .M.
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M-PM4D5
ANALYSIS OF THE ROLE OF MYOSIN REGULATORY LIGHT
(MRLC) CHAIN PHOSPHORYLATION IN DROSOPHILA
MELANOGASTER. ((RI Tohtong, M. Graham, R. SchaaP, J. Hurley*, A.
Simcox and D. Maughan*)) Department of Molecular Genetics, Ohio State
University, Columbus, OH 43210 and *Department of Physiology and
Biophysics, University ofVermont, Burlington, VT 05405.

Drosophila muscle-specific MRLC is phosphorylated at Ser66 and Ser67.
These residues align with the conserved phosphorylation sites of vertebrate
MRLCs which are important for regulation of contraction. We assessed the
significance of phosphorylation at these residues in the striated indirect
flight musde ([FM) by germline transformation of mutant MRLC genes in
which Ser66 and Ser67 were changed to Ala. [FM ultra structure of
transformants appears to be normal, indicating that phosphorylation at
Ser66 and Ser67 is not required for viability and normal myofibrillogenesis.
However, flies with two copies of the mutant gene (in which the only source
ofMRLC is the mutant form) do not fly. These flies have markedly reduced
ability to beat their wings coupled with a severely attenuated stretch
activation response and power output of their IFM (isolated, calcium-
activated skinned fibers). These results indicate that phosphorylation of
MRLC is important for normal flight musde function in Drosophla, a
feature more generally associated with smooth musde than striated muscle.
Supported by NIH AR40234.

M-PM-D7
DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES ONMOUSECARDIAC Tnl EXPRESSION.
((Ren Zhang and James D. Potter)), Departnent of Molecular and Cellular
Pharmacology, University of Miami School of Medicine, Miami, Pl 33101

Troponin I (TnI), the inhibitory subunit of the Troponin complex, has three
isoforms; fast and slow skeletal and cardiac. One of the important properties
of cardiac TnI is that it contains 26-33 extra amino acids in its N-tenninus, as
well as two seines which can be phosphorylated by protein kinase A. When
phosphorylated they may increase the rate of relaxation of the heart which
results from beta-agonist stimulation. Biochemical studies have suggested that
skeletal TnI may be expressed in the immature heart. We have isolated a
mouse cDNA clone of cardiac TnI by screening a mouse cardiac cDNA
library, and a rat cDNA clone of slow skeletal TnI using PCR, in which the
primer sequences were derived from the published rat slow skeletal cDNA
sequence. This rat slow skeletal muscle TnI (SMTnI) cDNA could detect
mouse SMTnI RNA on Northern blots. These cDNA clones were used to
study mouse cardiac development using Northern blots. Total RNA fractions
were isolated from embryonic, postnatl and adult mouse heart. The Northern
blot data showed that slow skeletal TnI was the major form in the early stage
of cardiac development, being gradually replaced by cardiac TnI during
development and disappearing in the adult mouse heart. The transition from
slow skeletal TnI to cardiac TnI during development may be responsible for
the observed functional differences between fetal and adult heart. (Supported
by NIH HL42325).

MD6-
POLARIZATON OF FLUORESCENTLY LABELED ACIN FILAMENTS DURING
MOTION IN IV VTTRO MaOTLITY ASSAY.
((S. Buuiacu and J. Borejdo)) Baylor Rearch Institute, Baylor University Medical
Center, 3812 Elm St., Dallas, 1X 75226.

We have used video microcopy to measure the orientation of actin filaments during
motion in in vitro motility away. F-actin wa labeled with rhodamine-phalloidin. Th
_ima of horizontally translating filaments was split into two ortgonally poarzed
compne. Th relative intemity of the two ents obtained when filamen wao
excited with vertically polarized light was used to calculate polazation of flu nce

of the dye, Le. the orientation of the absorption dipole
of rhodmine with respect to filaSmt axis. Th
orientation was different when filaments were

.ô:t stationary and when they ware moving. Tho ruts of
54 experiments obtained when filaments were
stationary are plotted in the figure (fiUed circles). The
data is plotted in histogram form, i.e. polariation is
plotted vs. the percentage ofmeasurements which gave
the particular value of polarization. The results of 25
experiments obtained when filaments were moving are

-*A .- o!$ il@ ,J ,~ plotted as open circles. There was a diffeence in both
the shape of histograms and in the meas. The 0.081
difference in means was statistically highly significant

t=2.8 (P=6x10). These results suggest that interactions between actin and myosdn resut
in tranformation of polymer structure of actin. Supported by NIH.

M4D8
CALCIUM PLAYS DISTINC1IVE STRUCTURAL ROLES IN THE N- AND G
TERMINAL DOMAINS OF CARDIAC TROPONIN C. ((G. A. Irudy, R. M. M.
Brito, J. C. Negele, J. A. Putkey and P. R. Rosevear)) Dept. of Biochemistry, Univ.
of Texas Medical School at Houston, Houstn, Texas 77225.

Multi-dimensional NMR techniques and isotope labeling were used to compare
the structural consequences of Ca2+ binding to both the low and high affinity
Ck2+ binding sit in reco nt cardiac troponin C (cTnC3). In the absence of
Cs2+, the short p- dseet located btween the high affinity Ca2+/b%2+ binding
sites in the C- terninal domain was found to be absent or loosely formed as
judged by the inter-residue NOEs and chemidcal shifts of residues in the Ca2+
binding loops In contrast, the N- terminal domain P. sheet located between site
E and the naturally inactive site I was present even in the absence of bound
Ck2+. NMR studies on apo- cTnC suggest that in the absence of bound Ca2+ the
C-tmernal domain hydrophobic cluster is mobile and loosely formed. Calcium
binding mutant proteins having either an inactive Ca2+ binding site III (CBM-
11) or an inactive Ca2+ binding site IV (CBM-IV) were used to further study the
structual onseq of CaZ+ binding to each of the high affinity sites located
in the C-terminsl domain. Only a single active Ca2+ binding site was found
necesasry for formation of the short P- dseet between Ca2+ binding sites EI and
IV. The absence of bound Ca2+ at sitem wa found to produce greater instability
in the C- terminal domain as judged from the mobflity of the aronatic
hydrophobic duster within this domain. These results are consistent with a
preformed hydrophobic core in the absence of Ca2+ in the N-terminal domain,
but in the absence of Ca2+ a less stable or poorly formed hydrophobic core in the
C-tenninal domain. Thus, Ca2+ binding plays distinctive structural roles in the
N- and C- teminal domains of cTnC.

M-PM-D9
ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY OF TROPONIN-C
AND MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN 2. ((G.J. Wilson, W. Huang, D.R. Brown & B.D. Hambly)),
Dept. of Pathology. The University of Sydney, N.S.W., 2006, Australia.

Skeletal muscle troponin-C (TnC) has 2 high specificity Ca2+-binding sites in the N-
terminal domain and 2 low specifity (Ca2+- or Mg2-binding) sites in the C-teminsl donain.
Myosin light chain 2 (LC2) has only one Ca2+- or Mg+-binding site in the N-terminal
domain. Using electron paamagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy we have studied TnC
and LC2 when different ligands were bound. TnC from rabbit skeletal muscle was labelled
using spin labelled maleimide (MSL) at cys-98. EPR spectra of labelled TnC showed that
when Ca2+ or Mg2e bound to TnC, the mobility of the MSL probe was reduced, with Ca2+
having the greater effect (see also Potter saAL (1976), J. Biol. Chem 251:7551). The
phenothiazine drug, trifluoperazine (TFP), produced a similar effect when bound to labelled
TnC. Similar experiments in which expressed myosin light chain 2 (compliments of Dr F.
Reinach) was specifically labelled at cys-125 using spin labelled fluorodinitrosnaline (SL-
FDNA) showed that ligand binding did not significantly affect SL-FDNA mobility.

The binding of divalent cations to TnC has physiological importance, being responsible
both for the Ca2+-activation of muscle contraction (N-terminal sites) and the stabilization of
TnC in the contractile apparatus.(C-terminal sites) Thus a conformational change would be
expected when these cations bind. TFP could bind to sites on the Ca2+-binding proteins
which are close to either the N- or the C-terminal domains (Strynadka & James (1988).
Proteins 3:1). Thus changes in TnC conformation in solution could be responsible for the
changes in the EPR spectra obtained upon TFP binding. The binding of TFP to myofibrillar
proteins including TnC in skinn&l muscle ribres also affects Ca2+-activation properties,
indicating an effect upon Ca2+-binding in physiological preparations (Kurebayashi & Ogawa
(1988). J.Physiol,. 403:407). Our results show that TFP can have an effect upon the
structure of TnC in solution which is consistent with it affecting fibre physiological
properties. The lack of an effect of ligands upon LC2 labelled with SL-FDNA is consistent
with the unclear physiological role of Ca2+- or Mg-binding to the single site on LC2.
Supported by NH&MRC Australia and FaculLy of Medicine, The University of Sydney.
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M-PM-EI
ENRICHMENT OF INOSITOL 1,4,5-TRISPHOSPHATE BINDING IN
INTERCALATED DISKS OF CARDIOMYOCYTES.
((Yoshiyuld Kljima, Akitsugu Saito, and Sidney Fleischer)) Dept. of
Molecular Biology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville TN 37235

The IP3 and ryanodine receptors have been immunolocalzed in rat
cardiomyocytes, at the region of intercalated disks and at the I-band
of sarcomere, respectively (Kijima et al. Circulaion 1992 abstract). In
tis study, binding of [3H]1P3 and [H]ryanodine was measured to
cardiac subcellular fractons induding longitudinal sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR), junctional SR, saroolemma, mitochondria, and
Intercalated disks. The latter fraction was enriched in stuctures of
Intercalated disks as viewed by electron microscopy. The fraction
displays enrichment of IP3 binding (9.4 pmol/mg using 10 nM of
ligand) v.s. < 0.2 pmol/mg in other fractions. By contrast, ryanodine
binding (60 nM of ligand) was highest In junctional SR (3.3 pmol/mg).
These results support our previous immuno-histochemistry, i.e. the
different intracellular localization of the IP3 and ryanodine receptors
in cardiomyocytes. [New Investigatorship of AHA Florida-Affil. to Y.K;
NIH-HL32711 and PO1-HL46681 to S.F.]

M-PM-E3
DEPOLARIZATION-INDUCED CALCIUM RELEASE FROM SR IN VITRO:
ITS DEPENDENCE (TI TEE MAGNITUDE OF T-TUBULE DEPOLARIZATION,
[CA l, AND AICA +.
((N. Ikemoto, and B. Antoniu)) Boston Biomed. Res. Inst. and
Dept. Neurol. Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, MA 02114

Rapid SR Ca2+ release induced by double ionic replacement of
triad vesicles mimicks some properties of e-c coupling in
vivo. In order to let this in vitro system serve as a phys-
TMogical model of e-c coupfTng, loivever, several important
questions remai2 to be investigated; e.g. hov the kinetics of
the induced Ca release change vith thl ognitude of T-
tubule depolarization (TtDep) and vith [Ca +I, etc.2 A nevly
devised stopped,flov technique vith fluorescent Ca j2probes
(fluo-3 for [Ca I < 1 jiM, calcium green-5N for [Ca I 2 1
pM) permitted us to create various magnitudes of TtDep by
changing the /K ("Cl /Cl ) ratio used for the ionic re-
placement from 1 bp to 110 eo and i: the extra-cellular and
cytoplasmic sides of T-tubules, respectivelyl. Increase in
the magnitudl of TtDep led to a sharp increase in (1) the
am2unt of Ca + released in the fast phase, (2) the initial
Ca+ releaie rate, and (3) the rate of inactivatio2. TtDep-
induced Ca + release vas triggered at various [Ca +Is (0.1-
5.0 jaM) veakVy or strongly buffered vith BGTA-Ca. Til fast
phase of Ca release vas activated at sub-aM Ca - and
lev2led off at 1-2 jM, vhile the slov phase vas aclivated at
[Ca +l 1 jaM only vhen a sufficient degree of A[Ca +1(t) vas
alloved. (Supported by grants from NIH and MDA).

-PM-E5

TH SARCOPLISMIC RETICULUM Ca-ATPas HAS LUMENALCa+
SITES THAT DO NOT CHANGE THE DISSOCIATION RATES OF
C82+ AND M{+ FROM CYTOPIASMIC SITES.
((J. Myung and W.P. Jenck))Graduate Department of Biochemistry,
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254.

The eqilibrium concentration ofEP formed from the SR ATPase in the
presence of Pi, Mge & EGTA with vesicles loaded with 0.60mM [Ca2+
increases with inean [CaJ,p and then levels off at different maximal

values with differnt [Mg 1. This dependence on [CaJb of the
concentration of EP formed from Pi & Mg3e can be accounted for by the
binding of lumenal Ca2+ to nonphosphorylated as well as to
phosphorylated enzyme; it is not consistent with the binding of Cah only
to EP.
The phosphorylation of cEc.2 by ATP with SRV loaded with 0 or 40 mM
[Ca2+] proceeds with k}. - 310 ae in the presence of EGTA and with
1 - 360 e in the presence of EDTA. The observed rate constants

represent the sum of the rate constants for phosphorylaton(kl = 220 s-)
and irreversble dissocaton of Ca2+(kc) in the presence of EGTA, and
for phosphorylation(L), irreversible disaton of Ca2O(kk and
Mg2(.) in the presence of EDTA. The value of k,. - 310 sr gives
Ic a=310 90randthevalueofk = s gives

- 220 -90 - 50 51 for both SRV loaded with 0 or 40 mM rCa . The

presence of Ca. does not chne the issiation rates of Me mand Ca2+.

M-PM-E2
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A CARDIAC K+
CHANNEL MODULATED BY INOSITOL POLYPHOSPHATES (IPxj.
((Yoshiyukd Kijima*, Martin Mayrleitner'*, Anthony P. Timerman,
Hansgeorg Schindler*, and Sidney Fleischer*)) #Dept of Molecular
Biology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville TN 37235, and Institute for
Biophysics, Johannes Kepler University of Unz, Unz, Austria.

Two types of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (1P3) binding have been
reported in cardiac microsomes (Kijima and Fleischer. Biophys. J.
61:A423, 1992). The high affinity IP binding is similar to the
'dassical' IP3 receptor with regard to molecular size and Kd. The low
affinity IP3 binding suggests the presence of an lPx receptor in heart.
In this study, an IP)-modulated K+ channel has been isolated from
dog cardiac microsomes. The channel activity in planar bilayers
shows permeability ratios PKIPCI -16 and P /PNa -3. It is blocked by
IP3 and inositol 1,3,4,5-tetrakisphosphate (1P4) and by CaCI2 in [mM]
range. The channel shows several sub-conductance states. The
channel protein is a hetero-oligomer with similar subunit composition
as the cerebellar lPx receptor (Chadwick et al. J. Biol. Chem.
267:3473, 1992). In summary, we find a K+ channel in cardiac
microsomes which is modulated by both IP3 and 1P4. Therefore, Its
characteristics are somewhat different from those of the cerebellar IP,
receptor. [New Investigatorship of AHA Florida-Affil. to Y.K, NIH-
HL32711 to S.F., and S45/07 of Austrian Res. Fonds to H.S.J

M-PM-E4
CYCLIC AMIP OSPHODIESTERASES ASSOCITED WIT
MICROSOMAL SR MRANE IN SRIATED MUSCLES.
((E. Rousseau, A. Eckly, C. Beaudry and C. Lugnier.)) Dept. of Physiology,
Univ. of Sherbroole, Ouebec, Canada and CNRS URA 600, Universit6 de
Strasbourg, Mkirch, France.

It was proposed that a cAM phosphodiesterase sensitive to indolidan, PDE
m, wasassociatedto SR membnes. However this PDE and othernisoforms
were not charactizPd acro the spectrum of the stiated mucle mi
ftions ated on sucrose grdient. The d uton of PDE forms were
analyzed by teir hydrolytic activities, drug sensitivities and binding studies.
Two PDE forms were identified in cardiac fractions. The major form, PDE
M, was asociated with junctional face membranes (Fil). Since these
membranes are directly involved in controlling excitation-contraction
coupling, such PDE location enhances the physiological rwvance to study
their implication in regulating cardiac conton. However PDE Em[ was
absent from skelet fractions. In both tissues PDE IV (Rolipram-sensitive)
is mosty assdated with the FP fraction enriched in sarcolemmal
membranes. It is concluded that both forms could modulate Ca2!+
in cardiac and only PDE IV in skeletal muscles. However, no PDE activity
was assocated with the puified ryanodine-receptor despite repo daiming
the direct intraction of PDE inhibitors with the Ca?+ release channel.
E.R. is scholar from HSFC. Supported by an MRC grant: MT 10326.

M-PM-E6
RATIOS OF PHOSPHOLAMBAN TO Ca2+-TRANSPORTING ATPase
AND PHOSPHOLAMBAN-MODULATED STIMULATION OF Ca2+
TRANSPORT IN STRIATED MUSCLE SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM.
((M. A. Movssian, G. Morris, J. Wang and J. Krall)) Vetrans Affairs
Maical Center & University of Utah School of Medicine, Salt La City,
Utah and Unversity of Calgary, Calgary, Albeta.
Levels ofphosholamban (quantified immunochemically and by m a t
of posporylaton by c -d dent protn ias), C -transporag
ATPase (quantiflfedby measurement of Ca2 t, acid-stable

i miate) andpMos mlated mulation of
C s(quantified by mement of ATPd t oxalate-
+uacculationin the absec and p ce o cAMP- e t

protein kinase andantidoocoa antibody) wre com
m lasmic um rhed micomes pred from cadiac (rabbit
and camune heart), slow twitch (rabbit solus and flexor digtorum
superficais) and fast twitch (rabbit lumbodorslis) setal muscle.
Phospholamban was absent from fast twitch skeletal musle and present at
compaable levels in cardiac and slow twitch sketal muscle, but ros of
phospholamban to Ca2+-transporting ATPas in sow twitch skeletal muscle
wee less than half those in cardiac muscle, and holmban-modulated
stimulation of Ca2+ transport was observed only in cardiac muscle
pearons. These reslts indicate that phosphoIanihan, while preent in
boti cardiac and slow twitch skelel muscle, may modul s_c
reticulum Ca!' trsport only in the f , a that the lack of
phospholamban-modulated stimul nof -msp in slow twitch skeletal
muscle sarcoplasmic reticulum may refect the lower ratos of
to Ca-transp ng ATPase in t tue.
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M-PM-E7
KINETICS OF ACTIVATION OF CALCIUM RELEASE CHANNELS BY IMPERATOXIN
A, A POLYPEPTIDE TOXIN FROM THE SCORPION Pandinus isperator.
((Roque El-Hayek', Roberto Coronado' and Hector H. Valdivia"2) ) .
Department of Physiology, University of Wisconsin Medical School'
and University of Maryland Medical School2.

Imperatoxin A (IpTxA) is a polypeptide toxin of Mr 8,500 that
specifically activates the ryanodine receptor/Ca release channel
of sarcoplasmic reticulum (Valdivia et al PNAS, in press). IpTXA
displays an exquisite selectivity for the skeletal isoform of the
ryanodine receptor, enhancing the binding of (3Hjryanodine to
skeletal SR with an ED,, = 6 nM, but having no effect on cardiac
SR or brain microsomes. The agonist effect of IpTxA is also seen
in CHAPS-solubilized and purified ryanodine receptors, indicating
a direct toxin-receptor interaction. Similar to the effect of
caffeine and ATP, the Scatchard analysis shows that IpTXA
increases KD without significantly altering B AX values,
suggesting a competitive interaction with the ('Hryanodine
binding site. Unlike ATP, which activates binding at all [Ca+],
IpTxA selectively enhances the Ca2+-dependence of ('H)ryanodLne
binding curve at low (Ca2'1. This effect is synergistic with the
effect of the alkaloids caffeine and doxorubicin, which also
activate receptors at low (Ca"") only. This suggests a positive
cooperative interaction between the toxin and the alkaloid binding
sites. Ryanodine receptors reconstituted in planar lipid bilayers
in the absence of ryanodine are reversibly activated by nanomolar
concentrations of IpTxA. The increase in ['Hiryanodine binding by
the toxin may therefore arise from recruitment of receptors in the
open conformational state, to which 13Hlryanodine binds with high
affinity. The peptidic nature, selectivity, reversibility and
potency make IpTxA an ideal tool to identify the structural
domains of the skeletal ryanodine receptor involved in channel
gating. (Supported by NIH and AHA).

M-PM-E8
CALMODULIN-DEPENDENT PHOSPHORYLATION OF THE CARDIAC SR CALCIUM
CHANNEL INHIBITS CALOWDULIN BINDING. ((G.M. Strasburg, N.M.
Reedy, L.J. Wang, and L.R. Jones)) Michigan State University and
Indiana University.

Calmodulin (CaM)-dependent kinase phosphorylation of the cardiac
sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca channel protein results in
increased Ca channel open state probability, and reversal of the
inhibitory effect of CaN [Witcher et al., J. Biol. Chem.
266:11144 (1991)]. In these studies we have tested the
hypothesis that phosphorylation of the channel protein by the
CaN dependent kinase inhibits CaN binding. Wheat germ CaN was
labeled with rhodamine-maleimide and binding of CaM to non-
phosphorylated or phosphorylated cardiac SR vesicles was
determined by fluorescence anisotropy. Binding of CaM to the
channel protein in non-phosphorylated SR vesicles was consistent
with two classes of sites. CaN bound to the higher affinity
class of sites with a VK,, of 13 nM and a B of 55 pmol/mg.
Based on ryanodine-bindfng activity of 5 p.01/mg of the SR,
these data are consistent with approximately 3 high affinity CaM
binding sites per channel protein subunit. When the vesicles
were phosphorylated before CaM binding experiments, the K,,, was
6 nM and B 1 was 18 pmol/mg, suggesting there was now only one
high affinWy CaM bound per subunit. Preliminary data indicate
that phosphorylation by the cAMP-dependent protein kinase has no
effect on CaM binding. These data suggest that one mechanism by
which CaM-dependent phosphorylation alters channel protein
function is through inhibition of CaM binding.

M-PM-E9
EFFECT OF RYANODINE ON Ca2+ ACCUMULATION RATE AND
CAPACITY IN CANINE AND HUMAN MYOCARDIAL
SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM. ((L. R. Nimer, J. Krall and M. A.
Movsesian)) Veterans Affairs Medical Center and University of Utah
School of Medicine, Salt Lake City, UT 84148 (sponsored by R. Straight)

Ihibition of Ca2+ efflux through the junctional Ca2+ channel of the
sarcoplasmic reticulum by ryanodine results in an apparent stimulation of
Ca2+ accumulation in mammalian myocardial sarcoplasmic reticulum. The
degree of this stimulation presumably reflects the functional ratio of
ryanodine-sensitive Ca+ channels to Ca+-transporting ATPase molecules.
We compared the effects of ryanodine on ATP-dependent, oxalate-supported
(a2+ accumulation rates and capacities in sarcoplasmic reticulum-enriched
microsomes prepared by ho zon and differential sedimentation of
canine and human left ventricular myocardium. Incubation with 0.5 mM
ryanodine increased the initial rate of Ca24 accumulation (measured at 10 FM
ca2 5 mM ATP, 5 mM oxalate, pH 7.05, 30' C) 70 ± 3 % in canine
myocardial sarcoplasmic reticulum, but only 12 ± 4 % in human myocardial
sarcoplasmic retculum. In contrast, incubation with 0.5 mM ryanodine
inceased Ca+2 capacity (measured at 37 C) 121 ± 3 % in canine
myocardial sarcoplasmic reficulum and 37 ± 7 % in human myocardial
sarcoplasmic retculum. These data demonstrate that Ca2+ capacity is more
sensitve than initial rate of oxalate-supported, ATP-dependnt Ca2+
accumulation as a measure of ryanoinesensitive junctional Ca2! channel
activity, and suggest that the functional ratio of Ca24 channels to Ca2+-
transporting ATPase molecules is significantly higher in canine than in
human myocardial sarcoplasmic reiculum.

NUCLEIC ACID STRUCTURES

M-PM-F1
MANIPULATION OF SINGLE DNA MOLECULES BY LASER
TRAPPING MICROSCOPY. ((S.J. Kron, J.V. Graham, S. Chu and P.
Matsudaira)) Whitehead Institute, Cambridge MA 02142 and Dept of
Physics, Stanford U., Stanford CA 94305. (Spon. by C.O. Pabo)
We have installed a single beam laser optical trap (optical tweezer)
on a fluorescence microscope to create a prototype laser trapping
microscope. Optical tweezers use the "gradient force" due to
momentum of refracted light to hold particles at the focus point of a
laser beam. With latex particle handles attached to its ends, we can
1) capture one end of a single DNA molecule in solution, 2) tether
this end to the glass by "welding" with the laser beam, and 3) capture
the free end and move it to any position on the microsope slide, as
diagrammed below. When fluorescently stained, the DNA molecule
held by the optical tweezer can be imaged in real time. If the laser is
blocked, the DNA relaxes to a coil, allowing measurement of
dynamic properties of single DNA molecules.

Trapping and Imaging Objective T n ba

.d.1Ad hi \A

M _MF2
PROBE FORCE AND SPATIL RESOLUTION IN AFM OF DNA
((Jie Yang and Zhifeng Shao)) BiO-SPMIaboratOy and Depatment of
Physiology, University of Virfgnia, Box 449, Charlotesville, VA 22908

Recently, several methods have been used to image DNA by AFM with
reproducible results [1]. However, the condition for high resolution has not
been opmized. In imaging double swrandedDNA (both circular and line),
we found that the probe force is critically important for high resolution. As
much as an order of magnitude vement in resolution can be found.
Using the cytochrome C spreading method developed for electron
microscopy, the conditon of carbon coating is crucial for reducing the
interacton between the probe and the substrate, a crdcal factor for stable
imaging. This p aon is not only suitable forAFM in air, but also stable
in sevel rganic solvents such as propnol, butanol, heptanol and octanol,
where the pbe force can be reduced to below 1 nN. For both in air and in
solution operaton, when the probe force was below 3 nN, we routinely
obtained a resolution of about 3 mm with comm y available pyramid
Si3N4 cantileves (k - 0.06 N/m). These results seem to indicate that probe
force is mre crtical than the tip geomety for these soft s at least at
the nm resoludon leveL Supported by the WhitakerFnaion, the US Army
Research Office, NIH, and the Jeffress Trust

[11 Yang, J., Takeyasu, K. and Shao, Z7 (1992) FEBS Lene 301:173-176;
Lyubchenko, YL. et al., (1992) Biophys. J. 61:A149-, Bustamante, C. et al.,
(1992) Biochemistry 31:22-26; Hansnia, H.G. et al. (1992) Science
256:1180.1184; Zenhausem, F. et aL, (1992) J. Struct. Biol. 108:69-73.
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PM-F3
A SOUTION STRUCTURE OF A COMPLEX OF [N-MeCys3, N-
MeCys7] TANDEM AND [d(GATATC)12. Kenneth J. Addess, Janet S.
Sinsheimer#, and Juli Feigon. Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
the Molecular Biology Institute, and the #Department of Biomathematics,
School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

[N-MeCys3, N-MeCys71 TANDEM (CysMeTANDEM), an
undermethylated analogue of triostin A, is an octadepsipeptide quinoxaline
antibiotic that binds specifically by bisintesalation to double-stranded DNA
at NTAN sites, in contrast to triostin A, which binds specifically to double
stranded DNA at NCGN sites. We have determined the three-dimensional
structure of a complex of CysMeTANDEM and the DNA hexamer
[d(GATATC)]2 using two-dimensional 1H NMR derived NOE and
dihedral bond angle constraints. This is the first structure of a TpA specific
quinoxaline antibiotic in complex with DNA. CysMeTANDEM binds to
and affects the structure of the DNA in a manner similar to that observed in
complexes of triostin A with DNA. The two quinoxaline rings
bisintercalate on either side of the two central T-A base pairs and the
peptide ring lies in the minor groove. The central A-T base pairs of the
complex are underwound (average helical twist angle of -10°) and buckle
inward by - 200. There are intermolecular hydrogen bonds between each
of the Ala NH and the AN3 protons of the TpA binding site, analogous to
those observed between Ala NH and GN3 in the crystal structures of the
CpG specific complexes of triostin A with DNA. However, the structure
of the peptide ring ofCysMeTANDEM in the complex differs from that of
triostin A. This appears to be largely due to the fonnation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonds between the two Val NH and the Ala Carbonyls, which
cannot forn in triostin A because the Val amide is N-methylated.

M-PM-F5
STABILIZATION OF TRIPLEX DNA BY HYDRALAZINE AND THE
PRESENCE OF ANTI-TRIPLEX DNA ANTIBODIES IN TREATED
PATIENTS. ((T.J. Thomas, Y.-P. Yan, T. Thomas, J.R. Seibold, L.E. Adams
and E.V. Hess)) UMDNJ-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, New
Brunswick, NJ 08903 and Univ. Cincinnati Med Center, Cincinnati, OH 45267.

Hydralazine (HYZ) is an antihypertensive drug that elicits anti-nuclear
antibodies in patients as an adverse side effect. Previous studies have shown
that HYZ facilitates the formation of Z-DNA. In the present study, we
investigated the ability ofHYZ to promote/stabilize triplex DNA form of
poly(dA).2poly(dT). Under low ionic conditions (10mM Na), the
polynucleotide melted as a double helix with a Tm of 55.3°C. HYZ destabilized
this duplex form by reducing its Tm to 52.5'C. Spermidine, a natural
polyamine, provoked the triplex form of poly(dA).2poly(dT) with 2 melting
transitions, Tmi of 42.80C corresponding to triplex -e duplex + single stranded
DNA and Tm2 of 65.40 corresponding to duplex melting. Triplex DNA formed
in the presence of spernidine was stabilized by HYZ with a Tmi of 53.6°C.
These results support the hypothesis that HYZ is reactive with unusual forms of
DNA and capable of converting B-DNA to a triplex form that is immunogenic.
In order to test this possibility, we analyzed sera from a panel of 25 HYZ-treated
patients for anti-triplex DNA antibodies using an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay. Our results showed that 72% of HYZ-related sera had
antibodies reacting toward triplex form of polynucleotides. In contrast, there
was no binding of normal human sera to triplex DNA. Taken together our data
indicate that HYZ and related drugs might exert their action by interacting with
DNA and stabilizing higher order structures, such as the triplex DNA.

M-PM-F7
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF A DNA TRIPLE HELIX
G. RAGHUNATHAN 1, T. M. MILES 2 & V. SASISEKHARAN 2
1 NCI and 2 NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892

A structure for the triple helix Poly dT *poly dA poly dT is
proposed. The present structure preserves the pseudo dyad
between the Watson-Crick paired adenine and thymine
strands, and in addition has a pseudo rotational symmetry
relating the Hoogsteen paired adenine and thymine strands.
The simultaneous presence of these two symmetries gives
rise to a dyad between the two thymine strands. These
symmetries result in identical backbone conformations for
all three strands, unlike any previously proposed model for a
triple helix. The proposed structure has an axial rise per
residue of 3.26 A and 12 residues per turn as obtained by X-
ray fiber diffraction (Arnott and Selsing, J. Mol. Biol., 88, 509,
1974). The present structure is structurally and
conformationally similar to the B-form DNA and has sugar
puckers in the C2'-endo region. This structure is
fundamentally different from the one proposed by Arnott
and coworkers, which was based on A-form DNA and C3T-endo
sugar pucker. The proposed structure is stereochemically
satisfactory, and it does not have the disallowed nonbonded
distances present in the earlier model of Arnott and
coworkers. It is energetically much more favorable than
their structure.

M-PM-F4
FREE ENERGY OF B-Z JUNCTION FORMATION

((D. Suhl R. Sheardy2, R. Kursinsky2, M. Doktycs3, A. Benights & J.
Chairesl)j I Dept. Biochem., Univ. Mississippi Med. Center, Jackson,
MS 39216; 2 Dept. Chem., Seton Hall Univ., South Orange, NJ 07079;
3 Dept. Chem., Univ. Illinois, Chicago, IL 60680

The NaCl-induced transition from the tght-handed B form to a
hybrid form containing both left- and nght-handed DNA, joined by a
B - Z junction, was investigated. Transition curves were constructed
from circular dichroism spectra collected as a function of NaCl
concentration for a series of 16 bp deoxyoligonucleotides. In these
molecules, the dinuleotide step immediately adjacent to the B-Z
junction was systematically varied. The sequence of the series (one
strand of the duplex) was: 5'CGCGCGAMNGACTG, where C
indicates m5dC, and -MN- was varied to include the possible py:py
stacks: -CC-, -CT-, -TC- and -TT-. Transition curves for the
conversion of all deoxyoligonucleotides were found to be biphasic.
Singular value decomposition was used to analyze the experimental
circular dichroism spectra obtained as a function of NaCI, and showed
that the transition was not a simple two-state process. A sequential
threestate model, B I - BZ, was derived and used to evaluate
the salt dependent equilibrium constants for each step in the
sequential reaction model. The results indicate that the free energy
change for BZ junction formation (AGj) depends on the dinucleotide
equence immediately adjact to the junction. Supported by: NIH
CA35636 (JC), NIH GM39471 (AB) & NSF DMB8996232 (RS).

M-PM-F6
Theoretical Model Building Studies ofDNA Four-Way Junctions

A. R. Srinivasan and Wilma K. Olson, Department ofChemistry, Wright-
Rieman Laboratories, Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

A model building scheme that combines a constrained backbone
generating algorithm with simple hard-sphere packing calculations is offered
to build the four-stranded structures of DNA found in Holliday junctions.
Two standard B-DNA duplexes are oriented side-by-side with helix axes at
different relative inclinations and then systematically rotated and translated
to identify closely spaced contact-free states. Attempts are then made to
introduce a sugar-phosphate chain backbone between bases on different
duplexes in an energetically acceptable local conformation. The goal is to
identify the multiple structural solutions associated with a particular
arrangement of neighboring DNA helices in the four-way junction rather
than an optimum structure. The methodology is quite general, in terms of
accommodating four-way junctions with arms of variable conformations and
lengths and of sizes much greater than treated heretofore. The only
deformation in the structure relative to B-DNA is found at the site of
backbone exchange, with base stacking completely preserved in all models.
An interesting outcome of the current studies is that sterically acceptable
four-arm Holliday junctions may be formed over a wide range of the angle
at the cross. The dynamic mobility of the Holliday junctions may thus be
inferred from the visualization of selected low-energy models. The long-
range electrostatic energetics of different models corresponding to various
inclinations of the contacted helices under different dielectric treatments are
also assessed. (Supported by USPHS grant GM20861)

M-PI-F8
COMBINATORICS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE STRUCTURES
OF t-RNA. ((Brooke Lustig, David G. Covell* and Robert L. Jernigan))
Laboratory of Mathematical Biology, National Cancer Institute, National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda MD, 20892. *Biomedical Supercomputing
Laboratory, Program Resources lncJDyncorp, Frederick, MD, 21701.

The Phe t-RNA structure can be fit with lattice models, giving agreement
within an RMS of 2.0 A, and specifying 76 points from a face-centered cubic
lattice. Upon these points, 32 chain folds are possible. For each lattice fold,
the low energy secondary structures are determined from a list of proximal
bases, using a standard secondary structure algorithm. From the lists of
remaining possible tertiary pairs, all possible combinations are generated,
and these include 2,365,440 conformers with non-overlapping bases. The
native conformation is found within the lowest 25 percent of the
distribution, and the lower energy region of this distribution is found to
have a large number of the 364,672 conformers that include the native
secondary structure. Possible non-native conformational variations
associated with the stable secondary structures include a kink in the anti-
codon region and slip pairing accompanied by a bulge at the end of helical
stems. Even small changes in secondary structure permit some different
tertiary pairs. A full exploration of such a set of lattice points, without
restrictions in volume, distances or secondary structures, involves
generating an enormous number of possibilities. There are 36,484,128
possible cubic lattice configurations for the sixteen bases enclosing the
internal loop of Phe t-RNA. However, substantial reductions in the numbers
of lattice configurations of pairs of stems attached to the internal loop can be
achieved by accounting for excluded volume.

AlNUCI1EC ACID STRUCTURIE



ENERGY STORED IN THE PACKAGED DNA OF
BACIERIOPHAGE T7. ((C. S. RAMAN, S. J. HAYES, B. T.
NALL, and P. SERWER)) Depanment Of Biohemisry, Th Univerity of
Tea Health Science Center, San Anuonio, TX 78284-7760.

To determine the non-dissipative energy invested in pacKaging
bacteriophage 17 DNA, we have used high sensitivity titration
calorimetry to measure the heat released per nucleotide pair (Al)
when T7 DNA was expelled from its capsid at 650C. Because
expulsion of DNA leaves most of the T7 capsid intact, we have
assunmd that all of the energy of packaging was released as heat.
The value of AH was -0.47±0.05 kcal mol-l for wild type T7 and
-0.37±0.05 kcal mol7l for an 8.4% T7 DNA deletion mutant.
Control titrations performed either with buffer (0.2 M NaCl,
0.01 M sodium phosphate, 0.001 M MgCl2, pH 7.4) alone or with
bacteriophage at a temperature (390C) below that needed for
expulsion yielded backgrounds less than 5% of the signal. The AH
values are comparable to the energy, measured from the osmotic
pressure-volume work, needed pfimarily to remove water from
DNA during polymer induced collapse. (0.1-0.4 kcal mo-1 of
nucleotide pair, Rau et al [1984] Proc. Nad. Acad. Sci. USA EL
2621-2625). (Supported by NIH GM24365 and GM32980)

PROTEIN MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

LS4P 1
PROTEIN DYNAMICS IN AQUEOUS AND NON-AQUEOUS
ENVIRONMENTS. ((David S. Hartsough and Kenneth M. Men Jr.))
Department of Chemistry Pennsylvania State University University
Park PA 16803

We present the results of molecular dynamics simulations of a protein
in an organic solvent. Our results show that while the amino acid side
chains are more flexible in water, there is only a very small difference
in backbone flexibility between protein in chloroform and protein in
water. We propose that the major difference between the two solvent
environments is the preferred orientations of the amino acid side
chains. These results aid in the understanding of experimental
observations and offer important insights for protein engineering in
non-aqueous media.

M-PM-G3
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF CONFORMATIONAL TRANSTONS
IN THE ACTIVE SITE OF TOSYL-A-CHYMOTRYPSIN.
((Themis Lazaridis and Michael E. Paulaitis)) Department of Chemistry,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, and Center for Molecular and
Engineenng Thermodynamics, Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716

The motion of the tosyl group covalentdy bound in the active site of a-
chymotrypsin has been studied using an empirical force field. A previously
developed method employing an adiabatic projection of the potential energy
hypersurface onto a small number of essential degrees of froedom has been
used to determine multidimensional reacdon paths for the rotation of the tosyl
aromatic ring within and its movement out of the specificity pocket of the
enzyme. The conformation of the specificity pocket was found to change
substantially under stochastic boundary, molecular dynamics simulations.
The shape of the paths and the height of the calculated energy barier were
affected substantially by this conformational change. The free energy profile
for tosyl ring rotation was also determined by the Free Energy Perturbation
method in the presence and absence of explicit solvent water and in both
cases was found to be lower than the energy barrier, indicating a positive
activation entropy. Based on the calculated energy and free energy barriers
the mobility of the bound inhibitor should be much lower than that observed
in NMR experiments on the same system. The discrepancy is most likely due
to the observed distortion of the specificity pocket during the dynamics
simulation.

IWM42
CLASS U FORCE FILDS FOR PEPTESAND rEI
MlntpngHwag, Tomk Stodkfl MolesHasan, DzungNguyen and Amold T.
Hager. Biosym Technologies, Inc., 9685 Scranton Road, San Diego, CA 92121.

A scond gtion Cls UI molecular mcdhics fome field for peptdes,
prbtn, nuceic ads nd carohydrtes ha boen derived. Thb force field
wonsst ofhgroderdagn trand nudescroa tems wtos ifrce
constants are well determined from fitsto moweculareneg surfacs calculated
by ab intie methods. C a n with resultb from conventional Cls I for
fields dsow that the ClassII intewtion tern ar requied to give a better
analtcal entaion fr molecular prperties of structures, vibrational
firquencies, conioronal energs and barriers, and espedally for the
environmental effects on these propertes. For example, the Class II force field
is able to accunt for, with a bwtrnferable set ofp , the substantial
bond length variation exhbited In nudeic add risand In peptide C-N bond
caused bycnge of hybridization stateat thenigen center from sp2 to sp3,
hift in thestrng frequency of carbonyl (C-O) bond Incyolkanone,
variation I tihe conformational energies of moleculesrg from dimple
amides to nudeic acd bas, and te anonwk effect on both struchal and
energetic proper of cbohydte Finally, in addition to the properties of
wsma molecules, results of molcular dynamics smultions with various Class I
and Class fomre fields on cyclic peptide crystals and proteins will be
presented and the ability of these force fields to reproduce peptide and protein
s-tructuresgiven-

M-PM-G4
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF RUBREDOXIN AND
REDOX SITE ANALOGS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION: A COMPARISON
OF THE REDOX SITE ENVIRONMENT. ((Toshiko Ichiye, Robert B.
Yelle, and Brian W. Beck)) Department of Biochemistry/Biophysics,
Washington State Univrsity, Pullman, WA 991644660.

Molecular dynaics simulatons have been carried out on Closvidwn
paseuranwn rubrdoxin, an iron-sulfur electron transer protein, and on
analogs of the iron-sulfur redox site in aqueous solution. The simulation of
the protein in aqueo solution shows good agreement with the crystl
stuctue. One notabe feature from the analog studies is that the accessibility
of the iron in the redox site to watea is controlled by the C-S-Fe--S dihedral
angles The rsults are consistent with the experimentally observed incease
in redox potentialof aubedoxin over dot of the Holm-Ibers analog, which has
different dihedral angls than the protein. If the analog is forced to have the
same dibedl angles as are found in the protein, then the relative location of
the closest water is rmarkably sinilar to that of the two closest amide
groups to the iron in rubredoxin, although in the protein ther are only the two
amide groups in the posible four equivalent positions for close approach.
Thus, the protein viroment differs frm an aqueous analog both in the
reduced polaity of the closest groups and in the reduced number of groups.
Since these closest groups make a laWe contribution to the electrostatic
potential at the redox site, the location and fluctuations in locadon of the
closest groups in rubrdoxin and in the analogs are described. The hydrogen
bonding paterns of the closest polar groups in rubredoxin and in the analogs,
which differ somewhat, are also described. In addition, the resulting
electrostatic potentials and the fluctuations in them are compared.
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M-PM-G5
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF TURN MUTATIONS IN CYTOCHROME B552
((Rajagopal Srinivasan and Shankar Subramaniam)) Beckman Institute, Center
for Biophysics and Computational Biology, National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801

Cytochrome b-562 is a four helix bundle protein containing 106 residues and
its three dimensional structure is characterized to 1.4 A resolution. The three
residues that connect helices three and four (E81-082-K83) have been
mutagenized extensively and some of the mutant proteins fold and form stable
three dimensional structures as shown by a color assay. The question posed by
the computational studies was whether a priori predictions can be made as to
which of the mutant sequences would fold into a wild type-like three
dimensional structure. In addition the such a study would provide insight into
the short-range and long range forces that stabilize the turn and yield heuristic
rules to guide protein design. This study presents extensive simulations of 7 of
the 30 turn sequences whose expression was attempted. Three different
methodologies were used to predict the turn conformations. These include a)
systematic grid search followed by Monte Carlo and simulated annealing, b) high
temperature molecular dynamics and c) library search followed by simulated
annealing. The results of the computer simulations on mutant structures show
that a) All three methods are able to correctly predict the wild type structure.
b) for the mutants that have been analyzed, all three methods predict virtually
identical low energy conformations. c) mutants containing GLY or small polar
amino acids at position 82 adopt the same backbone conformation as the wild
type protein d) mutants with non-polar substituents at position 82 lead to turn
structures that are very different from those of the wild type. The predicted
order of stability is EGK = ROM > RGV > SSR > DFR > LAA > PVA.

M-PM-G6
3D STRUCTURAL PREDICTIONOF THEIMMUNODOMINANT LOOP
OF SEVENANTIGENIC VARIANTS OFFOOT-AND-MOUTHDISEASE
VIRUS (FMDV), USING MOLECULAR MODELING TECHIMQUES.
((L.L. France, P. Piatty, J.F.E. Newman and F. Brown))
PIADC,USDA/ARS,Greenport, NY 11944.

The immunodominant loop of FMDV consists of residues 132-159 of VP1,
one of four proteins malkng up the virus capsd. This loop contains both the
highly conserved cell attachment site (145-147), and a hypervariable region
which includes the major epitope (146-154). Although the basic structue
of FMDV, serotype 0, has been solved, that of the immunodominant loop
could not be detrmined. We have used molecular modeling techniques to
predict the structures of the immunodominant loops of seven antigenic
variants of FMDV type A12, which differ only at positions 148 and 153 in
VP1. Molecular dynamics (simulated annealing) and energy minimization
were used to search conformatonal space for stable conformers. These
results were compared with structures generated using a search of the
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank for structurally conserved regions in
homologous proteins. The results indicate that, for all seven antigenic
variants, it is the presence or absence of proline at residue 153 and leucine
at residue 148 that exerts the greatest influence on the structure of the
immunodominant loop. Furthermore, the cell attachment site is predicted
to be a ,-tum, regardless of the substituted residue at position 148.

M-PM-G7
BROWNIAN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS OF ANTIBODY-
ANTIGEN RECOGNITION. ((Richard E. Kozack and Shankar
Subramaniam)) Beckman Institute, Center for Biophysics and
Computational Biology, National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801

The crystal structure for an antibody-antigen system, that of the
anti-hen egg lysozyme monodonal antibody HyHEL-5 complexed to
lysozyme, Is used as the starting polnt for computer simulations of
diffusional encounters between the two proteins. The investigation
consists of two parts; first, the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann
equation is solved to determine the long-range electrostatic forces
between antibody and antigen and then, the relative motion as
Influenced by these forces is modeled within Brownian motion
theory. The effects of point mutations on the calculated reaction
rate are considered. It is found that charged residues close to the
binding site exert the greatest influence in steering the proteins into
a configuration favorable for their binding, while more distant
mutations are qualitatively described by the Smoluchowski model
for the mutual diffusion of two uniformly charged spheres. These
results can be tested by site-directed mutagenesis. (Supported in
part by NIH grant RO1 GM4635.)

MEMBRANE TRNSPORT

M-PM-H1
RAPID VOLTAGE PULSES REVEAL TRANSIENT CARRIER
CURRENTS IN A FACILITATED BASIC AMINO ACID TRANSPORTER
((M. Kavanaugh, E. Stefarn(and RA North)) Volum Institue, Oregon Health
Scinces University and 'Department of Molcular Blophysics and
Physiology, Baylor College of Medicine

The sodium- n in o basic amino acids mediated by the clnei
dual functlon y trpoter/mur ne retrovru receptor Inraeases
exponentially wIh hyperpoarzatbn while effklx Increases exponentily wlth
depolarIzation. The effect of hypepobrizatbn on influx Is not due b a
volage depende of sitsrate binding because the apparent KM
approaches a minimum at hyperpoisszed potentIls whilb Influx oontinues to
increase exponentialy even at saturating subtrat onrations
Q(avanaugh et al. ihyL. J.61:A425,1992). Knei modeling suggess that
the confbmatbnal reorientation ot the unlganded carrier I volage-
dependen and rate-liminthg; the present sudies were undertaken to record
confrmaionaltranion or 'gating currernt in responrs to rapid volage
Junp using the cut-open oocyte vaselne gap reoring tecdhqe
(TaglNselatd al. 1lgWya4J 61:78,1992). In the absec of basi amino
ackd, _ornnl trnsient currents wer observed In oocyte
membranes expressing the coned transporter. These transient curret
displayed rapid Winetics and were voltag-dependent and saturabe, with a
midpoln of activation of -17 mV and an apparen vabnce d 1.2e.
N-Ethylmallmide (200 pM, which blocks amino acid transport, abo bbocked
the transen cunts. The resub suggest that at east one component of the
voed d basic amino acid baneport arses from charge
movement during ionormatna tranlton d the uninded transpoter.

M-PM4H2
Photodynsmic Action of Hamatoporphyrin Derivative
(HpD) Activates Calcium Channel in Gliema (U-87 MG)
Cells, P.G. Joshi, K. Joshi, S. Mishra and M.S.
Joshi. Biophysics Department, NIMHA$S, Bangalore
(INDIA).

The effect of HpD mediated photosensitization
on the lon transport properties of U-87 MG cells
has been investigated using fluorescent indicators.
HpD treatment in the dark did not produce any
change in the intracellular ion concentration.
However, upon irradiation with light, a large
increase in intracellular calcium concentration was
observed. This increase was solely due to influx
of calcim as no change was observed when the cells
ware photosensitized in the presence of B3TA. The
increase in intracellular calciw concentration
varied with HpD concentration, light dose and
calci_ concentration. The calcit influx induced
on photosmsitization by HpD was repairable and
was inhibited by diltiazas, a calciu channel
blocker. Under similar conditions, we have not
observed any leakage in potassiut and sodim. Our
results suggest that photodynasic action of HpD
opens a voltage sensitivo calcium channel and the
elevated intracellular calcium level may activate
a variety of cellular processes leading to cell
doath.

PROTEIN MOLECULAR DYNAMICS AIS
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M-PM4H3
EFFECT OF BACILLUS THURINGIENSIS TOXIN ON THE
REGULATION OF INTRACELLULAR pH IN AN INSECT CELL LINE.
((V. Vachon, M.-J. Paradis, A. Cvetkovic, J.-L. Schwartz* and R. Laprade))
GRTM, Univ. de Montral, Montreal, Que., H3C 37, and *Biotechnol.
Res. Inst., NRC, Montreal, Que., H4P 2R2.

In insect midgut cells, secondary active transport is energtzed by a vacuolar-
type H+-ATPase coupled with a K+-H+ antiporter (Wleczorek et al. J. Biol.
Chem. 266, 15340 (1991)). The fluorescent pH indicator BCECF was
theaefore used to investigate changes in the intacellularnH of individual cells
of the lepidopran species Spodopterafrugiperda (Fall armyworm; SF9) in
response to changes in the composition of the external medium and following
the additon of CryIC, a potent biological pesticide isolated from B.
thuringiensis, which is used extensively for the specific control of
lepidopteran larvae. In the presence of K+ and following a change in the
extern pH, inellularpH approached that of the bathing medium, reaching
an equilibrium within minutes. Removal of K+ from the external medium
resulted in a rapid acidification of the cells. Under these conditions, changes
in the external pH had littl effecton thepHof the cells. These results suggest
that, in intact cells, influx of protons across the cell membrane is mediated
mainly by a K+-H+ antiporter. In the presence of CryIC, however, the
membrane became pemmeable to prtons independenty of the presence of K+.
CsyIC therefore appears to interfere with the geneaton of the trans ne
K+ gradient and secondary active transport by allowing protons to cross the
cell membrane in a K+-independent manner.

-PMIU-5
Ca2+ TRANSPORT IN THE MODEL EUCARYOTE
SACCHAROMYCES CEREVISIAE. ((T. Dunn, Chun Zhao, T. Beeler))
USUHS, Bethesda, MD 20814
The research goal is to identify genes and proteins that regulate cytosolic
[Ca2+] in yeast. The experimental approach is to isolate mutants with
decreased tolerance to high [Ca2+] in the growth medium, to determine
which mutants have altered Ca2+ metabolism, and clone by complemen-
tation genes that restore normal Ca2+ metabolism. A screen of 60,000
mutagenized yeast colonies yielded 19 cag (saocium aensitive growth) mutants
that lost the ability to grow in 100 mM Ca2+, but were able to grow in 100
mM Sr2+. The main Ca2+& Sr2+ sequestering organelle in yeast is the
vacuole which accumulates Ca2+& Sr2+ via a Ca2+/2H+-exchanger and
stores Ca2+& Sr2+ as a complex with polyphosphate. Mutants defective
in non-vacuolar Ca2+ transport systems are likely to be Ca2+-sensitive
but Sr2+-tolerant. Complementation analysis identifies 2 major comple-
mentation groups and 8 independent isolates. The CSGSgene was cloned
and its DNA sequence identifies a 410 amino acid ORF containing 9 pu-
tative membrane-spanning sequences. Analysis of Ca2+ metabolism by
the csg2 mutant indicates that Ca2+ sequestration by a nonvacuolar or-
ganelle is altered. Suppressor mutants of cig2 identify 7 complementation
groups; some that require high [Ca2+] for growth indicating that these
mutants can be used to identify other genes that regulate cellular Ca2+.

M-PMH7
CEARaCTUISIEG SOLID SUPPORTED EWTH TIE

ATOKIC FOCN MICROSCOPE.
((H.-J. Butt, K. Seifert, K. Fendler and E.
Bamberg)) Max-Planck-Institut fUr Biophysik,
Kennedyallee 70, 6 Frankfurt/M. 70, Germany
Recently solid supported membranes have been used

to study the ion transport of purple membranes
(K.Seifert, K.Fendler, E.Bamberg, Biophys. J. in
press.). The solid supported membrane consisted of
a lipid monolayer on mercaptanised gold. The gold
substrate, the mercaptane on gold, the lipid
monolayer and purple membranes adsorbed onto the
lipid have been studied with an atomic force
microscope. Simultaneously, that is while imaging,
ion transport of purple membranes and electric
properties of the solid supported membrane have
been measured. In this way structural information
could be correlated with results of transport
measurements.

M-PM-44
ANTIBODIES RAISED AGAINST THE 59 KDA Na*/H* ANTIPORTER FRON
BEEF HEART NITOCHONDRIA INIBIT Na* FLUX IN A RECONSTITUTED
SYSTEN. ((Z. Shariat-Madar and K. D. Garlid)). Department
of Pharmacology, Medical College of Ohio, Toledo, Ohio
43699.

We purified and reconstituted the mitochondrial Na+-
selective Na+/H+ antiporter and assayed Na+ flux using the
fluorescent probe SBFI, as previously described (Garlid et
al., J. B. C. 266, 6518-6523, 1991). We raised antibodies
in rabbits to the 59 kDa protein that we had identified with
Na+/H4 exchange activity. The antibodies recognized
proteins of similar NW in heart, kidney and liver
mitochondria from rat, dog and hamster. The anti-59 kDa
antibodies inhibited Ha' transport into proteoliposomes
reconstituted with the 59 kDa Na4/H+ antiporter, providing
support for the identification of the Na+/H4 antiporter
protein. We are now using these polyclonal antibodies to
screen a beef heart cDNA library. This research was
supported in part by NIH Grants HL 36573 and HL 43814.

M-PM-H6
SITE-DIRECTED SPIN AND FLUORESCENT LABELING OF
THE LACTOSE PERMEASE OF ESCHERICHIA coli. H. Jung,
R. Lopez, C. Altenbach*, W. L. Hubbell* & H. R. Kaback, Howard
Hughes Medical Institute and *Jules Stein Eye, University of California Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024-7008.

fGalactoside acumulaton against a concentndon grdient in E. coil
is dependent upon the lactose (lac) permease, a hydrophobic, polytopic
cytoplasmic membrane protein that catalyzes the coupled translocation of a
single disa ar moleule with a single proton. Based on circulardidbroic
measurements and hydropathy profile analysis, the protein has 12
hydrophobic domains in at-helical confaon that traverse the membrane
in zig-zag fashion connected by hydrophilic loops. The 12-helix motif has
been confirmed by studies on an extensive series of lac permease-alkaline
phosphatase fusion proteins.

Recent studies indicate that Asp237 and Lys358, as well as Asp240
and Lys319, interact functionally, thereby suggesting that putative helix VII
may lie close to helices X and XIin dte tertary structur of lacpemease. In
order to determine the location of these residues with respect to the
membrane, the following single Cys mutants were constructed in a lac
pernease chimera containing the biotinylation domain from a Klebsiella
oxalacetate decarboxylase, purified by avidin affinity chromatography,
rated with thiol-specific spin and fluoreswent labels and rconstituted into
proteoliposomes: D237C/K358A, D237A/K358C, D240C/K319A and
D24OA/K319C. The shapes of the corresponding EPR and fluorescent
spectra and the results from quenching studies suggest thattheseresidues are
located in an amphiphilic environment at or close to the membrane-water
interface.

M-PWH
TWO CONFORMATIONS OF THE UNCOUPLING PROTEIN CONTROLLED
BY NUCLEOTIDE BINDING ((M. K bg) ine for Pysical
Biohuniatmy,University ofMuni, Go_-rs 33, 8000 Mnchen2

Purism meotdes (ATp$-, ADp3;' GTP4-, CDP3-) inb Ht bythe
pl te (UCP). Severltypes of evidcnce show tha nedes bind a

site dirat ftim t bslocaio d . Nuceotde bing can be inhiited by
merura and by cwarbotp magmat without effecfti ftm.taport rate. Cardioipin
inh mcld binig but not tUport Nucleutide bindn istrnl pH
dpmdcst in coutras to H+ transport F Cuores nutmcleotde analogues, such as
3P -g (DAN)-ATP, bind ati tesie as ATPbut donotno t
trauport Under coupie condtioa AA ran DAN-ATP d to tier
bin_n. "On"-lcitics show bin raft for DAN-ATP 20 to 100 times dt
for ATP. This was iuierprtedXdt ATP bindig is liitd by a _ !

eofUCP fia nactieton idi est UCPa- UCP -N- UCPi - N.
Atwo-statowont-rmationshfiudirmmppouted byhighe resistanctotryptic dVigeto
of thebe tedstamt. DAN-ATP does not prott Wheas ATP protet agnt
iwotIolyis. Anoter o ATP derati , DANSYL-ATP?l slow "oe"-
inlstics and ihbi ansport simdarto ATP. Thus fluoreaeutkiukcs ofDAN-ATP
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MI-PM-H9
AN HYPOTHETICAL SEQUENCE OF RFACTIONS IMADING TO IRON TRANSPORT
FOLLOWING DISSOCIATION FROM TRANSFERRIN IN ENDOSOMZS. ((J.A.
Watkins, C-Y. Li, J.D. Altasan, and J. Glass)) Heatology-
Oncology Section, Center for Excellence in Cancer Research,
Treatment, and Education, LSUNC-8, Shreveport, LA, 71130.

Reticulocyte iron (Fe) absorbtion via transferrin (Tf)
endocytosis is a major factor in Fe mtabolism. Although the
exact sequence of events following Fe(III) dissociation frcm Tf
remain uncertain, available information indicates protein-
protein interactions, intramolecular and intermolecular Fe
transfer, Fe(III) reduction, and translocation across the
endosomal mmbrane are kinetically significant. Based on
available data, it is reasonable to propose four models for the
sequence of events following dissociation from Tf: (A)
reduction before intramolecular Fe(II) transfer, (B) reduction
following Fe(III) transfer, (C) reduction following Fe(III)
translocation across the endosomal membrane, (D) reduction at
both intra and extravesicular surfaces. Squential additions
of reductants, le-ATPase inhibitors, chelator effects, and
second order kinetic analysis indicates multiple sites for
Fe(III) reduction and pathways for intermolecular Fe transfer
and suggests at least two protein mediated translocation
routes. The results and consideration. support Model D with
the dominant pathway having the following sequence: (1)
cooperative iron dissociation from Tf and redistribution among
intravesicular Fe(III) acceptor sites, (2) extravesicular
electron donor/acceptor reduction and transmembrane electron
transfer, (3) conformational changes and configurational
rearrangements, (4) Fe(III) reduction, (5) intermolecular
Fe(II) transfer, (6) Fe(II) translocation, and (7) Fe(II)
mobilization. These results and considerations provide a basis
for further exploration of processes involved in Fe transport.

LIPID-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS

M41
PHASE DIAGRAM AND LIPID SELECTIVITY OF
LIPID-PROTEIN BILAYERS WITH HYDROPHOBIC

MISMATCH

Zhengping Zhang,1 Maria M. Sperotto,2 Martin J. Zuckermann,I and
Ole G. Mouritsen,2

MeGili University, Montreal, PQ, H3A 2T8, Canada; 2The Technical University of
Denmark, Building 206, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

A statistical mechanical lattice model is proposed to describe the lipid-protein
interactions in phospholipid bilayers with small transmembrane proteins or
polypeptides which are hydrophobicaUy mismatched to the lipid bilayer. The
phase diagram has been derived by computer-simulation techniques which fully
allow for thermal density fluctuations and which operate on a free-energy level
and hence permit an accurate identification of the phase boundaries. The calcu-
lations predict a closed loop of gel-fluid coexistence with a lower critical mixing
point. Specific heat traces across the phase diagram are presented. The theo-
retical results for the phase diagram and the specific-heat function are related
to recent experimental measurements on phospholipid bilayers mixed with syn-
thetic transmembrane amphiphiic peptides or with gramicidin A. The model has
been extended in order to include two different lipid species characterized by dif-
ferent acyl-chain lengths. The lateral distribution of the two lipid species near
the hydrophobic protein-lipid interface in the fluid phase of the bilayer has been
derived. The results indicate that there is a very structured and heterogeneous
distribution of the two lipid species near the protein and that the protein-lipid
interface is enriched in one of the lipid species.

M-PM413
Diacylglycerol Induces Specificity and Cooperativity in the
Interaction of Protein Kinase C with Phosphatidylserine

Alexandra C. Newton
Depanment of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomngon, IN 47405

Protein kinase C is allosterically regulated by phosphatidylserine and
diacylglycerol, two lipids that activate the enzyme by exposing its pseudo-
substrate auto-inhibitory domain (J. Biol. Chem. (1992) =Z, 15263). The
interaction with phosphatidylserine displays high coopeativity in a detergent
micelle system (Biochemisty (1992) l, 4661). This contribution shows that
the binding to phosphatidylserine in bilayers is also highly cooperative and
insensidve to increasing ionic strength, but only in the presence of
diacylglycerol. In the absence of this second messenger, dte binding ifpein
kinase C to model membranes is regulated by surface charge and ionic
strength, with no selectivity for headgroup other than charge. Thus,
diacylglycerol is required for the specific and highly cooptve interaction of
protein kdnase C with phosphatidylserine.
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M-PM412
EFFECTS OF THE INITIAL BINDING OF MELIITIN ON THE FLUIDITY
OF DIMYRISTOYLPHOSPHATIDYLACIOLINE SMALL UNILAMELLAR
VESICLES. ((Thomas D. Bradrick, Alexander Philippetis and Solon
Georghiou)) Molecular Biophysics Lab., Physics Dept., University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996. (Spon. by J. Churchich)

We have investigated the effect of the binding of bee venom melittin on the
order ofDMPC SUVs using stopped-flow fluorometry. Lipid vesicles, labeled
with the fluorescent probe TMA-DPH, were mixedwithmeliti n and the steady-
state fluorescence anisotrpy r of the probe was monitord while melittin binding
took place. The millisecond time scale used for the observations was short
enough that virtually no melittin-induced vesicle fusion took place; consequendy,
the observed effects on the lipid order and dynamics are due solely to the binding
of the protein. Experiments were carried out at three different lipid-to-protein
molar ratios, 180, 135 and 90, in order to examine the effects of increasng the
concentration of bound melittin. For all three ratios, above the transition
temperature Tm of the lipid, binding had no effect on r. The fluorescence
intensity of the probe was found to increase at the same rate as protein binding,
however. At T., melittin binding caused r as well as the fluorescence intensity
of the probe to decrease at the same rate at which protein binding took place.
Interestingly, varying the lipid-to-melittin molar ratio had no effect on the initial
or final values of r. We also measured the transfer of energy from the
tryptophan residue of melittin to TMA-DPH and found it to be negligible. This
suggests that probe molecules do not preferentially associate themselves with the
protein molecules. Thus, the observed effects of the protein on the bilayer
appear to be long-range. In the lipid crystalline phase, the protein was found to
have no effect on either r or the fluorescence intensity of the probe.

PWK4
INTERACTION OF ANNEIN VIWTH MEMBRANES: PHOSPHATIDYL-
ETHANOLAMI MAY RESTRICI MOBILITY IN MEMBRANES.
((Mohammad D. Bazzi and GaryL Nelsestuen)) Dqemet of Biochemistry,
University of Minnesota St. Paul, MN 55108.

Associadon of annexin VI with anes induced extensive clustering of acidic
phospholipids as detected by self-quenching of fluorescent-labeled acidic
phospholipids. Theratsof protein-induced clusteing were examined in
membranes containing 10-15% fluoescent-labeled pho ihaidic acid dispersed in
phosphadydcholine () rphosphayleanolamine ). Both membranes
supported similar levela of protein-indued fluo e quenching. With
membranes containing PC, protein-me rane association and fluorescene
quenching were rapid, and were virtually complte within seconds after mixing
the reagents. Membranes contaning PE also exhibited rapid protein-membrane
associadion, but showed a fluorescece quenching that was several orders of
magnitue siower than nmemran containing PC Calcium chelation resulted in
rapid di tion of protein-membrane complexes and vtally complete
rewvery of the fluorescence signal of both memb s. The rate of fluorescence
recovery was rapid in membrane contining PC, but PB-containing membranes
showed slow recovery that approached the rate of phospholipid exchange
between vesicles. Thus, the presence ofPE appeared to severely restrict
dissipation of clustered phospholipids in membranes. Membranes containing PE,
N-methyl-PE, N,N dimethyl-PE, and PC showed successive increases in the
rates of fluorescnce quenching and recovery, suggesting that hydrogen bonding
between head groups was the basis for this property. If the restricted dissipation
of phosphatidic acid in PB membranes is a generl property, relative mobility of
membrane components and even diffusion on inteior celimemrans_ m aybe
influenced by this phenomenon. (Supported by NIH Grant: GM 38819.)
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STRUCTURE AND ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP OF CARDIOTOXIN - INDUCED
FUSION OF SPHINGOMYELIN VESICLES (W.Wu*, K-Y Chien, and Y-C Hsu
) Institute of Life Sciences, National Tsing Hua Univ. Hsin Chu
Taiwan 30043 and Department of Physiology*, University of Virgi
nia, Charlottesville, Va 22908

The activities of cardiotoxin(CTX)-induced fusion of sohingo-
myelin vesicles were comnared for 10 HPLC-ouried CTX from snake
venoms of N.n.atra and N.m.mossambica. Based on both turbidity
measurements and NBD-RH fluorescence energy transfer assay of
the fusion process of phospholipid vesicles, CTX can be classi-
fied into two groups with distinguishly different activities.
The amino acid sequences for the high-activitv group, including
N.m.m. CTX I, IV, V and N.n.a. CTX III, V, contain a oroline
residue at 31 position and hydrophobic residues near the tin of
loop II. In contrast, all other five CTXs are relatively hydro
philic and lack of Pro-31 near the same region. Circular Dichro
ism studies on the former group of CTX further revealed that
the $-sheet contents of CTXs were affected upon addition of.
phospholipids. It is suggested that the structure and dynamics
of CTX near the tip of loop II region nlay important roles in
CTX-induced fusion process. The present results show that the
in vitra activities of CTX-induced processes could be correlat-
ed well with the ability of CTX-lipid interactions. The fact
that CTX-induced depolarization of muscles cells could not be
correlated with the ability of CTX-lioid interactions further
indicates that lipid bilayer is not the main target for the
action of CTX molecules in vivo.

"M4
LOCATION O1' SPIN-LABELED APOCYTOCHROME C AND CYTOCHROME C
RELATIVE TO SPIN-LABELED LIPIDS FROM SPIN-SPIN INTERACTIONS IN
ESR SATURATION STUDIES ((M.M.E.Snel, B.De Kruijff* and D.Marsh))
Max-Planck-Institut fur biophysikalische Chemie, Abt.
Spektroskopie, D-3400 Gottingen, Germany and 'State University
of Utrecht, Dept. of Biochemistry, 3508 TB Utrecht, The
Netherlands.

Apocytochrome c spin-labeled in the N-terminal region and
cytochrome c spin-labeled at the C-terminal were bound to fluid
bilayers of negatively charged phospholipids containing phos-
pholipid probes spin-labeled at different positions. The locat-
ion of the labeled residues on the lipid-bound proteins was
determined relative to the label positions in the different
spin-labeled phospholipids by the influence of spin-spin inter-
actions on the power saturation of the electron spin resonance
spectra. The enhanced spin relaxation observed in the double-
relative to the single-labeled systems indicates that the label
on apocytochrome c is closest to the 14-C atom of the lipid acyl
chain for the protein bound to dimyristoyl phosphatidylglycerol
and to the 5-C atom for a mixture containing 85% phosphatidyl-
choline. For spin-labeled cytochrome c, the label is located
close to the lipid headgroups.

M-PM-I6
ORIENTATION OF FUNCTIONAL AND NON-FUNCrIONAL PIS PERMEASE
SIGNAL SEQUENCES IN LIPID BILAYERS. A POLARIZED FTIR STIUDY.
((Lukas K. Tamm and Suren A. Tatulian)) Dept. of Physiology,
University of Virginia, Box 449, Charlottesville, VA 22908

Synthedc pepddes corresponding to the N-terminal 23 and 22 resi-
dues, respectively, of two integral plasma membrane proteins of
E. coil, namely the mannitol- and glucitol-specific permeases of the
bacterial sugar phosphotransferase system, were incorporated into
single planar phospholipid bilayers supported on germanium plates.
Polarized attenuated total reflection infrared spectra were recorded
and order parameters were derived from the measured dichroic
ratios (1). The order parameters of the two wild-type peptides which
form amphiphilic a-helices in membranes (2) were -0.4 to -0.5,
indicating a preferential alignment of the a -helix long axis parallel
to the membrane surface. Non-functional mutant peptides of the
mannitol permease sequence in which serine-3 or aspartate-4 were
substituted with prolines (S3P, DP) or lysine (D4K), but which were
still largely a-helical, exhibited peptide order parameters close to
zero, indicating a high degree of disorder of these peptides in the
lipid bilayer. The lipids were well ordered at low concentrations of
peptides in the membranes, but became disordered at high peptide
concentrations. This effect of lipid disordering was more pronoun-
ced for the D4K mutant than for the wild-type mannitol peptide.

(1) Frey,S. and Tamm,L.K. (1991) Biophys. J. 60 :922-930
(2) Portlock et al., (1992) J. Biol. Chem. 267:11017-11022

MEMBRANE PROTEIN TOPOLOGY: A PRELIMINARY X-RAY
STANDING WAVE STUDY OF CYTOCHROME-c ((J. Wang, X. Huang
and M. Caffrey)) Chemistry, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210;
((C. Wallace)) Biochemistry, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada B3H 4H7; ((M. Gelb)) Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of
Wasingon, Scate,WA 98195

Despite the detailed structre inforaion available on cytochrome-c (cyt-c),
the procise conformation and orientation of this peripheral protein at the
membrane surface has not yet beend mined. With a view to solving this
topology-related problem, we have investigated cyt-c deposited on various
membane ufaces by means of x-ray sanding waves (XSW). To this end, a
slenomethionine analog of cyt-c (SeMet0cyt-c) has been used. Negatively
charged Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) monolayers of
dimynrstoylphosphatidylserine (DMPS) and self-assembled monolayers
(SA of HS-(CH2)n-COOH (n = 10 and 15) on silver mirrors served as
model membranes to which cyt-c was attached electrostatically. X-ray
fluorescence measurements perm on tese model membranes produced
the following results: 1) The Se-Ka fluorescence from the SeMetc-c films
is strong and is well-resolved from backgound fluorescece. 2) The protin
binds as a monolayer to an SAM of HS-(CH2)15.COO with a Se monolayer-
to-mirror distance of ca. 25 A. 3) The protein appears to associate as
multlayer or aggregates to an SAM of HS-(CH2)l0-COO and an LB film of
DMPS. These results su t that by making XSW measuments on cyt-c
labeled with Se-Met at diferent poitions in the protein it should be possible
to establish unambiguousy the orientation of the protein at the membrane
suface S ed by NIH DK 36849 and DK 45295.

OTHER CHANNELS
M-PM-J1
USE OF CHIMERAS TO LOCALIZE REGIONS DETERMINING
ION SELECTIVIIY IN POTASSIUM CHANNEIS
((lise Heginbotham and Roderick MacKinnon)), Harvard Medical
School, Boston, MA 02115.

Potssium channels and non-selective cyclic nucleotide-pted cation
channels (CNG channls) display considerable sequence simtlart,
specialy min the regions thought to form the channel pores (P-region).

This homology is particlarly stiking in light of the fact that the
channels differ in their ion selectiity. To ascertain which parts of this
region are important in determining the ionic selectivity, we have
inserted portions of the CNG channel P-region into the cor ding

portion of the Shaker K+ channeL The amino terminal half of the
pore, which is quite conserved between these two channels, does not
appear to determine potssium selectivity. In contrast, transfer of the
non-conserved carbccyl terminal portion of the CNG channel P-region
into the Shaker channel results in a voltage-activated channel which is
non-selective. This chimeric channel displays another characteristic of
CNG channel pores: it is blocked by low concentrations of divalent
cations. Reversion chimeras, in which portions of the Shaker P-region
are introduced into the CNG channel, are currently being tested for
their properties of ion selectivity.

M-PM-J2
DIVALENT CATION BLOCK IS AFFECTED BY MUTATIONS OF AN
ACIDIC RESIDUE IN THE PORE REGION OF cGMP-GATED
CHANNELS. ((Michael Root and Roderick MacKinnon))
Program in Biophysics and Dept. of Neurobiology,
Harvard Xedical School, Boston, MA, 02115.

Divalent cation blockade plays an important
physiological role in the function of the cGMP-
activated cation channel from retina. Recent work on
Shaker X+ channels has demonstrated that a deletion
mutation in the pore, suggested by the cGMP-gated
channel sequence, not only renders the Shaker X+
channel nonselective for monovalent cations, but also
confers an external divalent blockade. This divalent
sensitivity has been shown to depend upon the acidic
residue adjacent to the deletion. Our studies here
involve the corresponding residue in the cGMP-gated
channel. When this residue is Glu or Asp, the
channel is highly sensitive to external divalent
cations in the form of permeant block. However, if
an uncharged residue (Asn, Gln, Gly) is substituted,
then the affinity for external divalent ions
decreases by two orders of magnitude. These results
strongly suggest that this residue forms part of a
divalent cation binding site in the pore of cGMP-
activated channels.
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M-PM-J3
THE BLOCKING EFFECT OF Ca AND Mg ON THE cGMP ACTI-
VATED CURRENT IN RETINAL RODS.
((F. Sesti and V. Torre)) Dipartimento di Fisica, Via Dodecaneso 33,
Genova 16146, Italy.

Properties of cGMP activated channels were studied in inside-out patches
excised from retinal rods of the tiger salamander Ambystoma tigrinum.
The addition of 0.5 and 1 mM Ca or Mg to the medium bathing the
cytoplasmic side of the patch, blocked in a voltage dependent way the
macroscopic current activated by 100 pM cGMP. At membrane voltages
between -100 and 100 mV, in patches excised from the outer segment the
single channel activity induced by 2 pM cGMP was reduced by adding Ca,
but single channel events of a smaller size, could be clearly detected by
simply increasing the cGMP concentration. In patches excised from the
inner segment, containing only one cGMP activated channel, the blocking
effect of 0.5 or 1 mM Mg in the presence of 100 AM cGMP was antagonized
by increasing the cGMP concentration to 500 AM. The blocking effect of Ca
in the presence of 100 pM cGMP was not relieved by increasing the cGMP
concentration to 500 pM. These results show that millimolar amount of
cytosolic Ca reduces both the open probability and the single channel
conductance while cytosolic Mg has a major effect on the open probability
and not on the single channel conductance.

M-PM-J5
PERMEATION IN THE CYSTIC FIBROSIS TRANSMEMBRANE CONDUCTANCE
REGULATOR (CF1-R) CHLORIDE CHANNEL ((JA Tabcharani and J.W.
Hanrahan)) Department of Physiolg and Respiratory Health NCE, McGill University,
3655 Drummond St., Montr6al, Qu6bec, Canada H3G 1Y6

CFIR is a non-rectifying, low-conductance Cl channel which mediates cAMP-stimuated
chloride transport in epitbelial cells and is defective in cystic fibrosis. Akhough regulion
of CFIR has been studied in some detai, less is known rerding its permeato CFIR
channels display Goldman-type rectfication in cell-attached patches; coductance is 8.7 pS
(37?C) or 6.0 pS (22'C) near the membrane potential when the ppette solutio contaim
154 mM Cl and 10 mM TES. The I/V relationship becomes inear after excisio into
symmetical solutions and conductance increases to 10.9 pS (37) or 7.0 pS (22C). The
relationship between conductanc and Cl activity is hyperbolic and can be fitted with a
Michaelis-Menten-type function with K, =38 mM and maximum conductance of -10 pS
(22°C). A substate with conductance approximately half that of the fully open state is also
observed. Biionic reversal potentials measured immediately after exposing the cytoplasmic
side to test anions indicate P,(2.1) > P(,(13) > Pa(1.0) > P,(0.1), consistent with a Sweak
field strength" site. However, iodide currents become blocked within 1-2 mis. and once this
occurs, the extrapolated revers potential shifts strongly in the negative diretion indkating
that Pa> P,. This block and hysteresis in the I/V retionship ocurs with 20 mM
thiosulfate present, therefore it is probably not caused by trace Ij or other polyodide.
The relative conductances for cytoplasmic anions under inital biionic conditions are
Ga(1.O) > G1(0.6) > G,(0.5) > G,(03). The initial sequence for extracellular anions is
G1(1.7) > GO(l.O) > GB,(0.6) > GF(na.). Among other anions examined, P,a,(1.7) >
PO(I.0) > Pg,_,(03) > P.,_(0.2) > p_.O Prpw.bPwKmX Po-
Unhydrated radii of permeant and impermeant anions suggest the pore diameter of CFrR
is -0.55 nm.
Supported by the NIH(NIDDK) and Canadian CF Foundation.

CYTOSOLIC ACIDIFICATION ENHANCES THE ACTIVATION BY
cAMP OF THE CHANNEL IN RETINAL ROD OUTER SEGMENTS.
((('. Sanfilippo and A. Menini)) Istituto di Cibernetica e Biofisica, C.N.R.,
Genova, Italy.

Cation channels directly activated by cGMP control the flow of ions across
the surface membrane of vertebrate rods. These channels can also be acti-
vated by cAMP but, at neutral pH, the maximal current is lower than the
one activated by cGMP and the concentration (K12) necessary to activate
half of the maximal current is higher for cAMP than for cGMP. We mea-
sured macroscopic currents in excised inside-out patches from retinal rod
outer segments of the tiger salamander as a function of cGMP or cAMP
concentrations as the cytosolic pH was lowered. The maximal current ac-
tivated by cGMP was reduced, but the K,/2 for channel activation was not
affected. On the contrary, cytosolic acidification enhanced the activation
of the channel by cAMP, both increasing the maximal current and reduc-
ing the K,/2. These results suggest that titratable groups at the cytosolic
side of the channel are important in the activation of the channel by cyclic
nucleotides.

M-PM-J6
THE CARDIAC cAMP-DEPENDENT Cr CONDUCTANCE IS ENCODED BY AN
ALTERNATIVELY SPUCED ISOFORM OF CFTR.((B. Horwt S.S. Taung, P.C.
Leveequs P. Hart, and J.R. Hume.)) Unversity of Nevada, School of Medicine, Reno
NV 8557.

ActlvonofcAMP-deperde cr channlsI hear modulates rertl nmemra
potential and action potWe durtion In reapon to autonomic atimtation. Reoes
data has demON t that the CFIR (cyatc flros traneem r r tor) gene
product Is expressed In hert and Is resposble for the obeved cAMP-dependent
al conductnce. At this time It ib notcldear to what enat the CFTR gene product
expressed in heat i idetckal to the kwn ruce of CFTR pr hn epitehlal
cells. In this stdy, we employed the e chain reaction (PCR) to amplify
cDNA from rabbi ventrlde and doned fragmet corsponding to the 12
tam bn spaning domais (rSI-TS)X) of the eplhelisl CFTR transcript
Compar of the amino acid sequence of human epithelid CFTR wih the deduced
nce from rabbit heart indicated deletion of a 30 amino acid segmewt hI the first

cytoplamc bloop of CFTR which corrsponda to known iocaion of hurn-ao
Junctions In hun CFTR. idiing that CFTR is an wmtvy splced isoform in
heast Outside of the atvly spliced region, the heat CFTR ioform fom rabbit
displ ger than 95% idernty to human pthellal CFTR. Souhem analysis of
heart reve transcripioh PCR products oniy showedh1 to cardiactiu
which cophysiologically exbit the cAMP-dependent Cr conducnce In native
cells. The ntiona and clinical significance of expession ofa specc isofoim of the
CFTR cr channel in mammaibn heart rmins to be detemied. [Suppored by NIH
grat HL-30143 (J.R.H.). P.C.L was supported byan NIH postdoctoral felowship and
S.S.T. was supported by a Medical Student Research Felowship (NIDDK grant DK-
07478-11)J.

M-PM-J7
PARA-SULFANATO-CALD(ARENES ARE POTENT BLOCKERS OF
COLONIC CHLORIDE CHANNELS. ((A. K Singhl, R. K Juneja2, R
Wangl, J. L Atwood2 and R. J. Bridgesl)) lDept. of Physiology &
Biophysics, Univ. of Alabama, AL 35294, 2Dept. of Chemistry, Univ. of
Albama, Tuscaloosa, AL 35486

Calixarenes were tested on the outwardly rectifying Cl channel
incorporated into planar lipid bilayers (PE:PS: 7:3). Plasma membrane
vesicles denved from rat colonic enterocytes were used as a source of C
channels. Calixarene effects were evaluated on the outer membrane side of
the channel after first recording control channel activity.

p-Sulfonato-calixarenes caused long-lived zero conductance closures
(block) of the colonic Cl Channel. Blockade was completely reversed upon
exchange with calixarenfree buffer. The duration of the block periods
increased with the size of the p-sulfonato-calix[nlarene: n=4, 3-4 a; n=6, 30-
40 s; n=8, >>100 s. Kinetic analysis revealed the alixarenes act as open
channel blockers at a single binding site with Kr3s of n=4, 700 nM; n=6, 400
nMS n=8, 50 nM. Methylation of p-tetra-sulfonato-caliix[4arene CMS
calix[4jarene to yield 5,11,17,23-tetrsufto-25,26,27,28-tetramethoxy
calixl41arene (CMTM-calix[41arene) led to a dramatic improvement in
potency. TS-TM-calix[4jarene caused long-lived block perods lasting 100-
300 s and a half maximal decrease in percent open time at less than 3 nM.
Crystallographic studies demonstrate methylation results in a switch from a
cone confornation to a 1,3-alternate conformation and this accounts for the
higher potency of TS-TM-calix[4harene overTS-calix41arene.
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ASS PHOTOSYNTHESIS I

M-PM-K1
REMOVAL OF STABLE TYROSINE RADICAL, D+, AFFECTS THE STRUCTURE OR
REDOX PROPERTIES OF TYROSINE Z IN MANGANESE DEPLETED
SYNECHOCYSTIS 803 PHOTOSYSTEM II PARTICLES.
((R.J. Bosmer, KA Bitby, A.P. Nguyen*, G.H. Noren, R.J. Debus*, & BA Barry))
Univ. d MN, St. Paul, MN 55108, 'Univ. d CA, Riveride, CA 92521.

Photosstern II contains two redox active tyrosie, D+ and Z+, which hav intical

EPR Ineshapes. Tyrosine Z conducts elecbtons bween the primary donor and the
ang catlc sike. The physiogil role d the dark ble tyee radical,

D+, is not known. To undertand the function d D+, we have chaacteized two site-
directed muttidons at tyrosine D in the transformable cyanobactrium, Syrcocysts
sp. PCC 6803, through the use d purified photosystem 11 paricles (Noren, G.H.,
Boerner, RJ., & Barry, B.A. (1991) Biochemusby, 30,3943-3950). In these muteans,
tyrosineD has been changed to eiher a tryptophan (YW160D2) or a phenylalarnin
(YF160D2). In manganese deplted mutnt partils, a ight induced EPR signal is
observed. This sgnal is made up d a stable component, due to a chlrphyl radical,
and an unstable component. The ineshaps of the unstable, oxidized component,
refered to as MF, is obtained by sub0rion M+ has a different Uneshepe from
tyroedn Z+/D+, but a smilar g-vaku d 2.004. Up to one M4 spin per reaction center
can be photooxidized. The characteristic light Induwed Z+ EPR signal that is detected
in wild type is not detected In the muants. The linshape d M+ is similer to the
Ilnuhped od the Ight induced photosydem 11 radical observed in a site-direed
mutant in the Dl poypeptide (YF161D1) (Noren, G.H., & Barry, BA. (1992)
B1ochemistiy31, 3335 - 3342). Optical measurements in wild type and mutant
(YF1B0D2, YW1B0D2)m depleted PSII particles show that chage
recombination Idnetics between OA and an oxidized redox active component are

snimiar, wihin a factor d two. We conclude that lack d the stable tyrosine D+ aiters the
structure or redox properties d tyrosine Z in manganese depleted preperations.

MPM-K3
POLARIEDUGHTANDKIEICOPICALSTUDE ONT BEIKTAMUN ANTAND
ASSOCIATED DOUBLE1 MUTANTS OF REACTION CENTEW. ((C. Schnck. S. Corey,
C. Krmaie and D. Holten)), Dept Blocdm, Colorado & U. and Dept Chem., Wah. U.

In the bacterial reation center (RC) a bacterlophoophytin dectron acceptor (HL) is
reduced in 3 ps by thee ted spedal pair, P*. In previous workl, we have shown that a

singl point mutation ((M)L214H) results in Incoration of a functional
bcrochloropbyll (D8) at the HL bindin site. As a conquewI, there a deeas in
the enerV che (AG) of the initid reacon, and there are corr d ge

in the kneta of the inital chr separation. We hae Itroduced sever additioal

mutatios into the RC, In an elbrt to frher decroe AG for the foward reacin
Mutation at Glu L104, belived to form a stabilizing hydrogen bond with the C-9 keto

group of the electron acceptor, hae only small effec on the kitcs of eleton trfer
and presumably on the energetics. AG for the initial recion in one doubk mutant
((M)L214H/(L)E104V) could be as small as 45 meV, yet the forward reaction rate
decreas by only 20% relative to the beta mutant. Thi provides further ev for an
unusualy weak AG dependence of the Initial rate.
Tmnsient flash photolsi mesurement support the notion thatPL is reduced after a

flsh (Le., we do not obsere the transent reduction of T,, the monomer
bacerlochorophyll). Transient ph on eauements reveal that the PL anion
transition moment Is rotated by 10-15 degrees (relatve to W1) toward the trantion
moment of P, and that the rotation iesitive to mutagenic replacement at L104. Room
temperature and lowtemperature llnear dichroism studies also esbit evidence that the Qy
transition moment of PL is rotated with respect to the C2 symmetry axis of the protein.
One interpretation of these results is that the molecular framework of PL is rotated in its
binding site when compared to HL. *Support by NIH and NSF. 1C. Kirmaker et aL(1991)
Science 251,922; 2L Hanson et aL(1987) Prog PhotoJ,n Res. 3,311; 3M.E. Mlchel-Beyerle

et aL(1988) Biochm BiophOc. Acta 932, 52.

SPM4(5
UV DIFFERENCE SPECTRUM ASSOCIATED WITH SLOW PRO-
TON UPTAKE IN GLU-L212--GLN MUTANT RCs FROM
Rb. peie.* ((P.H. McPherSon, ML. Paddock, M.Y. OkamUra and
G. Feher)) Physics Dept. 0319, Univ. of Calif., La Jolla, Ca 92093-0319.

In,!E2L212) RCS (GlU L212-+Gin) the uptake of one proton by doubYQIissQowiO damatcally to -1 S"' (pH 6.5), but the Of th
other proton and the clectron anes to remain fast (>10, s4') (1.2).
To determine which species protonates slowy, i.e., eidter (Q3Hy- or a resi-

due that rapidly transFers a proton to (QBH)- we measured the UV absor-
bancchanees that occur concomitant with the slow proton uptake. The
resulting difference spectr at pH 6.5 (Fig.) resembles that obtained from
the protonation of (QH)- in 80% El (). This sungests that the slow
ton in thc EnL12) RCs is associated with the raction

(QRH)- + HH dtQiH2. Th scpancy at 295 < X < 325 nm between the
EQL212) mutant and model 2
compound could be due to: i) a8 ant
overlap of RC absorbance in (L212 RCs
changes (which prumably
also cause the minima at

and 400 nm) with the (QH)-
absorbance; ii) differencs in i 'j
the absorbance of (QBH) in -2-1 1
the RC and (QH)- in solution. I
(1) Paddock et at.. (1989) PNAS5

6602. (2) McPher oet at. (1990) w -4 (QH)f+ Hle QH2
B Aoph.J.S57 404. (3) Morrison et . in 80% ETOH
at. (1982) in Fcdon of Quios . ................

ia EWgY-Conserln'g Systems pp. 250 300 350 400 450
35 (Academkc Pren). Wait sp-

--- -AVLENGTH
pxoneed by NSF _dNNG

M-PM-K2
THE EFFECT OF SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS AT POSMON M210 ON
THE ENERGIES OF THE CHARGE SEPARATED STATES P+B- AND P+H-
IN REACTION CENTERS OF Rb. sphaeroides, M. Volk, W. Neumann, A.
Ogrodnik, K-A. Gray, D. Oesterhelt and M.E. Michel-Beyerle, Inst. fir Physikali-
sche u. Theoret. Chemie, Technische Univ. Mtlnchen, 8046 Garching (Germany)
The exchange of tyrosine M210 (Y) to phenylalanine (F) in reaction centers (RCs)
of Rb. sphaeroides stows primary charge separtion from 3.5ps to 16ps [11. This
could be due to effects of YM21O-F on the energies of the states involved and/or
to structural changes. The magnetic field dependent recombination dynamics of
P+H- (PI primary donor, IH bacterioheophytin) in quinone depleted RCs allows
conclusions on the energies of P+H- and P+B- (B. accessory bacteriochlorophyll).
P+H- recombines on the ns timescale either to the groundstate P with the rate k
or, after hyperfine induced singlet-triplet-mixing (STM), to the triplet state 3P
wish kT. An external magnetic field hinders STM, thus reducing the yield OT of
3P and slowing the recombination of P+H-. The values of ks of 0.01 Ins-' (90K)
and 0.03ns-I (290K), as determined from the magnetic field dependence of the
radical pair lifetime rRp and 0T' are 30% smaller than in wild-type RCs (WT) [21.
This effect is explained by a decrease of the superexchange matrixelement between
P+H- and PH due to an increase of the energy of P+B- by 1000cm-1 as predicted
for the replacement of the polar Y by the unpolar F [31. From the width of the
magnetic field dependence of OT the rte kT in the mutant is estimated to be
smaller than in WT by 10% at 290K, but larger by 10% at 90K. This temperature
dependence is shown to arise from the energy of P+H- being larger (tx400cm-1) in
the mutant than in WT. Thus, the effects of YM2IO-.F on the recombination
dynamics of P+H- can be explained by energetic effects only.
[11 Finkele et al. (1990) Biochem. 29, 8517, [2] Ogrodnik et al. (1988) Biochim.

Biophys. Acta 936, 361, [31 Parson et al. (1990) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1017, 251.

M-PM-K4
EPR AND ENDOR STUDIES OF Q;k IN REACTION CENTER SIN-
GLE CRYSTALS FROM RR. SPHAEROJDES R-26 IN WHICH IRON
WAS REPLACED BY Zn.* ((W. Lubitz)) Max-Volmer-Institut, Tech.
Univ., Berlin, D-1000 Berlin 12, Germany; ((RA. Isaacson, E.C. Abresch
and G. Feher)) Physics Dept, Univ. of Calif., San Diego, La Jolla, CA.
Single crystals of reaction centers (RCs) from Rb. sphaeroidks R-26

biosynthetcally enrched in zinc (2A% Zn, 75% Fe) were vown as
described (1). Reduction of the crystals with sodium dithionite yielded the
anion radical of the prim quinone acceptor, Qj (2). The angular dewen-
dences of the EPR and ENDOR spectra were meud at 17 0C with Ho in
the abplane. The following prminary results were obtained:
L =2.0028 (1), AH (ptp der.) 5 4.3 G, g = 2.0058 (1), AH =5.1 G.

11H NDOR sp! with H0 along the gagnd g, axes ar swn

tances of the 'H nuclei to the L9cHz U
qwnone oxygens will be deduced. 'a T-i17C
(1) J.P. Allen, G. Feher, T.O. Yeates,
H. Komiya and D.C. Rees (1987) PNAS ' L2 *Xj& ,irm4ualr tlaw.]
USA 84, 5730. (2) 0. Feher, RA.
sacson, M.Y. Okamura and W. Lubitz (1985) in Antennas and Reaction Centers
of Photosynthetic Bacteria, M. Beyede, Ed., Sp-nger-Vedag, Bedin, pp. 174.
*Supponed by DFG (Sfb 312), NSF (DMB 89-15631) and NATO (CRC 910468).

M-PM-K6
THE ROLE OF ASP-L213 IN PROTON TRANSFER IN BACTERIAL
RCS FROM RB. SPHAERO1DES.* ((ML. Paddock, SH. Rongey, P.H
McPherson, A. Juth, G. Feher & M.Y. Okamura)) Physics Department,
University of Califoria, San Diego, La Jolla, CA.
Reaction centers (RCs) convert light into lectochenical energy through

the double reduction and p anon of a b quinon molecule Qz.
Several amino acid residues have been implicated in proton trnfer to
reduced Q including ApL213 (1,2). Repl t of Asp-L213 with As
[DN(L213)] resultedIn a dramatically reducd proton/eleon transfer kAB(Table) consistent with slowed prot tansfer. The cbhirorobination
kiD was also reduced (able) iximg a stabilized QB- Replcement with
GIU (DE(L213)], a similar reddue to the native Asp,. dy restored
kA, but not k10, A spontan revertant, contauning the replacements
AsL213-Asn and Arg-L217e-Wys [DN(L213)/RC(M33)] results inhe
emoval of a ositive charged residue; it displayed parlly resord
and restored 4> These results suggest that two different effects are
impo t for on transer: i) contiguous proton transfer chain is
mporant, as shown by the faster kh observed in the DE(L213) compaed
tO the DN(L213) RCs anj ii) proper elctatis near QB are important, as
shown by the faster kI observed in the revertant. us, L213 b
Importnt for Its role a a component of a proton trae chain a well
- for It role in establishing propere-ectrosta for fast proton
transfer. (1) Ropgey et a. (1991) B.aqbhysJ.59, 142a (2) Tkabshi & Wrsght
(1990) BBA 1020. 107-111. Suppored by NSF ad NIH.

Rate constant Native DN(L213) DE(L213) DN(L213Y
(meaurd in s7') RM233)

k.& (DQiQ + 2 H+ -+ DQAQ5H2) 1500 0.25 16 80
k M*(D QAQi -+ DQAQD) 0.7 0.04 0.02 1.8
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M-M-7
THE PROTON-COUPLED ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTION
Q'+2-QAQI% k) IS ACCELERATED BY ASP RESI-
DUES AT L213 OR M44 IN REACTION CENTERS FROM
RB. SPHAEROLDES.* ((S. It Ron L L Paddock, G. Feher and M. Y.
Okamura)) Physics Dept., Univ. offffi., San Diego, La Jolla, CA. 92093

Replacement of Asp-L213 with Am in the reaction center (RC) from Rb.
aphacroldes drastically slowed , rmolting in a photosynthetically
deficient mutant (1,2). This effect on kW is reversed by the additional
mutation Asn-M44 -+ Asp, restorng photosynthedc viability to the mutant
bacteria consistent with recent results from a mutant of Rb. capss (3).
This double mutant is analgous to Rps. virids which has Asn at 1213 and
Asp at the position homologous to M44. Another mutant that had Asp resi-
d at both the L213 and M44 sites, exhibited nearly a 10 fold incre in
k over the native rate. These ults show that anAspateitherL213 or

provides near native kIc rates and that Asp residues at both sites
results in an even faster rate. ieasurements of the stability of QB (as in 2)
indicate the Asp residues at 1213 and M44 are n vely charged. Thus,
the proton-obupled electron trauer r in kIc.s accelerated by the
preence of negtively charged Asp reddues near Q(L. *Supored by NSF
d NUL (1) SL Ronpy, Cl at. (1990) Biophys. J. 59, 142. E Takmhi and CA
Wrih (1990) B.BA 1020, 107. (3) D.K Hawson, et al. (1992) Photsyn Ra. 32,147.

Ir Strin R13due (Chak) k (s7l)

CHIMERIC MUTABENESIS OF RB. CAPSULATUS REACTION CENTERS
INCORPORATING CHLOROFLEXUS AUAWNTIACUS SEQUENCE.
((D.M. Gallo. A.K.W. Tao h. N.W. Woodbury)) Dopartment of Chemisry and
B mIy and the Center for the Study of Early Events In Photosyhesis. Arona
St Uiversly. Toepe. AZ 85287-1604

In the reactlon center (RC) of phot o bacteria, re t of the axial
Hls lgands of tho spcial pair with noripolor alkyl residues leads to the
ncorporation Of b h (Bphoo) In place of bacterlochlorophyl
(BchD. ReplaceMent of the HIs Ugands of the monome Bchls (BA and Be) In
Modobacter capra wilth Leu has been peformed. but RCs from these
mutant wer not stable to covnional bokionpoc (Bylna et al. (1990)
I#chem. 20.6203). Chkorofawauficcontadm a Leu at the poition of the
Bs gNgoand found In purple nornufu bocteria and a Bpheo Is In the B-branch
monomer biding pocket. Based uon sequence hornology and structurl
Information, the B-branch mnome bIndhg pocket of Rb. capulbtur was
roplced with the homolagous region from C. auranfacw. The replacement
co ed the fodowin change: Val M171- Glu. Pro M174-4 Ala. Tyr M175-
His. Phe M178-4 Lys, Ser M179-4 Ala. Hi M180-4 Leu. This mutant. CAR 1.0. was
not able to grow photoNynthettcaly. and RCs were unstable to solation.
Photoeynth.tlc revertant analy yided nineteen isolte. a of which appear to
be revertants, nothnon the a, P. Land M genes of the pufoperon.
RCa were bolted ftrom severd of the revertants and they all exhbtd simlar
charoctersics. Moat notable, Is an apparent splitting of the Qy monomer Bchl
peak. The two reating trants are at adprdmately 785 nm aond 800 nm. Abo.
the oacotor srength of the Bpheo Qy transiton Is ncreased relative to that of P.
Ught-dark difference spectra of RCs andch a Indicate that the RCs
can undergo prknary eWctron trandser. Fuher purficatin and cofoctor analysk
are currenity underway.

VISUAL RECEPTORS I

N-PM-Li
VISUAL TRANSDUCTIION IN TRANSGENIC MOUSERODS EXPRESSING
DIFFERENT FORMS OF TRANSDUCIN. ((C. Makinol, D. Baylorl, J.
Lem2, M. Simon2, C. Raport3, J. Hurley3)) IDept. Neurobiology,
Stanford Univ., 2Div. Biology, Califomia Inst. Technology, 3Dept.
Biochemistry, Univ. Washington.

In visual transduction the G-protein transducin couples
photoexcitation of rhodopsin to phosphodiesterase (PDE)
activation. Active PDE hydrolyzes cOMP which causes cationic
channels to close and the photoreceptor to hyperpolarize. How do
the number of copies of transducin and the speed of transducin
shutoff affect the kinetics and sensitivity of transduction? Mouse
rods were induced to express a transgene encoding for rod
transducin, cone transducin or mutant transducins with greatly
reduced GTPase activities. Light responses of individual rods were
then observed with suction electrode recording. At low levels of
expression, transduction was little affected. Moderate expression
of mutant cone transducin lowered the flash sensitivity without
changing the response kinetics. The failure to change the light
response was surprising. Possibly, mutant transducin was not
activated as efficiently as wild type or mutant transducin's slow
shutoff was compensated by feedback mechanisms. At higher
expression the flash response was prolonged, the dark current
was reduced and the flash sensitivity lowered further. (Supported
by NIH grant EY05750).

M-PM-L3
STRUCTURE AND LICHiT-INDUCED CONFORSATIONAL CHANW0S IN SPIN LABELED
CYSTEINE WSTANTS OF RHODOPSIN (JiResek, Z.T.Farahbakhsh, W.L. Hubbell
and HIG.Khorana) Depts of Biology & Chemistry, MIT, Cambridge, MA
02139 and Jules Stain Eye Institute & Dept of Chemistry & Biochem-
istry, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024-7008

Cysteine mutants of rhodopsin modified vith a nitroxide spin label
were used to examine protein structure and conformational chages
upon bleaching. A rhodopsin base* mutant was constructed in which
the native cytoplasmic cysteines C140, C316, C322 and C323 were
changed to serine. With this as a basis, 5 additional mutants were
generated by placing single cysteines in rhodopsin cytoplasmic loops
at positions 62, 65, 140, 240 or 316. The mutants were expressed in
COS cells, regenerated with ll-cls retinal and purified to give a
280/500 no ratio of 1.6-1.9. Each of the mutants was modified with a
sulfhydryl-specific spin label and EPR spectra were recorded in
lauryl mltoside (LM) and digitonin (Dig). In the base mutant, 0.25
moles of label wore incorporated per mole of chromophore, whereas in
the mutants with single cysteins residues, 1.3-1.6 moles of label
were incorporated per mole of chromophore. Both the molecular
mobility and the collision rates of the nitroxides with chronium
oxalate indicated that residues 65, 140, 240 and 316 were exposed to
tO.. aqueous environrmnt while the mobility of the nitroxide ac posi-
tion 62 indicated that this site lies in the protein interior.
Changes in rhodopsin conformation upon bleaching were examined in Dig
and Ut. In Dig, bleaching arrests the protein at MI, and produces
little change in the mobility of the attached nitroxides. In UM, MII
is the dominant species and significant changes were detected at C140
and C316. These data indicate that the light-induced conformational
changes in the cytoplasmic loops do not take place before MII
formation.
(Supported by grants NIH CG428289 and AI 11479 (H.G.K.), NIH EY06189
(J.R.), and NIH EY05216 (W.L.H.)).

M-PM-2
THE EFFECT OF RECOVERIN-LIKE CALCIUM-BINDING PROTEINS ON THE
PHOTORESPONSE OPRETINALROD6 ((ML Gray-Keller1, A. Polans2, Pazewsld3 &
P. Detwllerl)) University of W"hington, Dept. of Physiology & Biophysicsl and
Ophd=smogy3, S..ttle,W andR.S DowN.SI. of Good Samritan Hospital2, Pordand, OR.

In a rod photoreceptor the light-induced hydrolysis of cGMP leads to a decrease in
internal [Ca++] which promotes recovery of the photoresponse by stimulating the
activity of guanylate cyclase (GC). In vitro biochemical studies suggests that
recoverin, a 26 kDa Ca-binding protein in bovine ROS, mediates the low-Ca
activation of GC and may falitate recovery of the light response. To physiologically
evaluate this proposal we dialyzed recoverin and two of its homologues into
functionally intact ROS of Gecko lizard while simultaneously monitoring the light
response using wholecell recording. Recoverin, visnin and a 26 kDa Ca-binding
protein (Gecko p26) were purified from bovine, chicken and Gecko retina
respectively. Homology of Gecko p26 to recoverin and visinin is indicated by its
reactivity with anti-visinin and anti-N-terminal recoverin antibodies. Gecko p26 was
immunocytochemically localized solely to photoreceptor cells. ROS detached from
their inner segments were dialyzed with standard internal medium containing ATP
and GTP in the absence and presence of either recoverin, visinin or Gecko p26. All
three Ca-binding proteins delayed rather than accelerated the onset of recovery,
giving rise to a photoresponse larger in amplitude and slower in kinetics than cells
dialyzed with control solution. The proteins had no affect on the resting dark current
level which is a measure of basal GC activity. The addition of either calmodulin,
calcium or BAPTA to standard intenal medium did not mimic the suppression of
response recovery observed with the 26 kDa proteins. Our observations do not
support the proposal that recover4p mediates the low-Ca activation of CC. However,
a delay in the onset of recovery is consistent with the proteins affecting turnoff of the
transduction cascade, for example, by inhibition of rhodopsin kinase activity.

M-PM-L4
ACTIVATION AND REGENERATION OF BOVINE RHODOPSIN IN
DETERGENT MICELLES. ((S.Subramaniam, R.R.Franket, A.V.Kiselev))
Johns Hopkins University School ofMedine, Baltiore, MD 21205 and
tRockefeller University, New York 10023.

Using a pH electrode, we have measured protonation changes that accompany
light activation of purified bovine rhodopsin solubilized in 0.1% dodecyl
maltoside. At pH 7.1, light absorption triggers a net proton release from
rhodopsin into the aqueous medium (T- 20 sec), whereas at pH 5, a rapid (t
-lsec) protonation ofrhodopsin is observed. Illumination at intermediate pH
values results in a superposition ofthe release and uptake signals, indicating
that different side chains are involved in the two events. Upon illumination of
rhodopsin at pH 7.1 in the presence ofGTP and purified transducin, GTP is
hydrolyzed as detected by a net proton release. Addition ofphospho-
diesterase and cGMP to this mixture results in cGMP hydrolysis. These
observations show that it is possible to functionally reconstitute rhodopsin/
transducin/phosphodiesterase interactions in dodecyl maltoside micelies. To
study rhodopsin regeneration, we have measured chromophore formation upon
addition of I I-cis retinal to bleached purified opsin in egg PC, DMPC or
DPPC bilayers. At 180C, where egg PC is above, and DMPC, DPPC are
below their respective chain melting temperatures, >80%1h regeneration is
observed in egg PC, and <30"!. in DMPC and DPPC vesicles. However, in the
presence of0.6% CHAPS, -6"/. regeneration is found with all three lipids,
demonstrating that rhodopsin formation in bilayers requires a fluid membrane.

A19P YNTWEIS I



M-PM-L5
RHODOPSIN FUNCTION IS MODULATED BY PROPERTIES OF
THE MEMBRANE LIPI BILAYER ((Nicholas J. Gibson and Michael
F. Brown)) Department of Chemistry, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721.

We have tested the hypothesis that the characteristic lipid composition of
biomembranes is associated with influences on the conformational state of
intrinsic membrane proteins which govern essential biological functons.
The key event in visual signal tnsdction involves the MI-MIX
conformational change of rhodopsin.12 Lipid acyl chain length and degree
of polyunsaurtion, as well as lipid headgroup size and charge, have all
been shown to affect the MI-MII transition. The nature of the forces
exerted on rhodopsin by the membrane, however, has yet to be established.
We have studied this question by incorporating rhodopsin into recombinant
membrane vesicles of varying lipid composition. The extent of the MI-MU
transition, for both recombinants and native rod outer segment membranes,
has been measured using flash photolysis techniques. We have found that
the pK for the MI-MU acid-base equilibrium depends on the lipid
composition.3 Lipid substitution experiments suggest that non-specific lipid-
mediated materal properties of the bilayer, particularly curvature and
lateral stresses, are importantdeterminants ofrhodopsin function. 1I.M. Beach
et al. (1984) Biophys. J. 45:292a. 2T.S. Wiedmn ct aL (1988) Bidocnmstry 27: 6469.
3N.J. Gibson and M.F. Brown (1991) Photochem. Photobiol. 54: 985.
Supported by NIH Grant EY03754.

HETEROLOGOUS EXPRE9SION OF EXCITABILITY PROTEINS

M-PM-WSI-1
Workshop: Heteroogous Expression of Excitability Proteins, S. Caeng,
Genzyme Corp., Franingham, MA; R. Ftley, USC, LA, CA; E. Huang, Caltech, Pasde,
CA; A. Kadin, Columbia U. Col. of Phys & Surg., NY, NY; C. Miller, Bndeis U., Waldam,
MA; IL A. Let, (Organer), Caltech, Paadena CA

The proteins of membrane excitability (voltage-gated ion channels,
ligand-gated ion channels, 7-helix receptors, ion-coupled transporters, and
ATPase pumps) have been appreciated functionally for many decades, for they
endow cells with the ability to respond to external stimuli and to generate their
own stimuli. Recently, structure-function studies on these proteins have been
dominated by the heterologous expression cycle, which allows researchers to
begin with cDNA clones for these proteins, express them functionally in
forcign cells, make cleverly chosen mutations at suspected important amino
acids, and measure function of the altered protein. The next stages of
knowledge will require new concepts and techniques. S. Cheng describes
biochemical and functional characterization of CFTR expressed in the milk of
transgenic mice. He hopes to express enough CFTR for high-resolution
functional studies and for use as a therapeutic agent. R. Farley discusses the
expression of Na, K-ATPase in yeast cells, with emphasis on the identification
of a functional role for the 0 subunit. The data indicate that the structure of the
p subunit influences the interaction of the pump with potassium ions. E. Huang
describes attempts to construct synthetic neurons by expressing voltage-gated
channels in previously unexcitable mammalian cells. New insights have
derived from the attempt to describe voltage trajectories in these cells as the
sum of known parts. A. Karlin describes a new tactic in oocyte expression:
site-directed mutagenesis combined with clever group-specific reagent
chemistry. His results suggest that P-strands, not a-helices, may line the ion
channel at the nicotinic receptor. C. Miller discusses present systems for
heterologous expression of potassium chanAels for protein-level biochemistry.

EXrRUDED LIPOSOMES. A RE-EVALUATION

M-PM-WS2-1 M-PM-WS2-2
OSMOTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF EXTRUDED LUVs SHAPE CHARACTERIATION OF EXTRUDED PHOSPHOLIPID
Tom Madden, University British Columbia VESICLES. ((St6phane G. Clerc and T.E Thompson)) Department of

Biochemistry, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22908

Single lamellar phoapholipid vesicles formed by extrusion (Hope et aL,
Biochim. BiophyL Acta 12:S5-65, 1985) have been used in many types
of experiments It is genely supposed that these vesicles, usually in
the size range of 100-200 anm diameter are spherical in shape. The
shape, however, may with some components and system compositions be
non-sphericaL Knowledge of the actual shape is necesary in order to
calclate the volume of the internal compartment and bilayer area per
vesicle. Actual vesicle shapes for.individual sytems can and should
always be determined by negative stain and freeze fracture electron
microscopy. Changes in shape after preparation can be generated
osmoticaly and folowed by monitoring changes in fluorescence intensity
of self-quenched fluorophores trapped in the internal aqueous
compartment of the vesicls. Supported by NIH grant GM-14628
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M-PM-WS2-3
THE INFLUENCE OF MEDIUM COMPOSITION AND PREPARATIVE PROCEDURE
ON SOLUTE ENTRAPMENT IN EXTRUDED VESICLES
Doug Pfeiffer, Ohio State University

M-PM-WS2-5
EXPERIENCES WITHHAHAND-HELD,SYRINGE-DRIVENEXTRUSION
DEVICE R. C MacDonald Department of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology
and Cell Biology, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208

Many research applications require milligram quantities of extruded liposomes
in aqueous phase volumes of a few mL For such purposes, a syringe-diven
extrusion device provides a very convenient vesicle preparation procedure. Gas-
tight syringes of up to 1 ml volume provide sufficient pressure to force liposome
suspensions through polycarbonate filters having 100 nm diameter pores. To
provide complete emulsification and to save time, a push-pull design is
appropriate. For such operation, it is essential to support the filter on both
sides. Furthermore, it is desirable to have a small hold-up volume. These
requirements are easily met in an inexpensive device with which vesicles can be
prepared in a minute or two. Lipid concentrations of at least 100 mg/mi can be
extruded. Judging from the turbidity in the syringe in which the sample is
originally loaded, there are some large particles that are never extruded to the
far side, however, these comprise a very small portion of the total lipid, for
recoveries from the other syringe are of the order of 95%. There seem to be
no significant differences between vesicles extruded through a single fiter and
those extruded through two filters in tandem, although the approacb to
miminum turbidity as s function of number of passes is slightly different in the
two cases. Freezing and thawing does not seem to be necesary. The vesicles
produced by extrusion through 100 nm diameter pores are 80.100 nm, as
measured by negative stain electron microscopy or quasi-elastic light scattering.

M-PM-IWS2-4
LIPOSOMES PREPARED BY FREEZE-THAW EXTRUSION VARY WITH LIPID AND
AQUEOUS PHASE COMPOSITION- -ONE LAB'S EXPERIENCE. ((A. Walter))
Dept. Physiol. & Biophys., Wright State University, Dayton, OH

In our quest for the perfect--i.e., easy to prepare in any
quantity with no solvent or detergent--liposome, we utilized
The Extruder The ExtruderT is a high pressure filter device
used with polycarbonate filters with pores of well-defined
diameter (Nuclepore). Lipid dispersed in aqueous solution as
MLVs was first frozen and thawed repeatedly (10 x) to decrease
the number of lamellae and average diameter of the MLVs and
then the suspension was extruded lOx through 0.1 Jim pore
diameter filters. The resulting preparations were highly
reproducible for a given set of conditions. PS formed
spherical liposomes that were smaller than the filter diameter
(70 nm vs. 100 nm). For many encapsulated solutions the
apparent encapsulated volume was as expected for the diameter.
However, dipicholinic acid (DPA) was excluded. When p-xylene-
bis-pyridinium bromide (DPX, 90 mM) was in the aqueous phase
the average diameter increased at least 10 nm. Extruded egg PC
liposomes were larger than PS liposomes. Egg PC/cholesterol
liposomes had both larger encapsulated volumes (mannitol) and
diameters (gel filtration) than liposomes without cholesterol.
Cryo-TEM revealed that the shape of PC liposomes was not
necessarily spherical. These products of extrusion must
indicate features of the physical chemical characteristics of
each system and how these interact with the extrusion process.

M-PM-WS2-6
Using Low-pressure Extruded Liposomes in the Laboratory. P. L.
Yeag1r Department of Biochemistry, University at Buffalo School of Medicine,
Buffalo, NY 14214

Low-pressure extruded liposomes, or large unilamellar vesicles (LUV), have been
used in this laboratory for fusion experiments and for studies on the interaction of
anti-viral peptide fusion inhibitors with bilayer surfaces1. They have advantages
over LUV previously used in that no detergent or solvent is left to contaninate the
preparation. Low pressure extrusion is a slow, inefficient process, but does not
lead to unusual vesicle morphologies. Pertbations to observed 2H quadrupole
splittings and to 31p CSA are observed because the size of the LUV leads to some
motional averaging of these powder pattes. Formation of LUV apparently does
not lead to significant changes in lamellar-hexagonal HI phase transitions, however.
This work was supported by grants from NIH (Al26800; DE05608).
1 Virology, 182, 690-702 (1991); Biochemistry, 31, 3177-3183 (1992)

DNA ELECTROPHORESIS

M-PM-WS3-1
EFFECT OF POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL PORE RADIUS ON DNA
MOBILITY ANOMALIES. ((Nancy C. Stellwagen)) Department
of Biochemistry, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242.

The dependence of the anomalous mobilities of certain DNA
restriction fragments on polyacrylamide gel pore radius has
been studied, using molecular weight ladders prepared from
normal and anomalously migrating 147 bp fragments from the
plasmid pBR322. If the gel pore radius is increased by de-
creasing the acrylamide concentration at constant crosslinker
ratio (the usual method of increasing gel pore size), the
mobility anomalies decrease with increasing gel pore radius.
However, if the gel pore radius is increased by decreasing
the crosslinker ratio at constant acrylamide concentration, the
mobility anomalies decrease with increasing gel concentration
until the DNA radius of gyration and the gel pore radius are
approxdmately equal, after which the mobility anomalies become
independent of gel pore radius. Therefore, mobility anomalies
are directly related to gel pore radius only when the poly-
acrylamide concentration is held constant. Supported by
GM 29690.

M-PM-WS3-2
QUANTITATIVE IMAGING OF ELECTROPHORETIC GELS*.
((John C. Sutherland)) Biology Department, Brooliaven National
Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973.

Gel electrophoresis is widely used to separate and characterize proteins,
nucleic acids, and other biopolymers. However, most applications use
only qualitative information due, in part to difficulties of quantitating data
obtained from photographic and radiographic film. During the past
decade, systems that record directly quantitative images ofelectrophoretic
gels and blots have been developed and are coming into widespread use.
I shall review: the labeling of biomolecules, the quantitadve recording
(without film) of their distribution in geis and blots following
eiectrophoretic separations, and systems for the storage and analysis of
such images. Examples of the use of charge-coupled devices for the
quantitative imaging of fluorophore labeled DNA and photostimulable
phosphor imaging of radiolabeled DNA in studies of DNA damage and
repair, and genomic mapping will be presented.

Supported by the Office ofHealth and Environmental Research, USDOE,
and by grant HG00371 from the National Center for Genome Research,
NIH.
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M-M-S3-3
DNA ELECTROPHORESIS

Organizer: Mark N. Garner, National Institutes of Health

Speakers:
Y. L. Lyubchenko, University of Nevada, Reno
P. Serwer, University of Texas Health Sciences Center
J. Noolandi, Xerox Research Center of Canada

FROM STRUCTURE TO PERMEATION IN OPEN IONIC CHANNELS

M-PM-WS4-1
WORKSHOP 5

FROM STRUCTURE TO PERIEATION IN OPEN IONIC CHANNELS
Organizer: ((Robert S. Eisenberg))

The anatomy of chanel proteins is becoming better known as the
techniques of molecular biology yield structual results. The functions
of channels are quite well known from measurements in the Hodgkin-
Huxley and Neher-Sakmann traditions. A hierarchy of theores should
be needed to link atomic structure of channels to their macroscopic
function, starting with sim ions of molecula dynamics of chanmel
proteins and their contents, prceeding through stochastic analysis of
ions in the chmnel's pore, ending with a macroscopic description of
single channel currents as actually measured. Bob Eisenberg will pre-
sent a Polsson-Nernst-Planck theory in which the electric field within
the pore is calculated from channel structure, instead of being assumed
a priori. This PNP theory predicts many characteristics of biological
channels, although it describes a channel of just one conformation in
which ionic points flow through each other. Duanpin Chen wiU show
that the electric field-the barriers and wels of potential-in such a the-
ory varies substantially with experimental conditions, producing many
coupling phenomena and some gating phenomena observed in real
channels and transporters. Olaf Andersen will describe the currents and
fluxes in a gramicidin channel that a useful theory must predict.

M-PMW84-3
POISSON-NERNST-PLANCK (PNP) THEORY OF IONIC
CHANNELS. .((Duanpin Chen and Robert Eiseberg)) Dept of
Physiology, Rush Medical College, 1750 W. Harrison, Chicago IL

PNP theory predicts many characteristics of biological chamels, al-
though it describes a channel ofjust one conformation in which ionic
points can flow through each other. Rectification, ation of conduc-
tance with concentration, and flux interactions arise naturally in the
theory, if the pore contains an access resistance or selectivity filter, be-
cause the shape of the electic field changes with exp l condi-
tion. The spaal viation (1) of ionic charge (2) of potendal (3) and
ofthe energy ofthe charge at that potential reveals how each charcter-
istic of real chanels can arise even in such an oversimplified model.
When the pemanent charge distribution has four maxima, as in thyris-
tors or "Numa rings", three IV relatons safisfy the steady-state equa-
tions. Two are stable. One contains few ions to shield the permanent
charge or carry current, pedraps corresponding to a closed channel The
other contains enough ions to shield the permanent charge and carry a
large current, perhaps corresponding to an open chanel. The unstable
state may descnbe a tansient or inactivating channel We have con-
structed and are integratng a time dependent version ofthe PNP theory
to see if the evolution or switching of these states can account for the
time dependent properties of channels.

M-PM-W84-2
POISSON-NERNST-PLANCK (PNP) THEORY OF AN OPEN
IONIC CHANNEL. ((Robert Eisenberg and Duanpin Chen)) Dept. of
Physiology, Rush Medical College, 1750 W. Harrison, Chicago IL
The structure of an ionic chanel is the location of its atoms and their
permanent electric charge. The electric field within a channel's pore is
deteined by all types of charge, namely the pemanent charge of the
chanel protein, the mobile charge of ions within the pore, and the in-
duced charge in pore and protein. Permanent charge is significantly
shielded by permeating ions whose concentation and flux in turn de-
pend on the electric field. A channel and its contents form a thoroughly
coupled system, requiring simultaneous analysis of electric field and
electro-diffusion, as do semiconductors like transistors. Asymptotic
analysis of a PNP theory gives surprising results. Even though its pore
is always open, injust one conformation, and its ions are points, able to
flow through each other, its net and unidirectional fluxes are xot inde-
pendent if the pore contains an access resistance or selectivity filter.
Rather, the fluxes vary together, as bath concentrations are varied. The
electric field changes shape because the shielding of the permanent
charge varies: potential barriers can change into potential wells (i.e.,
binding sites) as concentrations change. In this way, fluxes are coupled
to concentrations in the bath, and to one another, as they are in tradi-
tional single file channels or mediated transport systems.

-PM-VWS4-4
ION MOVEENT THROUGH A SINGLE-FELING CHANNEL
((0. S. Anden, M. D. Becker, R. E. Koeppe II, and J. Procopio))
Comell Univ. Med. Coll., New York, NY 1001, Univ. Arkansas,
Fayteville, AR 72701, Univ. Sao Paulo, 05508 Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil.

We hve examined the inetics of allali metal cation ion movemn itthrough
gramicdin chaaes using ether a combination of tacer flux and small-
signal conductance measuremts or snglechaneanl current-(voltage,concen-
tration) measuments. Based on X-ray atting results of Olah et al. (J.
M oL 218:847, 1991) the resuts wer analyzd in terms of 3-brrer-2-
site models with e ithern or double ion occupancy (3B2S1I or 3B2S2I);
these discrete state modes were f by
in polrizion ) ad aqueous diffuion Hmita (DL). Neith
the 3B2S1I nor the 3B2S2I model was able tq account s rily fo the
current-(voltage,concentration) reslts in [Val gramicidin A cnns (0.01
to 5.0 M salt; 25 to 500 mV). Based on stical model selction the most
satisfactory discestate model was 3B2S2I with the incluion of both IP
and DL. Usin this 3B2S2I-(DL,IP) model one can account for the results.
The model was tesed usig Monte Carlo methods, which demonstrated that
the fit is robust. At low potentials the 3B2S2I-(DL,IP) model reduces to a
simple 3B2S2I model, but with 'lumped" rate constants that include the
effects of DL. The tracer flux and small-signal conductance measurements
could be fit to this model using rate constant that are comparable to the
lumped rate constants. We have used the 3B2S21-(DL,IP) model to
undertand how Trp-Phe substitutions alter channel function. The reslts
show that a Trp-*Phe substitution at the channel entrance alters all rate
constants for ion momt through the channel - and the height of the
energ barrier at the channel center.
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S-PMwSS3-1
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CYTOCHROME bc1AND bf COMPLEXES
Organizer: Peter Rich, Glynn Research Institute, U.K.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT BIOPHYSICAL AND GENETIC DATA RELATING TO
STRUCTURE OF bc COMPLEXES
Dan Robertson, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Open Discussion of Structure including: STRUCTURE PREDICTION
AND MUTANT STUDIES; X-RAY AND ELECTRON DIFFRACTION;
SPECTROSCOPY INCLUDING EPR, ENDOR, CD, MCD; MODEL HAEM
SYSTEMS

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT CONTROVERSIES ON THE MECHANISM OF THE bc
COMPLEXES
Peter Rich, Glynn Research Institute, U.K.

Open discussion of Mechanism including: CHEMISTRY OF THE Q-
REACTIVE SITES; ELECTROGENIC REACTIONS; MONOMER/DINER
QUESTIONS; DCCD AND PUMPING MECHANISM; SHORT AND LONG RANGE
CONFORMATIONAL EFFECTS

THE ROLE OF ACCESSORY PROTEINS IN PROTEIN REFOLDING

M-PM-W86-1
THE ROLE OF ACCESSORY PROTEINS IN PROTEIN FOLDING
Organizer: George Lorimer, E. I. du Pont de Nemours Co.

Speakers: G. Lorimer
J. Buchner, University of Regensburg, Germany
T. Kiefhaber, Stanford University Medical Center

MUSCLE MECHANICS AND ULTRASTRUCTURE

I-Pols
N-TERMINAL ACTIN PEPTIDES INHIBIT FORCE AND VELOCITY IN SKELETAL
AND CARDIAC MUSCLE.
((Joseph M. Mezger)) Dep. of Physiology, Univ. of MchIgan. School of Medicine,
An Arbor, MI 48109.

The functonal bInding domains of actdn and myosin during muscle contaction are
not wel undesood. Prvos soklion biochemical udies have provided evence
that the acidic amino acid rich N-terminal region of actin may be an Importart
myosin biig site during oontrb ion. The aim of the present study was to
determine the functional domain(s) of the myoin bind*ig ese on adin by activating
permeablized cardiac myocytes and skeletal fibers in the presence of peptide
sequences thatcospond to the Nerml region of acd. InitIa sudies ceered
on the highly conserved 18-28 amino acid sequne of actin. Maximum Ca2+
acvated isoomtic force was depresed in a concentration dependent manner In
the presence of this peptide with the def being greater in cardiac than In ither
slow or fast skelWta fibers. Resuits also indicated that maximum shortenin
velocty was inhibd in the presence of the pepide. Upon removal of the peptide,
force and veiocity were restored to control values Indicating the effects on
contracion were fully reversbe. Efecs on oontraction due to other N-torminal
peptide fragment were also examined. Of these, pepide 1-9 was most ectve In
nhibting force (Kiin - 2.1 mM) and peptide 10-17 was the east effective (Kin - 9.1
mM). The effect of these peptides to inhibt contaction appears unrelated to the
not chae sinoe the nhibion of cortraction due to peptide 18-28 (zero net charge;
Kin - 5.4 mM) was intemediate to peptides 1-9 (-4 net charge) and 10-17 (-1 net
charge). These resub sug t that the N-termna region of actin may represt a
functonad biding domain for myosin durng contion In both cardiac and skeletal
muscle fe.

M-PO
TROPONIN C AND ALTERED CA2+ SENSITIVITY OF
CONTRACTION IN CARDIAC MYOCYTES FROM TRANSGENIC
MICE.
((Joseph M. Metzgera, Michael S. Parmacek4, Eliav Barr*, Karen L.
Cochraned, Loren L. Field, and Jeffrey M. Leiden+)) Dept. of Physiology*,
Univ. Michigan, School of Medicine, Ann Arbor, Ml 48109, Dept. of
Medicine4, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, and Krannert Institute of
Cardolog, Indiana School of Medicne, Indinapolis, In 46202

Force production falls precipitously during ischemia in the heart. The
mechanism of this effect is unkmown but appears to be due in part to
ischemia-induced intracellular acidification. We tested here whether
moponin C, the Ca2 binding protein subunit of the thin filament regulatory
system, may mediaoe the effect of low pH to depress contracdon in hear
We stuied individual cardiac myocytes obined from tranagenic mice in
which the nadve cardiac isoform of n C s replaced by the skeletal
isoform of troponin C to determine if the isoform of troponin C present in
heat would ater low pH-induced contrcle dysfunction. Our fmdings
indicat that the CaO sensitivity of contraction of cardiac myocytes that
expessed skeletal ponin C was mkedly less affected by reduced pH
dtan that in native cardiac myocytes. Upon lowering pH from 7.00 to 6.20
the shift in the mid-point of the tension-[Ca'i relaionship (i.e. pCa_% where
pCa is -log[Ca2#]) was 1.27±0.03 (n-7) pCa units in control cardiac
myocyts and 0.96±0.04 (nrIll) pCa units in transgenic cardiac myocytes, a
value significantly less than that in controls (P < 0.001). These findings
demonstra that TnC plays an impnt role in determining the profound
sensitvity ofcarac muscle to is.

ASSYMUCTURE ANDFUNCTION OF CTTOCHRONX be, AND bt COMPLEM



AND ULTRASTEUCTURE

M-Poe3
PHALLOIDIN-INDUCED TENSION AND ATPase CHANGES IN
SKINNED STRIATED MUSCLE FIBERS AND MYOFIBRILS.
((Anna Bukatina*, Franklin Fuchs, and Yi-Peng Wang)) Department of
Physiology, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA
15261 and *Inst. Theor. Exp. Biophysics, Russian Acad. Sci.,
Pushchino, Russia 142292.

We studied the effect of phalloidin (PH), an actin-stabilizing peptide, on
the functional properties of skinned fibers and myofibrils from rabbit
psoas (fast, FM), rabbit soleus (slow, SM), and bovine ventricle (cardiac,
CM) muscle. Within 5-10 min. following the addition of PH to activated
skinned fibers the FM exhibited a transient increase in tension (phase 1)
followed by a relaxation (phase 2), and then an increase in tension (phase
3) (see also Bukatina and Morozov, 1979). With SM phase 3 was very
small or absent. With CM phase 1 and 2 were very weak and phase 3
was dominant. The PH effect was generally reduced at low pCa. It is
possible that time-dependent changes in force are related to the known
(Cano, et al, 1992; Szczesna and Lehrer, 1992) time-dependent spread of
PH binding from the ends of the thin filaments to the Z line. Myofibrillar
ATPase activity was stimulated by PH, with maximal stimulation
occurring at high pCa. The magnitude of the ATPase increase was
correlated with the magnitude of phase 3 tension, this being greatest in
CM. With the latter there was also an increase in Ca2+ sensitivity (- 0.1
pCa unit). The fact that both PH and Ca2+ promote crossbridge cycling
(see also Son'kin et al, 1983) suggests a crucial role for actin in contractile
regulation. Supported by NIH grant AR 10551.

M-PosS
2,3-BUTANEDIONE-MONOXIME (BDM) HAS SIMILAR EFFECTS
ON NUCLEOTIDE TRIPHOSPHATE HYDROLYSIS IN SOLUTION
AND ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MUSCLE FIBERS.
((Betty Belknap, Howard D. White, Ed Pate, and Roger Cooke)) Dept. of
Biochem., Eastern Virginia Medical School, Dept. of Biochem. and
CVRI, UCSF, and Dept. Math., WSU.

BDM has been shown by several laboratories to inhibit the contraction of
muscle fibers. In order to more fully understand the molecular mechanism
of this inhibition, we have made parallel studies of the affect of BDM
upon the steady state kinetics of hydrolysis of a series of nucleoside
triphosphate substrates by actomyosin-Sl in solution and on the
mechanical properties of glycerinated muscle fibers. The primary effect of
BDM on steady state hydrolysis of CTP and ATP in solution is a four-fold
increase in both Kapp of actin activation of hydrolysis and SI binding to
actin measured by active enzyme centrifugation. BDM inhibits the
maximum rates of hydrolysis of ATP and CTP by less than 30 percent.
However, the maximum rates of hydrolysis of GTP and aza-ATP,
substrates that are hydrolyzed more slowly than ATP by actomyosin-SI,
are doubled by 30mM BDM. Actin binding in the presence of GTP or
aza-ATP is essentially unchanged. Similar effects are observed in skinned
muscle fibers. BDM decreases both active tension and unloaded
shortening velocity while utilizing ATP as substrate but increases both the
active tension and the unloaded shortening velocities produced by GTP.
The inhibition of effective substrates and enhancement of poor substrates
are both consistent with BDM stabilizing an A.M.NDP.Pi state.
Supported by NIH grants HL41776, AR36943, HL32145 and by AHA.

M-Pos7
EFFECT OF ANTIBODIES AGAINST T N-TERMNaAL SEGMENT OF ACTIN
ON STINESS AND ACTIVE FORCE OF SKINNED RABBfT PSOAS PIMERS.
((B. Brenner, G. DasGupta', E. Reisler')) 'Univ. of Ulm, FRO; 'UCLA, USA.

F,b(l-7), antibody frgesnts against e firt seven N-teminal reddues on
atin, were previouly shown to inhibit binding of myosin nbfragm-1 (S-1) to actin
both in the absence and presence of nucleoddes including MgATP (G. Gupta & E.
Reisler, Biochem. 1991, 1992). In addition, in the prese of ATP acto-S-1 ATPase
was inhibited but to a larger extent than expected from inhibition of S-1 binding to
actin. I was concluded that Fb(1-7) can act to inhibit both the binding of S-1 to actin
in the prosence of ATP and a calytic step in the ATP hydrolysi cycle.

We diffused the FP(1-7) into sdnned rbbit psos fibe to eumine whether
these anuibody fragments can also interfe with cross-bridge bindig to siand force
generaion. Measrement of rapid stiffnes under rdng conditions was used to
examine the extent of cross-bridg atthmen i prefrce-generaion stati. We found
that inhibition of active force is much more sensitive to FP than inhibition of relaxed
stiffnes. In the presence of 0.05-0.1mg/ml of the F&(1-7), force could be fully
abolished both at high (170mM) and low (50mM) ionic strength, while rexed stiffnes
was reduced by only 20-30%. At 2-4 times higher [F.(1-7)] relaxed stiffe was
inhibited by some 70%. When active force was fully inhibited at the low ionic stgth
(<2% of original active force), fiber stiffless in the activating solution was still
comparable to that in the relaxing solution at the same ionic strength. This suggests
that the more effecdve inhibition of active force compared to relaxed stiffnes does not
result from a better inhibition of weak cross-bridge binding to actin at high Ca-'.
lInstead, at leastpartof the observed inhibition of active force by F,(l-7) apparently
occurs without inhibition of weak cross-bridge attachment to actin and may result from
interference at a point subsequent to weak attachment of cross-bridges to actin.

L&Pos4
PEPTIDERGIC ENHANCEMENT OF TENSION GENERATION IN
CRUSTACEANSKELETALMUSCLEFIBERS. ((A. Romero, J. Monterrubio,
L Lizardi and C. Zuazaga)) Institute of Neurobiology, Univ. of Puerto Rico
Med. Sci. Campus, San Juan, PR 00901

Mechanical activation of tonic flexor muscle fibers of the crustacean Atya
lanaps is strictly dependent on extracellular Ca2i, even though the fibers do not
generate Ca2l action potentials (Bonilla et aL Tissue & Cell 2A: 525, 1992).
Sulfhydryl alkylating agents induce Ca2e action potentials and enhance
mechanical responses (Lizardi et al. J. Membr. Biol. l22. 167, 1992). We have
been investigating whether putative crustacean peptide cotransmitters have
effects similar to those of the sufthydryl specific reagents onA"ya muscle. Using
immunohistochemistrywe foundthat proctolin-like peptides are containedwithin
neurons which innervate the muscle. Bath-applied proctolin (10' M) increased
30 to 175% the isometric tension generated by a fiber in response to directly
injected depolarizing current pulses (80-200 nA; 400 ms). The peptide's effect
on depolarization-induced tension was found to be dose-dependent and to
depend on extraceliular Ca2e. Proctolin had no effect on resting tension, did
not change the resting membrane potential, and did not induce Ca2+ action
potentials. These results suggest that proctolin enhances Ca2+ channel activity
and, thus, tension. Proctolin's enhancement of Cae+ channel activity is less than
that produced by the sulfhydryl alkylating agents because it does not induce Ca2+
action potentials. Our results are compatible with the possibility that, in Ata
muscle fibers, an intraeellular source contributes significantly towards the
elevation of the intracellular Ca2+ required for contraction. Supported by NIH
(NS.07464, RR03051).

MW4o6
EFFECT OF C-TERMINAL CALDESMON FRAGMENTS ON TENSION AND
STIFFNESS OF RELAXED AND ACTIVATED ASYNCHRONOUS FLIGHT
MUSCLE. ((GRANZIER, H.LM+, LIN, J.J.-, WANG, C.-L. A.", WANG, K4.)) +Clayton
Found. Blochem. Inst., Dept. of Chem. & Biochem., Univ. of Texas, Austin TX 78712.
'Depar.t of Biology, University of Iowa, Iowa Cty. la.52242 "Dept. of Muscle Research,
Boston Biomedical Research Institute, Boston, Ma 02114. (Spon. by A. Brady).

Weakly-binding cross bridges have been proposed by several groups to represent an
essential Intermediate state for active force generation in vertebrate skeletal muscles.
Our recent studies of insect (Lethocerus) fright muscle fibers that had been treated with
gelsolin to remove thin filaments revealed the presence of weak bridges in relaxed insect
flight muscIe under physliogical conditions (21-230C and 195 mM Ionic strength) (See our
accompanying abstract). As a complementary approach, we have applied the technique
Introduced by Brenner at al. (1991) that uses caidesmon to inhibit cross-bridge Interaction
in vertebrate muscle. This technique Is here refined by using cloned C-terminal fragments
of both human fibroblast caldesmon (CAD39, Novy et al. 1991) and smooth muscle
caidesmon (a 27 kd fragment beginning at Lys 579, Wang et al., 1991), that bind to actin
and inhibit actomyosin interaction in solution.

We found that neither fragment affects passive tension of insect fibers while they both
significantly depressed high frequency stiffness of passive fibers in a dose-dependent
and reversible manner. The depression was largest at low ionic strength (40 mM) and a
smaler but significant depression existed even at 195 mM. Active tension was depressed
to a similar extent as passive stiffness. Both passive stiffness and active tension recov-
ered after removal of caWdesmon fragments by washing. Interestingly, the degree of stiff-
ness depression at the various ionic strengths by the caidesmon fragments is similar to
that measured after thin filament removal with gelsolin. Our resuits suggest that weak-
binding bridges exist in relaxed insect flight muscle under physiological conditions.
Insect flight muscle appears to be an attractive system to study the characteristics of the
weak-binding cross-bridge.

M-PosS
CAI41DAZOLIUM BINDING TO TROPONIN (TN) DECREASES RELAXATION
RATES IN SKINNED FROG MUSCLE FIBERS.((Philip A. Wahr, J. David
Johnson, and Jack A. Rail)) Dept. of Physiology and Dept. of
Medical Biochemistry, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210.

Mechanically skinned fibers from the tibialis anterior muscle
of R. temporarla activated at 10' C with pCa 5.5 were made to
relax by photolysis of 2 nM diazo-2, a caged Ca2+ chelator. The
time to 20% relaxation, t20, was 26 ± 2 ms (mean ± S.D.) with a
rate constant in the exponential phase, r,, of 31 + 9 s-1, N - 5.
At 10' C, calmidazolium (2 pM) lowered the off rate of Ca2+ from
the Ca2+ specific sites on purified TN C from 247 to 87 s-1 and
on whole TN from 10.5 to 4.2 s-1. Calmidazolium (5 pM) also
slowed diazo-2 relaxation of skinned fibers to t2O - 38 ± 11 ms
and nc - 21 ± 3 s-1, N - 5. In intact fibers, stimulated
electrically to produce a brief tetanus, relaxation is much
slower, with t2O - 155 ± 18 ms, and rc - 17 ± 3 s-1, N - 7. Thus:

A) in skinned fibers the
rate of Ca2+ dissociation

caskinned from TN significantly
tN gS+calnidazoliun affects the relaxation

rate, and B) in intact
at W \fibers Ca2+ sequestration

o > \intact may be the rate-limiting
X-4 / ~ step in relaxation.
skinne Supported by: AiiA, Ohio
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M-Pos9
MODEL OF THE RELEASE OF MYOSIN HEADS FROM ACTIN IN
RAPIDLY CONTRACTING MUSCLE FIBERS. ((R. Cooke and E.
Pate)) Dept. Biochem. and CVRI, UCSF, and Dept. Math., WSU.

In actively shortening muscle, a detached myosin cross-bridge is thought
to attach to an actin binding site and exert a positive force through some
powerstroke distance, h. The cross-bridge is then carried by movement of
the filaments into a region where it exerts a negative, resistive force until it
detaches from actin. At Vmax, the sum of the positive forces produced by
attached cross-bridges must balance the negative forces. We have
previously shown that this balance allows one to relate h, Vmax, and the
rate of cross-bridge release at low substrate concentration, where the rate
of cross-bridge release is limited by the rate of substrate binding. Data
suggest that h is approximately 10 nm. At higher substrate concentration,
the step limiting cross-bridge release in the negative force region is less
certain, and models suggest that some negatively-strained cross-bridges
are carried into regions where their free energy exceeds that of the
detached state. We modify the previous model to include rapid
detachment of cross-bridges whose free energy exceeds that of the
detached state. This model explains two aspects of muscle contraction: (1)
the rate limiting step in the negative force region is slow, and is of the
order of magnitude of an isomerization which has been observed in studies
of the kinetics of acto-SI in solution. (2) at high shortening velocities, the
observed rate of ATP hydrolysis decreases since a cross-bridge can
interact with multiple actins before releasing products and binding another
ATP. The model again suggests h is approximately 10 nm. Supported by
NIH grants HL32145, AR36943 and by AHA.

M-Poell
THE SEGMENT-LENGTH-CLAMP TECHNIQUE INDUCES ERRONEOUS
LENGTH-TENSION RELATIONS: A MATHEMATICAL MODEL STUDY.
((M.A.T.A. Sontrop, P.M.L. Janssen, B.G.V. van Heijst, E.L. DeBeer, P.
Schiereck.)) Dept. Med. Physiol. & Sports Medicine, Utrecht University, NL -
3521GG Utrecht.

The sepent-length-clamp technique maintains a constant muscle-segment length for
isometri tension measurements. The feedback system used for length control is
hampered by both electronic noise and limited resolution of the optical length-
measuring system. This feedback noise can be considered as white noise added to the
reference signal used in the control loop. As a rsult of this white noise the segment
length varies continuously. The response of the crossbridge to tese length changes
is asymmetric: a small stretch induces a long-living force-generating state, while a
small release is soon followed by detachment. The question arises whether this
asymmetric behaviour significantly alters the true isometric force.
To quantify the effect of the noise on force, we simulated the effect of addition of

white noise on two crossbridge models, the Huxley-Simmons model and the Julian-
Sollins-Sollins modeL The first model describes two crossbridge states, both able to
generate force. In the second, the crossbridges are either in a strong-binding, weak-
binding or detached state. Addition of a noise of 0.4% / half sarcomerm to the
crossbridge models has a significant impact: in the Huxley-Simmons model a
redistribution of crossbridge states in favour of strong-binding takes place.
Consequently, the measured force is predicted to increase by 35% overtue isometric
force. In the Julian-Sollins-Sollins model the pertubations induce a higher fraction of
detached bridges, thereby decreasing force by 32% relative to isometric. In
conclusion, the white noise present in the feedback system of segment-length-clamps
alters crossbridge distribution, thereby generating erroneous length-tension relations.

M-Posl3
LOCATION AND CROSSREACTIVITY OF SCALLOP MINI-TITIN.
((P. Vibert, S. Edelstein, L. Castellani and B. Elliott))
Rosenstiel Center, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254.

We have isolated mini-titins from both the striated and the
smooth muscles of molluscs (Vibert et al., Biophys. J. 61, A286
(1992)) and have made antibodies to mini-titin from scallop
striated muscle. Immuno-EM localizes mini-titin in scallop
striated muscle to the distal region of the A-band, extending
about one molecular length (-0.2 pm) in from the tips of the
thick filaments. This antibody crossreacts with mini-titins in
scallop smooth and Mytilus catch muscles, as well as vith
proteins in striated mucles from Limulus, Lethocerus (flight),
and crayfish. It labels the A/I junction (I-region in
Lethocerus) in these striated muscles as well as in chicken
skeletal muscle. Antibodies to the repetitive region and also
to the kinase domain of nematode twitchin crossreact with
scallop mini-titin in Western blots and label the A/I junction
of scallop myofibrils by imunofluorescence. EM of single
molecules shovs that antibodies to tvitchin kinase bind to
scallop -mini-titin near the break in the rod where the
"tailpiece" begins. The titin family thus incltudes mini-titins
from molluscan striated and smooth muscles, various arthropod
proteins (Limulus mini-titin; insect and crayfish projectins),
as well as nematode twitchin. Moreover, a motif related to the
twitchin kinase domain appears to be present in a number of
invertebrate ini-titins, as well as in vertebrate titin.

MI-PoslO
A COMPREHENSIVE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
EFFECTS OF CHEMICALINTERVENTIONS ON THE CROSSBRIDGE
CYCLE OF MUSCLE ((M.P. Slawnych, C.Y. Seow, A.F. Huxley, and L.E.
Ford)) University of British Columbia, Vancouver, University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL 60637; Trinity Colllege Cambridge, UK (Spon. B.H. Bressler)

To better interpret our experiments on muscle, we developed a convenient
computer program to write and solve a system of linear differential equations
describing the rates of change of any arbitrary number of states in a crossbridge
cycle. In the solutions to be presented, the rate "constants" for physical
transitions (crossbridge attachment, power stroke, detachment) vary with the
axial posidon of the myosin head relative to the actin attachment sites, whereas
the rate constants of chemical transitions (substrate binding, hydrolysis, product
release) are independent of this position. The scheme in Fig. 1 produces
qualitative agreement with the effects of chemical interventions in skinned
fibers. Both raising ADP and lowering ATP concentration increase isometric
force to a greater extent than stiffness, suggesting a detention of bridges in a
high force state (Biophys. J. 61:A294). Raising phosphate depresses isometric
force to a greater extent than stiffness and slows the rapid, partial (Phase 2)
force recovery following a sudden shortening step, suggesting that phosphate
detains bridges in a low force state (Seow & Ford, these abstracts). Addidonal
transitions are needed to explain the velocity increase and more extensive and
more rapid late force recovery seen in high phosphate at high pH. The
program is used to predict experimental results obtained with different schemes.

AMDP,--o- AMD -Ptowker AMD AM_AM

MDP _ MT'
Fig. 1: Crossbridge cycle. A=actin, M=myosin, T=ATP, D=ADP, P=phosphate.

M-Pos12
ON THE REGENERATION OF THE ACTIN-MYOSIN POWER STROKE IN
CONTRACTING MUSCLE. Yi-der Chen and Bernhard Brenner.
Laboratory of Chemical Physics, NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda,
MD 20892, USA and Department of General Physiology,
University of Ulm, Ulm, FRG.
The transient behavior of muscle in double- or multiple-
step length perturbations as carried out experimentally by
Lombardi et al (Nature 355, 638-641 (1992)) is simulated with
a conventional crossbridge model, which has been shown
previously (Eisenberg et al. Biophys. J. 29, 195-227 (1980))
to be able to account for many mechanical as well as
biochemical data of muscle. The rate of regeneration of the
quick tension recovery of the model is found to be fast and
comparable to that measured by Lombardi et al. For multiple-
step "stair-case" type length releases, the tension response
reaches a steady state shape after 3 or 4 steps and the
average ATP turnover is much slower than the regeneration of
the quick tension recovery, as observed experimentally. Our
simulation demonstrates that the experimental findings of
Lombardi et al can easily be reproduced by this simple
conventional crossbridge model, in which the completion of
one work-producing power stroke is coupled to the hydrolysis
of one ATP molecule. Thus, to account for the data of
Lcmbardi et al, there is no need to assume that crossbridge
can execute multiple power strokes per ATPase cycle, although
crossbridges may well be able to do so. The mechanism that
underlies the fast regeneration of the quick tension recovery
in this conventional model is discussed.

M-Pos14
CAN CHEMICAL FIXATION BE AVOIDED WHEN
CRYOSECTIONING STRIATED MUSCLE? ((J.F. M6netret and R.
Craig)) U. Mass. Med. Center, Worcester, MA 01655

We have cryosectioned skinned, cryoprotected scallop striated adductor
muscle and lobster dorsal tail muscle using the Tokuyasu method.
After thawing on a grid and removing the cryoprotectant, the sections
have been observed by negative staining. Sections of lobster muscle
fixed in the rigor state show the characteristic "chevron" structure and
a first and sometimes second order of the 38nm layer line (11); if
chemical fixation is omitted prior to sectioning, the 5.9nm 11 is also
seen. Sections of unfixed rigor muscle, relaxed on the grid, show
unlabelled actin filaments; accordingly the 38nm 11 disappears while the
5.9nm 11 remains. Sections of scallop muscle fixed in the relaxed state
show a clear 14.5nm periodicity; if chemical fixation is avoided
reflections on the 48nm layer line are also seen, indicating preservation
of helical symmetry of the myosin heads around the thick filaments.
Sections of unfixed muscle enabled us to avoid possible artefacts related
to chemical fixation and may in the future give us the opportunity to
study dynamic aspects of muscle structure. Sections obtained by these
techniques may also be studied by cryo-electron microscopy.
(Supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from MDA (JFM) and NIH
grant AR34711 (RC).)
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MP1os15
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF ISOLATED CHICKEN
SKELETAL MUSCLE THICK FILAMENTS. ((R. W. Kensler and J.
Woodhead)). Division of Cell Biolog and Biophysics, School of Biological
Sciences, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, MO 64110; and
Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology, Medical College of
Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, PA 19149.

Procedures for the isolation of relxed sMeletal muscle thick filaments with
near-helically ordered arrays of myosin crosbidges have previously been
reported for frog (Kenser and Stewart 1983. J. Cell BioL 96:1797), fish
(Kensler and Stewart. 1989. J. Cell ScL 94:391), and rabbit (Kensler and
Stewart. 1992. Biophys. J. 61:A301). We report here that thick filaments
from chicken pectoralis muscle can similarly be isolated with a well ordered
near-helical arrangement of crossbridges as seen in negatively stained and
platinum shadowed preparations. This periodicity is confirmed by optical
diffraction and computed transfonns of images of the filaments. These
show a strong series of layer lines near the expected orders of a 43 nm
near-helical periodicity as expected from X-ray diffraction (Huxley and
Brown. 1967. J. Mol Biol 30:383). We further demonstrate that the
periodicity, like that of rabbit thick filaments, is temperature sensitive. Our
goal is to further analyze the structure and arrngement of myosin in these
native filaments for comparison with the results of the electron microscope
and X-ray diffraction studies of chicken S1-subunit crystals (Winkelmann
Baker, and Rayment 1991. J. Cell Biol 114:701).

M-Po17
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDY OF CONTRACTING MUSCLE FIBERS DURING
FAST MECHANICAL TRANSIENTS. ((Heiaad , r QUXa sd Huh
Hux) Roosi Center, Bn deis-Uniit, Walthi, MA 02254.

In order to invesdpti posiblc structural changps in the crs-brdgs acIatd with
muscle force produc we have se up a symm to rapidly fre musck fibs duing
conaction. Our yswem allows us toaWy aklnh transient to t fibers at a pr-deemined
time beforc freezing. Tlis time intel can be st with a sub-millisecond prcision. Theaim of this projrct is to armst muscle ultrastructure immediately after th rapid tson
reey period tat follows a sudden length -ch e of about 1% applied to a contcingmuscle (Huxley & Simmons 1971). Bundls of glycerinaed abbitpao fiber were used for
the x ns One ad of the fibes wee aachod to a fas moving lever in ordet to
apply th bnh tansents. Lengt changes up to 2% of he fiber lng were complete in
about 200 umc (Cambridge Tchlba Inc. Model 6350. Th abity of themusce fibers
to recover enson after h klngth tasie was checked in par experime uing a
nsion randucer witha frequency responseofabout4.S Khz atched to th odwend of the

fiber bundl The bundls were fro by plunging ino liqid ethn (-177 tio -18C). TI
fmzenbuls wer freezesubsted in aceonecontng 4% tannic acid, pos fixed with
osmum nduranyl oe,pladc embedded adsecon forEM observatio. Telectron
micrographs obned reveal exceent ultucul preseration and ptical diffrction
paten owed layer lines up to 5.9 nm (actin). P ion appead to be particularlygood when 15% glucos wan used as cya Many areas in isometric concon
showed regular series of approximately per cur lin extdingfm fte dtick to the
thin fibaments in the 11 panes, psmably represeng thetal-end portion of myosn heads
atached to actin with only weak labeling of the actin belical repeat, but conforming more
closey to th axial repeat of th myodn bacbo (14.3nm). Paliminary Uanlysis of the
optical diffraction patterns ha noshown a lWa decroe in the 14.3 em reetion inutsityin reeasd muscles an in X-ray diffrion studies of frog muscle, but a number of suh
specimens showed relatively sgerabeingof the actin 36 nm repeat. We am continuingthe analysis of these pates Suppod by NIH ARE35599 andby a grnt from th Lucile
P. Markey Chaitable Thrst (H.E.H.).

M4Po019
THE ORGANIZATION OF MYOSIN/PARANYOSIN FILAME FROM CRAYFISH
ABDOMINAL FLEXOR MUSCLE. ((M.Chen,HtB.Lie,A.T.Li, N.H.Zhou,F.R.
Tang*)) Shanghai Institute of Physiology, Chlnese Academy of
Sciencea,Shanghai 200031,China- *Computer Center,h-anghai Medical
University, Shanghai 200032, China.

Elactron microscopic observations on the crayfish (Preosaarus
clarkil) abdosinal flexor uscle revealed the slgnificant differ-
ences in the sarcomere characteristics and myotilameat arrage-meat between superficial and deep flexor (Y.M.Zhong, s8KEuang a
M.Chen, A.Biol.Exp.Sinic-, 24:229, 1991). Further electrophoretic
analysis of isolated thick filaments and protein purification and
imum_ohesical localisation of myotibrils indicate that the thick
filament from crayfish contains myosin and paramyo-is.Electron micrographs of transverse section of thick filaments
from crayfish deep abdominl flexor muscl have beem analysed
with computer i-mg processing techniques. The rotational power
sPectra of the filaaents show peaks for six-told rotationl
fretuences. The rotational averaging Imae of transverse section
of thick filament exhibits that the mantle of thick filametis mad of 12 subtilaments which arrange in six groups. Similar
studies are underway using crayfish superficial abdominal flexor
mucle.

The Project is Supported by National Natural Science Foundation
of China.

M-Peal6
DIFFUSION OF FLUORESCENTLY LABELED PROTEINS INTO SKINNED SKELETAL
MUSCLE FIBERS OBSERVED BY CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY. ((T. Kraft, M.
Meerl*, B. Rutlahauser, J.-C. Perriard, T. Wallimann, B. Brenner)) LUniv. of
Ulm, D-7900 Uim, FRG; 'ETH-Hflnerberg, CH-8093 ZOrich, Switzerland.

To probe elementary mechanisms of muscular contraction, frequently it Is
necessary to diffuse proteins or protein-fragments into dmembranated muscle
fiber. Diffusion of proteins into skinned muscl fibers cannot easily be predicted
since it depends on factors such as th size and shampe of the proteins, the space
available between the latice of fir proteins, and interactions of the proteins
during diusion with fiber proteins. The architcture of the sarcomeres is not
homoen and thus may affect dffusion in dierent regions of ech sarcomere
dierety, posibly resulting In dfind routes of diffusion for some proteins.

Ushi the BoRad MRC-O0 confocal mkrcope allowed optial sectioning
of muscle fibers wih 0.3-0.4 pm thckness such that background fluorecence
coming from fiberpau out of the focal plane was minffimzed. Furhermore we could
follow th tlme courae of difusion of fluorescendt labd proteins into the fibers
In 3 dimensions with sufficent spatil resoluion to detect specific diffusion routes
for some proteins, reflecting (1) the size of the available space and (2) possible
interctions with fbr proteins.

We used this method to follow dffusion of e.g. caldesmon, antibodies,
creatine-phosphoklnase, pyruvekinse and N-thylmaleimide-modified myosin S-1
(NEM-Si) into rabbit psoes fiber. We found that equilibration for some proteins Is
surpiny slow (Caldemon-fragments sevral hours, NEM-Si several days),
suggesting that it is not simply limid by the size and shape of the protein but also
'by its interaction wih fibr proteins (e.g. NEM-Si binding to actin).

Furrmor, the use of confocal microscopy allows to follow the binding
of proti to distinct sites within each sarcomere with resolution that is sufficient
to directly characteriz specific binding patterns even along the myofilaments.

MP1oS18
TWO DIMENSIONALX-RAY DIFFRACTION FROM SKINNED RABBIT
MUSCLE FIBERS. ((LC. Yu*, D X. Gllroyf, S. MalinchIk*, S. Xut, B.
Brenner')) *Natlonal Institues of Health. University of Ulm, FRG.

Earlier two dimensional X-ray diffraction studies (Matsuda &
Podolsky, PNAS, 1984) showed that both myosin layer lines and rigor
features were present while an estimated 80% of the cross-bridges were
weekdy attached to actin In skinned rabbit fibers under relaxing conditions
at low ionic strength (Oi) and low tem-perature. We reexamined with
specal emphasis on avoiding possible ATP depletion In the fibers as the
cause for rigor-like features. Diffraction patterns were recorded by an
Imaging plate detector system. The bundles produced similar equatorial
Intensities, throughout the exposure (au 2 hr), as previously seen in our
single fiber results. Under low p, 5°C, relaxing conditions, myosin layer
lines up to 6 orders, some with distinct maxima, were recorded but
prominent actin reflections associated wih rigorwere absent. In lowering
A from 100mM to 30mM under relaxing conditions, the myosin layer lines
become stronger and sharper. However, most prominently, the intensity
of meridional reflections at 215A increased by Ps 5 fold, while meridional
143A refection appeared to decrease slightly. The results suggest that
weak attachment of cross-bridges and/or lowering of Aappear to affect
prolected mass and distibution of cross-bridges at the surface of the
thick filament and also affect the ordering of the filament lattice.

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN CROSS-BRIDGES OF SKINNED MUSCLE
FIBERS ACTIVATED BY PHOTOLYSIS OF CAGED Ca" AND RAPIDLY
FROZEN FOR ELECTRON MICROSCOPY ((J.M. Murray, T.D. Lenart, C.
Franini-Armstrong & Y.E. Goldman)), Univ. of Pennsylvania, Phila., Pa. 19104.

To investigate the structural changes underlying the cross-bridge power stroke we
applied time-resolved electron microscopy and computerized image processing to
chemically skinned fibers from frog sanorius muscle during rapid activation. Single

fibers were activated from the relaxed state by photolysis of DM-Nitrophen (Kaplan
& Ellis-Davies, PNAS 85:6575, 1988), and ultra-rapidly frozen at various times after
activation (Lenart st al. Biophys. J. 61:A286, 1992). Samples were freeze substituted
in 0.1% tannic acid and 4% OsO4 in acetone, and embedded in araldite. Electron
micrographsfrom overlap zones were digitized, orthogonalized to remove shear, and
caled to equalize the spacing of the 14.3 nm meridional spot of the Fourier

trnsform. Active cross-bridges showed many shapes and angles; many were
perpendicular to the fiber axis. Average power spectra (analogous to diffrction
pattems) were obtained by summing the magnitudes of 17-96 Fourier transfonns of
overlap regions for samples frozen in the relaxed and rigor conditions and at 12 ms,
33 ms, and 220 ms after photorelease of Ca". In the average power spectra 12 ma
after Ca2 release, the 14.3 nm meridional reflection was weaker than in relaxed
fibers, but then strengthened again during tension development. The 22 and 43 nm
meridional intensities were weak after activation. A 36 nm actin layer line appeared at
12 ms and became more intense as tension developed, but remained weaker than in
rigor. At 33 and 220 ms, the 43 nm and 36 nm layer lines were separated by a clear
gap. After normalization, difference power spectra were obtainedby subtraction.
Power spectral differences between relaxation and the three time points after Ca"
release showed gradual intensification of the 36 nm layer line as force developed.
The results show that despite the highly variable shape of active cross-bridges,theyadopt a degree of actin helical periodicity. This order increases during active force
development and is maximal in rigor. Supported by HL15835 to the PMI and by the
MDA.
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2-OG1
DISTRIBUTION OF MASS IN ACTIVATED, FREEZE-SUBSTTUTED MUSCLE
STUDIED IN CROSS SECTIONS. ((L Hirose, J. M. Murra, C. Franzini-
Armstro & Y. E. Goldman)) University of Pennsylvania,Philadelphia, PA 19104.

X-ray diffraction studies show movement of mass from thick to
thin flaments when a muscle fiber goes from the relaxed to active
or rigor states. However, possible mirror-asymmetry in azimuthal
position of cross-bridge mass around the thin filaments would not
be seen in X-ray data EM images of thin cross sections should retain
this asymmetry. Glycerinated rabbit fibers were slam-frozen at
various times after photolysis of caged ATP in the presence of
calcium (Hirose et al., Bioph.J., 59, 577a, 1991). Control fibers were
frozen in the relaxed or rioor states. Frozen samples were freeze-
substituted and embedded in araldite. Cross-sectional micrographs
of overlap regions were digitized and interpolated onto a regular
hexagonal lattice. The computed diffraction pattern averaged from
several regions of rigor fibers showed significant peaks up to -6
nm. The unit cells of the interpolated images were six-fold-
rotationally averaged. Density mat; from several areas were
averaged to form the final image. Mirror asymmetry was strongly
present in rigor, but not apparent in active libers at 50 ms. The
difference maps of (rigor-relax) and (active-relax) showed density
loss after release of ATP at the thin filament sites and gain near the
thick filament surface. The map of (50ms-rigor) showed asymmetric
density distribution with respect to the line connecting thick and
thin filaments, with some density gain between neIlgboring thin
filaments and loss near the thick filament surface. These results
suggest that the average position of the cross-bridges in active
flbers differs from rigor both laterally and azimuthal ly. Rigor, but
not active (S0ms) cross-bridges slew around the thin filament
preferentially in one direction. Supported by NIH HL 15835 to PMI
and NSF MCB-9113313 to JMM.

M-Pos23
TWO DIMENSIONAL X-RAY DIFFRACTION DIAGRAMS FROM CONTRACTING
MUSCLE RECORDED ON IMAGING PLATES WITH MILLISECOND TIME
RESOLUTION USING SYNCHROTRON RADIATION. (uhlHuhl y.Al Stewi&
Ilsndlo n)sa) Rosenstiel Center, Brandeis University, Walham, MA 02254, (C(om
Tring)) MacCHESS, Dept. of Biolg. Cornell Univety, Ithaca, New York 14853.

We have assembled a small angle X-ray satteing system for muscle reseach on dte 25
pole wiggler beam line Fl at the CornieU Synchrotron Radiation Facility (CHESS). This
double-focused mirror monochromnar beam line provides an exceptionally high toed flux,
approximately 1013 photons per second at 0.9A wavelength. he beam is collimated by a
remotely-controUled three sit system, and with a two mete flight tube betwe specimen and
detector very clear pattens extending from the fnt myosin layer line at 429A to beyond te
actin 27.3A meridional reflectdon can be rcorded in a single exposure of200 milliseconds or
less. The specimen is scanned rapidly over the X-ray beam to sprad out nation damage,
and no deteioaon of the patt is apparent during several such expos. In order to
achieve high time resolution, the X-ray beam is interrupted by a rotating metal disc with a
slot in it of appropriate width. The roation is accurately synchronized to a chosen time
point during contraction which can be changed between successive contractions usually
spaced about two or four minut apar A metal screen blak off altra halves of the
imaging plate (centered on the X-ray beam) during successive contractions, so that images
from the control and experimental conditions are collected on the two halves of the same
image plate The required total exposure can readily be built up fm one or two millisecond
time-slots during one or two such series. Ancillary beam shutters with higher X-ray
absorption but correspondingly slower opening speeds were found to provide adequate
protection against hard radiation which otherwise reaches the detector continuously. This
system is being used to study the behavior of the entire 2D X-ray diagram during rapid
structural transients in muscle, especially ones associated with Huxley-Simmons type quick
releases, which may reprenta patially synchronized pulation of croisbeidges carrying out
their working strokes. Supported by NIH ARE38899, by a grant from the Lucille P. Markey
Charitable Trust (HE.H.), and by NIH RR01646-09 (MacCHESS).

M-Pos25
CHANGES IN MASS DISTRIBUTION IN THE LATIICE OF FROG
SKELETAL MUSCLE DURING THE SHIFT FROM RELAXATION TO
CONTRACTION OR RIGOR. ((Q. Li, T. C Irving and B. Mb Millman))
Biophysics Group, Dept. of Physics University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada
NIG 2W1 and MacCHESS, Dept. of Biochemisty, Cornell University, Ithaca
NY 14853.

We have studied the contracting and rigor states of skeletal muscle by X-ray
diffraction using both a laboratory source and 0.155 nm radiation from the
CHESS synchrotron at Cornell University. Both muscle states involve an
interaction between myosin heads and actin filaments. Equatorial patterns
showing the first eight orders of the hexagonal A-band lattice (1,0 to 4,0)
were obtained from frog sartorius muscles at rest and in contracting and rigor
states. Difference Patterson diagrams were constructed which demonstrated
a shift of the mass centres of myosin heads towards actin filaments during the
change from relaxation to either contraction or rigor. The largest mass loss
is from a region 13 nm from the centres of the myosin filaments. In the rigor
case, the mass is lost from regions lying on the 1,0 planes, whereas this
localization is less striking in the contracting case. These results support
earlier results obtained from electron density reconstructions (Li et al., 1992,
Biophys. J., 61:A302). When the lattice spacing is changed by either adding
sucrose to the Ringer's solution or diluting the Ringer's solution, the intensity
ratio of the 1,0 and 1,1 reflections is unchanged, but the absolute intensities
of both reflections decrease linearly with the decrease in lattice spacing.

MPoS22
X-RAY DIPPRACrION PA1TERNS FROM INSECT FLIGHTMUSCLE IN
T1 ISOMETIALLY CONTRACINGSTATL ((MJL Reedy * &T.C.
vl)) *Dept. Cell Biology, Due Univrsiy,Dutm NC, 27710;
MacCHESS,]Dept. ofaaBlochesnsty, Comell University, 1haca NY, 14853.

Ourgoal Is to mesolve to 5 anmasndeventuallyto 5 ma, fth structural
compg~~~~~i 1nxo na s _fxda insoc flight

b~~~~~~~~~~~~~wt by cx-rWesolved
ncinu ....awwnte hgh luxwiglebeam Hues at

.evosvTI-SXRD tcr g 1PM haabeest o afew
strng efletins, as "seen" bI-D detectors trainsatatzueh-activated
c _ton. We soeefull 2.- prnsfrI s steady-state contactions.
Bvguda bigh [Ca2] (1mM) amd low ionic stengt (-40-100 mM) we have

stealswgMdy iswmetrc contractionfom 1PM with lifetImes cf(many
10's of seconds. Complete2-dimensional axial patters could be obtaidona50
cm camsea (CHESS A-1 ation) in 30 s onFuji mge pl Simarns
could be obined on he new 2m l-anglcamera SS P-i s ) in 50-
200 ms.C me e owqlvedi ctsfm relaxed
Pes In g iof) e on e 193 me layer ln and
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SI~MDA&NkH AR14317 (MKR) nd by NIH RR01646-09

M-Pos24
ANALYSIS OF FACTORS THAT AFFECT EQUATORIAL X-RAY
DIFFRACTION INTENSITIES FROM MUSCLE FIBERS.
((S.Malinchik and L.Yu)) NIAMS/LPB, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892

Increases in the equatorial intensity ratio 1,1110 has been widely
used as an indication of crossbridge attachement. However, such
interpretation is an oversimplification, as demonstrated previously (Lymn,
Biohys. J., 1978; Yu, Biophys. J. 1989). In this study, three dimensional
models are constructed which include both the thick and the thin
filaments with various distributions of cross-bridges in the lattice.
Parameters are chosen which may simulate various physiological
conditions. The results further emphasize that attachment of cross-
bridges is not the only factor that affects 111110 ratio. For example, (i)
radial movement of center of crossbridge shell surrounding thick filament
could cause substantial decrease in l* (- 50%) while I11 changes little
(< 10 %); (ii) asthe population of ordered cross-bridges surrounding thick
filament decreases but that of disordered cross-bridges increases in the
lattice: 1*o decreases little (< 20%) while 1, couid increase by 150%; (iii)
if azimuthal distribution of crossbridges surrounding thick filament
becomes anisotropic and predominantly along myosin-actin lines: I,O -
constant while III could rise by 130%. Furthermore, decrease in lattice
spacing without changing cross-bridge configurations results in increases
in both 1in and 1,, leading to an increase in li/lin. Disorder of thick
filaments results in decrease in both 1,, and 11, but similar disorder of thin
filaments results in increase in 110 and decrease in Ill. To distinguish
causes of change, one could follow changes in individual intensities, and
further, study intensities of higher equatorial orders, reflection widths and
background levels.

M-Pes26
THE MERIDIONAL X-RAY DI ACIION PAITERN FROM
VERTEBRATE SKELETAL MUSCLE IN RIGOR. ((J-C Chen, T. C.
Iring, B. G. Nickel and B. K Millman)) Dept of Physics, University of
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 2W1 and MacCHESS, Dept. of Biochemisty,
Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853. (Spon. by G. Renninger)

Detailed X-ray dffraction patterns were obtained from glycrol-etracted
rabbit psoas muscles in salt solution over a range of pH (5.5 - 8.4) using the
higb-energy synchrotron source at Cornell University (CHESS). Analysis of
reflections along the meridian showed a series of reflections which could be
indexed as either orders of the thick or thin filaments (periodicities: 43.2 and
5.50 nm respectively) or interference orders between the thick and thin
filament periodicities. In particular, a reflection at 9.95 nm could only be
ascribed to crouslinkdng between the thick and thin filaments. These
observations and interpretation are similar to those made in the case of insect
flight muscle (Holmes, et al. 1980, Proc. KM. Soc. B 207:13-33). aear
sampling along the first meridional layer line (at 36.5 nm) could be observed
in some patterns. Although not exactly matching the lattice spacing, this
sampling appeared to be correlated with the equatorial lattice spacing,
indicating three-dimensional order in the filament lattice of these muscles
during rigor.
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M-Pos27
BIREFRINGENCE OF MUSCLE.
((P.S. Blank, X. Wu and F.D. Carlson)) Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, MD 21218.

Total birefringence, B, was measured during the relaxed and rigor
states of single, skinned, rabbit psoas muscle fibers as a function of
sarcomere length and temperature. Intrinsic birefringence, BI, was
measured using refractive index matching metiide solutions.
Form birefringence, BF, was calculated as BF = B - Bl. At full
overlap (15 C), B, B1, and BF, were significantly lower in the rigor
state. This difference was consistent with an 25 degree shift, away
from the fiber axis, in the average cross-bridge orientation (OR, =

eROhX + 25). At no overlap (15 C), B, BI, and BF were similar in the
relaxed and rigor states; the average cross-bridge orientation was the
same. The lower value of B at 2 C was consistent with an increase
in the average cross-bridge orientation. In the relaxed state, B1 (15
and 2 C) decreased with increasing sarcomere length. In the rigor
state, B1 (15 C) remained constant. Muscle birefringence is sensitive
to cross-bridge orientation. These results, when combined with
birefringence measurements on the active state, will be useful in
distinguishing between models of crossbridge dynamics. Supported
by USPHS 12803 to F.D.C.

M-Pos29
MYOSIN HEAD ORIENTATION IN SKINNED MUSCLE FIBERS
MEASURED WITH A NOVEL BIREFRINGENCE-INTERFERENCE
MICROSCOPE ((Neil Millar, AlfMinsson & Malcolm Irving)) Dept. of
Biophysics, Kings College London, London WC2B 5RL UK.

Muscle fibres are birefringent: they have a higher refractive index for light
polarised parallel to the fibre axis (nll) than for light polarised perpendicular
to the fibre axis (nL). The birefringence of striated muscle is associated with
the thick filaments, and changes in myosin head orientation cause changes in
birefringence. Birefringence measurements can therefore be used to monitor
changes in myosin head orientation in unmodified muscle fibers. Here we
measure both birefringence retardation (the phase lag between the
parallel and perpendicular components of light passing through the fiber), and
interference retardation 0 (the phase lag between light passing through the
fiber and through the solution (refractive index n In)) Dividing + by 0, we
obtain the normalised birefringence (nll - n_L) /(n1n - nslp). This quantity is
more useful than conventional birefringence since it depends only on protein
orientation, not on changes in fiber shape or volume. Measurements are
made using a HeNe laser focused to a 6pm spot at the fiber, and retardations
are measured electronically using de Senarmont phase analysers
(J.Microscopy, 108,251,1976) allowing real time measurement of normalised
birefringence. Normalised birefringence was constant (±5%) in different parts
of a single glycerinated rabbit psoas muscle fiber even when the light path
length through the fiber changed by a factor of 2. Normalised birefringence
decreased by 11.2 ± 1.2% (mean ± sem, n=5, 15-20°C, p=0.1M) in rigor
compared to relaxing conditions. This corresponds to a change in the mean
orientation of myosin heads of about 200, consistent with previous
conclusions (J.Mol.Biol. 210,113,1989). Supported by Wellcome trust (UK).

M-Pos28
CONTRACTION-INDUCED MOVEMENTS OFWATER IN{ SINGLE
FIBERS OF FROG SKILETAL MUSCLE. ((K,. TrombitisT, P.
Baatsent, J. SchreuderT, and G. H. Pollack1t)) TCenter for
Bioepgineering, WD-12 University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195,
and *Department of Physiology, Catholic University of Louvain, Brussels,
Belgium.

Although X-ray diffraction measurements imply almost constant filament
separation during isometric contraction, such constancy does not hold at the
cell level. Cell cross-section increases substantially during isometric
contraction (Neering et al., Biophys. J. 59:926-932, 1991). This
expansion could arise from accumulation of water drawn from other fiber
regions, or from water entry into the cell from outside. To distinguish
between these hypotheses, we froze single fibers of frog skeletal muscle
that were jacketed by a thin layer of water. Frozen fibers were freeze-
substituted, sectioned transversely, and examined in the electron
microscope. In fibers frozen during contraction, we found large
accumulations of water just beneath the sarcolemma, less in deeper regions,
and almost none in the fiber core. Such gradients were absent or
diminished in fibers frozen in the relaxed state. The water was not confined
to the myofibril space alone; we found large water spaces between
myofibrils, particularly near mitochondria. The pattern of accumulation,
between myofibrils and around mitochondria, implies that the driving force
for water movement lies outside the filament lattice, and may therefore be
osmotic. The fact that the distribution was nonuniform-highest near the
sarcolemma and lowest in the core-implies that the water was drawn from
the jacket surrounding the cell. Thus, the contractile cycle may be
associated with water entry into, and exit from, the cell.

M-Pos30
MAPPING ANGULAR TRANSITIONS OF CROSS-BRIDGES IN
MUSCLE FIBERS USING MULTIPLE EXTRINSIC PROBES.
((Thomas P. Burghardt, Daniel J. Toft and Katalin
Ajtai)) Department of Biochemistry & Molecular
Biology, Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN 55905.

Fluorescence polarization (FP) and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy are
highly sensitive techniques for investigating the
orientation of extrinsically labeled myosin cross-
bridges in muscle fibers. In practice, their
sensitivity to protein rotation depends critically
on to orientation of the probe in the myosin-fixed
reference frame. A cross-bridge rotation that
rotates the bound probe about its symmetry axis
will go undetected by FP and EPR. We combine data
from different probes (both FP and EPR probes) that
are variously oriented within the cross-bridge to
remove this degeneracy. Combining data from
multiple probes also permits us to extend to
angular resolution of the individual probe angular
distributions. With enhancements involving the use
of luminescent/paramagnetic probes we extend the
angular resolution to the theoretical limit. TPB
is an Established Investigator of AHA. This work
is supported by NIH (ROl AR 39288), NSF (DMB 88-
19755), AHA (900644), and Mayo Foundation.

M-Pos3l
MYOSIN HEAD ROTATION IN MUSCLE FIBERS MEASURED USING
POLARIZED FLUORESCENCE PHOTOBLEACHING RECOVERY. ((Edward
H. Hellen, Katalin Ajtai and Thomas P. Burghardt)) Department of
Biochemistry & Mol. Biology, Mayo Foundation, Rochester, MN 55905.

The interaction of myosin with actin is of great importance in the
mechanism of muscle contraction. In the rotating cross bridge model of
muscle contraction a rotation of the myosin head while bound to actin
generates the force causing contraction. Steady state fluorescence
polarization results are consistent with this model, showing large
differences in the orientation of myosin heads labeled with rhodamine
for muscle fibers in the states of rigor, relax, active, and ADP. We are
using polarized fluorescence photobleaching recovery (PFPR) to
investigate the rate and range of rotation of the myosin head group in
rabbit skinned psoas muscle fibers. Measurements have been made
with muscle fibers specifically labeled at SH-1 with 5'-iodoacetamido
tetramethylrhodamine in the static states of rigor, relax, and ADP, with
the goal of making the measurement on active fibers. Results show that
in the rigor and ADP states the myosin head is tightly associated with
actin, and in the relax state the myosin head rapidly (faster than 200
microsec.) accesses a large but restricted range of orientation. TPB is
an Established Investigator of AHA. This work is supported by NIH (ROl
AR 39288), NSF (DMB 88-19755), AHA (900644), and Mayo
Foundation.
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M-Po032
KINASE RELATED PROTEIN, A PROTEIN WHICH PROMOTES THE ASSEMBLY
OF SMOOTH MUSCLE MYOSIN MINIFILAMENTS IN THE PRESENCE OF ATP.
(( V.P.Shirin3ky, A.V. Vorotnikov, K.G. Birukov, A.K. Nanaev,
J.R. Sellers, M. Collinge, T.J. Lukas and D.M. Watterson))
Cardiol. Res. Cntr., Moscow, Russia.; NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
and Dept. of Pharmacol. Vanderbilt Univ. Nashville, TN.

The smooth muscle kinase related protein (KRP) is a low
molecular weight acidic protein with amino acid sequence
identity to the carboxyl terminal part of myosin light chain
kinase (MLCK) from smooth muscle and nonmuacle tissues. This
unusual relationship is the result of the KRP gene being
located within the MLCK gene (Collinge et al. Mol.Cell.Biol.
12, 2359, 1992). We have found that chicken gizzard KRP forms
complexes with unphosphorylated smooth muscle and nonmuscle
myosin in vitro, but weakly binds to the phosphorylated
myosins. KRP reverses the depolymerizing effect of ATP on
unphosphorylated myosin and promotes the assembly of
minifilaments of side-polar morphology as revealed by electron
microscopy. KRP binds to HMH as well as myosin, but not to
myosin rod or V8 protease generated S1 fragment, suggesting
that KRP binds to the hinge region of myosin. Quantitation of
Northern blots of KRP and MLCK mRNA'a, and Western blots of KRP
and MLCK protein indicate that the KRP:MLCK ratio is greater
than 10:1 in gizzard tissue, indicating that KRP is as abundant
as myosin in smooth muscle. Altogether the results are
consistent with a model in which KRP is one of the "missing
links" in smooth muscle biochemistry and plays the a structural
role in stabilizing myosin filaments.

-Pos34
PHOSPHORYLATION OF A 25 kDa PROTEIN ASSOCIATED WITH
SMOOTH MUSCLE ACTIN, TROPOMYOSIN AND CALPONIN.
((W.T. Gerthoffer, J. Pohl, M. Montella and J. McHugh)) Dept. of
Pharmacology, Univ. Nevada School of Medicine, Reno, NV 89557-0046.

Contracdon of mammalian smooth muscles is associated with phospho-
rylation of several contractile proteins and despite considerable informa-
tion on phosphorylation of the 20 kDa myosin light chains, the control of
muscle contraction in smooth muscles in not completely understood. To
furher investigate the phosphoprotens important in smooth muscle con-
traction we labeled canine tracheal and colonic smooth muscles ovenight
(220 C) with 'P. Tissues were stimulated with carbachol, histamine or
K+, then frozen in acetone/5% trichloroacetic acid. A crude thin filament
extract was made containing (moles protein/mole actin): actin (1);
tropomyosin (0.99); calponin (0.11); and an unidendfied 25 kDa protein
(0.39). Caldesmon and calponin were phosphorylated as was the
prominent 25 kDa protein. In additional stdies, we found that heat
treatment for 4 hours at 42° increased the amount of the 25 kDa prtein
relative to actin in both tracheal and colonic snooth muscle. The results
suggest that the 25 kDa is heat inducible in the time span in which heat
shock proteins are expressed. It may be that small proteins homologous to
the heat shock (hsp) family are constituitively expressed in mammalian
smooth muscle and are associated with acfin filaments. Supported by NIH
grants DK41315 and HL48183.

M-Pos36
CALDESNON BINDS PREFERENTIALLY TO A CONFORMATION OF MYOSIN
RESEMBLING THE 10S FORM ((Frank W.M. Lu & Joseph M.
Chalovich)) East Carolina School of Medicine, Greenville, NC
27858-4354 USA

We have shown earlier that caldesmon binds to myosin and this
binding is dependent on ATP. Thus, in the presence of ATP.
the binding is strengthened by 20-fold and the stoichiometry
changes from 2 caldesson's per myosin molecule to 1:1
(Hemric & Chalovich, JBC 19672, 1990). The binding increases
vith ATP concentration and reaches its mimm at 1 11 ATP.
Attempts to bind caldesmon to ATP affinity colums have been
unsuccessful and we assumed that the mucleotide induced
changes reside in myosin. Specifically, we wished to
determine if caldesson bound more tightly to the inactive 10S
form of myosin. To test this hypothesis, myosin was modified
with N-athylmalaimide to stabilize the 6S state (Chandra &I
aL JM 202, 1985). This modification had no effect on the
binding of caldesmon to myosin in the absence of ATP.
However, ATP did not enhance the binding of NEN-myosin to
caldesmon. This suggests that the strong binding of
caldesmon to myosin is dependent on a conformational change
in myosin similar to the 6S-10S conformational change. This
observation presents the interesting possibility that intact
caldesmon, containing the myosin binding site, not only
inhibits the binding of myosin to actin but may further
inhibit contraction by stabilizing the inactive 10S form of
smooth muscle myosin.

WPos33
MOLECULAR PROPERTIES OF MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN KINASES REVISITED:
ON ISOFORMS AND MODELS OF CALCIUM SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION ((T.J.
Lukas, M. Collinge and D.M. Watterson)) Dept of Pharmacology,
Vanderbilt University. Nashville, TN 37232-6600

We have used a multidisciplinary approach to elucidate the
primary structure and functional domains of the calmodulin
(CaM) regulated myosin light chain kinase (MLCK) from chicken
smooth muscle and nonimucle tissues. The CaM Regulatory Unit
was shown (1-3) to be composed of overlapping, functionally
coupled sequences referred to as the CaM binding or recognition
segment and the autoinhibitory segment:
AKKLSKDRMKKYMARRKWQKTGHAVRAIGRLSS. It was also shown (3) that
the CaM Regulatory Unit is preceded by a linker sequence
(NCTQCLQHPWQKDTKNME) that couples the CaM Regulatory Unit to
the catalytic domain. Substitution and deletion mutagenesis in
this region produced a set of constitutively active enzymes
with retention of substrate specificity. Recent replacement
molecular models (4) are consistent with these prior reports (1-
3k. Most recently, we have used selective probes based on the
MLCK gene (5) and site-directed antibodies to peptides in the
nonmuacle MLCK sequence to selectively monitor the more

abundant forms of MLCK in smooth muscle tissue extracts.
1. Lukas et al., 1986, Biochem. 25:1458-1464.
2. Lukas et al., 1988, CSHSQB 53:185-193.
3. Shoemaker etal., 1990, J. Cell Biol. 111:1107-1125.
4. Knighton et al., 1992, Science 258:130-135.
5. Collinge et al., 1992, Mol. Cell. Biol. 12:2359-2371.

Pos35

EVIDENCE FOR INERACTION BETWEEN llkD SMOOTH MUSCLE CALCIUM BINDING
PROTEN AND CALDESMON. ((R. S. Mani W.D. McCubbin and C.M. Kay)) Medical Research
Council Group in Protein Structure and Function, Depament of Biochemistry, University of
Albet, Edmontes, Canada T60 2H7.

A low molecuar weight calcium-binding protein, designated as SMCaBP-11, has been
isolated in a homogeneous form from chicken gizzard. The protein exists as a diner of
molecular weight 21000 in bmign medium. Upon binding calcium, the protein undergoes a

conformational change. When the protein was excited at 280 snm, the tyrosine fluoresence
emision maximmn was centered at 306 nm. Ca24 addition resulted in a nearly 15 pesrent
deoes in intrinsic fluorescence intity. Fluoscence titration with Ca2e exhibited two
class of cacium-bining sites with Kd vale of 0.2 and 80 pM.

Caldesmon is a smooth musle regulitory protein that intera with actin, myosin.
tropomyoain and camodulin. It inhibits actin sctivated ATPFe actvity of myosin and myosn

subfagmenes and this inhibition can be revered by calmodulin in the presence of Ca2 .

Cakdemon was examined for its ability to intert with llkDa SMCaBP using affinity
chromatoraphy nd the fluorscet probe acrylodan. Effect of 11 kDa SMCaBP on the
inhibitory effect of caldesmon on the Acto-SI ATPFs was also studied. Like calmodulin.
llkDa protei could releae the inhibitory effect of caldesmon in the presence of Ca+. For
complete reversl one needs 0.5 mole of 11 kDa protein bued on the molecular weight of the
dimer i.e. one subunit per mole of caldemon was required. When caldesmon was applied to

llkDa protein-sepharose in the prence of C&2+, most of the cakdesmon was bound to the
column and could be aluted with BOTA indicating that there is a direct interaction between
caldkemon and llkDa, SMCaBP.

Acrylodan labeled cdeson when excited at 375 nm had an emission maximen at 505
nm. Additan of llkDa SMCaBP resulted in a two fold increae in fluorescence intensity and
this wa accmpasnied by a blue shift in the emiusion maximum (i.e. max = 492 um) suggesting
that the probe now occupies a more non polar enviroument. Titation of labelled caldesmon
with llkDa protein indiced a stg affhnity for this protein. When llkDa protein wa added

to labelled calemon in the pesence of SOTA, there wa no indication of any interaction.
llkDa protein wa at least as potent as calmodulin in rversing the inhibitory effect of
cakdesmon, making it a potential Ca2+ factor in regulating caldesmon in snooth muscle.

M"os37
CROSS-LINKING OF THE NH2-TERNINAL DOMAIN OF CALDBSNON TO ACTIN.
Philip Graceffa; Boston Biomed. Res. Inst., Boston, MA 02114.

Caldesmon (CaD) cys-580, in the C-terainal actin-binding
domain, can be rapidly and effeciently disulfide cross-linked
to cys-374 of actin by incubating caldesmon with actin modified
at cys-374 vith 5,5'-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) [Graceffa &
Jancso (1991) JBC 266,20305]. Further incubation (±tropomyosin)
slowly leads to a second disulfide cross-link betveen the other
cysteine in CaD, at position 153 in the N-terminal domain, and
cys-374 of another actin monomr. The yield of the second
cross-link vas insensitive to ionic strength from 40 to 500 mM

NaCl, whereas the CaD-actin binding strength decresed
enormously over this range. These results suggest that the
N-terminal domain of CaD is largely dissociated from and
projects out from the actin filamnt at all salt concentrations
studiod and becomes slovly cross-linked to modified-actin
during collisions with the actin filamnt. Support for these
conclusions came from photocross-linking actin to CaD,
specifically labeled at either of its cys with benzophenone-
iodoacetamide. Cross-linking yields were high with CaD labeled
at cys-580 but close to zero for CaD labeled at cys-153. These
findings are consistent with previous knowledge that C-terminal
fragments of CaD bind to actin whereas N-terminal fragments do
not. Since the N-terminal domain of CaD binds to myosin, such
projections, if they exist in vivo, could link myosin filaments
to actin filamnts and possibly form the molecular basis of the
economic maintenance of tone in smooth muscle.
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M-Pos38
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF CALDESMON BINDING TO
ACTIN-TROPOMYOSIN FILAMENTS. ((K. Mabuchi, J. J.-C. Lin' and
C.-L. A. Wang)) 'Dept. of Biology, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
52242, and Dept. of Muscle Research, Boston Biomedical Research Institute,
Boston, MA 02114

We have shown on the basis of electron microscopic observations that the
way chicken gizzard caldesmon (CaD) binds to synthetic rabbit skeletal actin
filaments differs from that it does in native thin filaments (J. Muscle Res. Cell
Motility, in press); the majority of CaD bind to F-actin with only one end of
the molecule, leaving the other end projecting away from the filament With
the aid of a monoclonal antibody specific against the N-terminal region of CaD
we also noticed that either end of CaD was capable of interacting with actin,
although the C-terminal end appeared to be the preferred site. In contrast to the
reconstituted system, labeling of gizzard native thin filaments (prepared
according to Marston & Lehman, Biochem. J., 231, 517, 1985) with the
same antibody indicated that CaD was in its entire length associated with the
filament. In this work we examined the possibility that tropomyosin bound to
F-actin might enhance the interaction between CaD and acdn. The number of
antibody molecules complexed with CaD on F-actin was compared to the
number of antibody molecules "tethered" to F-actin via CaD in the presence
and absence of tropomyosin. We found that in both cases at least 60% of the
antibody molecules were associated with the filament in a tethered structure.
Our observations suggest that tropomyosin does not affect the mode of binding
of CaD to F-actin in the reconstituted system, and therefore, other factor(s)
must be sought to explain the difference seen in the native system. (Supported
by grants from NIH and AHA)

M-Pos4
CALDESMON MAY INFLUENCE TROPOMYOSIN'S POSITION ON ACTIN.
((V. Lehman', R. Craig' and P. Vibert')) 'Department of
Physiology, Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA
02118; 'Department of Cell Biology, University of Massachusetts
Medical School, Worcester, MA 01655; and 3Rosenstiel Center,
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254.

Three-dimensional helical reconstructions of negatively
stained thin filaments isolated from chicken gizzard smooth
muscle in EGTA shov actin monomers whose bi-lobed shape and
connectivity are very similar to those seen in reconstructions
of frozen-hydrated skeletal muscle thin filaments. Some of
these reconstructions, especially those from filaments in which
a strand of protein is visible by eye in the electron micro-
graphs, reveal in addition a continuous thin strand of density
that follows the long-pitch actin helices, in contact with the
inner domain of each actin monomer. Gizzard thin filaments
treated with Ca++ calmodulin, which dissociated caldesmon but
not tropomyosin, have also been reconstructed. Under these
conditions, but using a smaller sample of filaments than
examined in EGTA, reconstructions have also revealed a bi-lobed
actin monomer, as well as a continuous surface strand that now
appears to be closer to the outer domain of actin. The strands
seen in both states thus presumably represent tropomyosin. It
appears that caldesmon may fix tropomyosin in a particular
position on actin in the absence of calcium. This position
might not allow tropomyosin to potentiate acto-myosin ATPase,
making caldesson an inhibitor of contraction in vivo.

M0Po42
FUNCTIONAL DOMAINS OF CHICKEN GIZARD AND HUMAN AORTA CALD-SMON
DETERMINEDWTH EXPRESSED FRAGMENTS GENERATED BY SITE-DIRECTED
MUTAGENESIS ((C.S. Redwood, PA.J. Huber and S.B. Marston))
Dept Cardiac Medicine, NHU, Dovehos st., LONDON, SW3 SLY, UKFromX surnctrw1 2 3 4
From the squpence and from a b
tudes of proloytlc frgmnen 756
anebnded4domahnodel of 1 23 O 75
cdsmomnstueurew 128 41sI7 4(6 606 658
proposed am shown.
We have expresed the follwong caldemon fragments In pMW172/3L21(DE3)

syatem at 0.5 to 2.2 mg/l culture: CDh (domalns 1-2-3-4), CDI (domaIns 1-3-4),
domain 1, domain 2, domalna 1-2-3 domalna 3-4 (human), domaIn 4 and domain 4b.
Tropomyosn bound tightly (K-10M1) to domains 2 and 4, wealdyto domaini and
not to domain 4b. Thus caldemon Is asociated with tropomyosin throughout Its
length In agreement with the location of caldesmon alongside tm In the thin filament
from em studies Myosin bound to domains 1 and 34 but not to 4. Thus myosin binds
to Isoltd cakdemon at two separate sits in domala1 and 3 of roughly equal aflnity
(K-106M-1). Actin and actin-tm bound only to domain 4; 4b bound 20x weakr, thus
there are actin binding ste In both domains4a and 4b. Actin binding Is enhaned by
tm about 5x even In fragments (4b) which do not themselves bind to tin Ca.
Calmodulin bound to domaina 4,4b, a short human fragment (626-710) and to a
synthetic pptide (66872) with afdfti equal to Intat celemn This loates the
calmodulln binding sit at6G6 Domain 4b Is the smlst fragment whch Inhibits
acffn and actin tm actimatIon of myosin UgATPam Inhibition is Ca.Calmodulln
regulated and In the prence of tm 90% Inhibidon correlates with one mol of 4b
bound per 14 mol actin.

M-Po39
INTERACTIONS OF CALDESMON WITH N-TERMINAL ACTIN
MUTANTS
Rachelle Crosbie', Carl Millar', Joseph M.
Fhalovich2, Peter A. Rubenstein3, and Emil Reoslerl
Dept. of Chmistry en lioshmistry, UCLA, Los AWtle, CA. 90024 pt. of

tiohem_istry. E"t Carolina Univrsity School of edicine. Greenville KC. 275
Dept. of lioehmisty, University of loee lose City, IA. S2242

N-terminal yeast actin mutants were used to assess
the role of N-terminal acidic residues in the
interactions of caldesmon with actin. The yeast
actins differed only in their N-terminal charge, as
indicated: 1) 4Ac Actin: Ac-Met-Asp-Glu-Asp-Glu-Val
(4 acidic charges); 2) Wildtype actin: Ac-Met-Asp-
Ser-Glu-Val (2 acidic charges); 3) DNEQ: Ac-Met-
Asn-Ser-Gln-Val (neutral charge); 4) ODSE: H N-Val
(1 basic charge). Cosedimentation experiments
revealed similar binding of caldesmon to a-actin
and each yeast actin (Xal. lX1O6 M1). However,
caldesmon inhibition of acto-Sl ATPase was affected
by alterations in the N-terminus. This inhibition
was similar for wildtype, 4Ac, and a-actin (80%).
The neutral and deletion mutants showed little
inhibition (15%) of acto-Sl ATPase activity. We
also examined the polymerization of G-actin by
caldesmon by both pyrene fluorescence and light
scattering. The skeletal, wildtype, and 4Ac actins
had similar rates and extents of polymerization
while the neutral and deletion mutants showed very
slow rates of polymerization. These results are
discussed in terms of multiple contact sites
between actin and S-1 and caldesmon.

M-Pos41
CALDESMON CONTENT IN VERTEBRATE SMOOTH MUSCLES,
((W. Lehman*, D. Denault* and S.B. Marston+)) *Boston Univ. Sch.
Med., Boston, MA 02118, +Nat'l Heart & Lung Inst., London, U.K.

Caldesmon (CD) and tropomyosin (TM) can be selectively and quan-
titatively extracted from vascular and visceral smooth muscle
following heat-treatment; all other smooth muscle proteins are
precipitated by this procedure. Estimates of CD:TM molar ratio
in heat-extracts by SDS-PAGE densitometry are 1 CD:5.1-5.3 TM for
rabbit and sheep aorta and 1 CD:5.9 TM for rabbit stomach and
chicken gizzard. Taking TM as a reference of thin-filament con-
tent in intact muscle, it follows that the relative CD contents
in the above tissues are similar. CD in heat-extracts was iden-
tified by western-blotting and by its anomalous migration on 4
different SDS-PAGE systems, in which CD runs as a single band but
with different Mr in each. Assuming that the CD band in gels of
total (unfractionated) smooth muscle tissue consists of CD alone,
SDS-PAGE densitometry yields a molar ratio of 1 CD:4.4 TM:30 Ac-
tin for the unfractionated arterial tissue and 1 CD:6 TM:37 Actin
for gizzard, values consistent with those above. Smooth muscles
appear to contain different thin-filament classes, and CD-rich
filaments can be isolated from vascular and visceral tissues in
approx. equal yield, suggesting pools of CD-filaments in each
that are similar in magnitude; if, as we proposed, CD is re-
stricted to specific filaments in all smooth muscles in a molar
ratio of 1 CD:2 TM:14 Actin, then the CD-filaments would account
for approx. 35-45% of the total thin-filament pool in arterial
smooth muscle and slightly less in visceral muscles.

MHPoe43
PHOTO-CROSSLINKNG BETWEEN CALPONIN AND CALMODULIN.
((C.-L. A. Wang, S.-B. Zhuang and R. C. Lu)) Dept. of Muscle Research,
Boston Biomedical Research Institute, Boston, MA 02114. (Spon. by T. L.
Scott)

Interactions between calmodulin (CaM) and smooth muscle calponin
(CaN) was investigated by photo-crosslinking techniques. A bacterially
expressed CaM mutant, CaMQ143C, in which Gln at position 143 was
replaced by a cysteine residue, was labeled with a thiol-specific photo-
crosslinker, benzophenone-4-malcimide; the labeled protein was incubated
with the recombinant aCaN and inadiated with UV light in the presence and
absence of Cai2. In both cases a major product of the reaction had an apparent
molecular weight of about 50,000, when analyzed by SDS polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, coreponding to the covalently linked CaM-CaN complex.
An additional protein adduct with a slighdy higher mobility, which was not
found in the absence of Ca2+ unless CaM was in excess, may represent a
weaker, Ca2+-dependent complex between CaM and CaN. The presence of a
third, high molecular weight (about 64,000) crosslinldng product was also
evident in the presence of Ca;*, prsumably conesponding to the CaMrCaN
ternary complex. Similar results were obtained when CaN was initially nicked
with proteolytic enzymes prior to crosslinking. These results were consistent
with the idea that each CaN has two CaM-binding sites: one is Ca2+-
independent, the other Ca-&dependent. Multiple CaM-binding sites of CaN
haveearlier been suggested by Takahashi et al., (BBRC 141, 20, 1986). Our
N-terminal sequence analysis of the crosslinked products indicated that the
Ca2+-independent CaM-binding site is at the N-terninal region of CaN.
(SuppMedby grants from NIH and AHA)
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INR TION OF SMOOTH MUSCLE CALPONIN WITH CALMODUUN
((F.L WIk, W.D. MCCubbIn, and C.M. Kay)) MRC Group In Protein Structure and
FunctIon, Dept d-Biohemistry, University d Albeut EdmonZto Albert TOG 2H7.

Calporiin Interacts wth sglj Ca2+ bidg proteis In a C+ dependent
maner. In oder to dtrmin the possIbe relevac d these iteacto in smooth

munde function Itnsneossy to dcactertze the strgth and o ntd the
comle fored. The iteraction beten calponin and celmoditin can be
monitoed tough an acvykxdan lbel on a cystelne o celponin. The fluorecoty
laWled caponin poss same biological func and phyl behavur In
bindig to calmoduin asthe nate caponin. This probe very enwiromnt sensive
and responds to the clpoin calmoduitin Iteracin by the emission pk blue
shNtIng 20 nm and by the fuorescet quantm ybld 3.5 tmes at 460 nm.

The stoichiometric nture f tits comple has been de ined using aneil
USaCenIlugatinais two camoditins to ore calponin and the iactions Ca+

sensiive wkh a Kd,d 10OOnM and a Kd, d 3mM. Calmodtin is not the orny protein
which interacts wkh calporin In ft manner, but rther this Itoetion msems to be
a genl feare atrbtabl to aN hydrophobic patch eposig prtns suggest
th ray be occrrg because d a genealIked modci Interaction.

Two othr S-pOb from bovwe brain, and SMCaBP-1 I from chicken gizad,
had much aronger affintie for caponin, and In partiur Interaction d SMCeSP-1 I

wth calpornn may be bkigicg y relvant In determining the natre d calponn's
intein with these Ce" binding proteins It we apparent th was no effct d
Ca+ upon calponin and s studles coid idnce calponin
interact wth calcium.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CALPONIN ((W.F. Stafford Il1, K. Mabuchi, K.
Takahashi* and T. Tao)) Dept. of Muscle Research, Boston Biomedical
Research Institute, 20 Staniford St., Boston, MA 02114. *Center for Adult
Diseases, Osaka, Japan.

Calponin (CaN) is a thin filament-associated smooth muscle protein that
has been implicated to play a role in the regulation of smooth muscle
contraction. We have used circular dlchroism spectroscopy, electron
microscopy, and analytical ultracentrifugatlon to study the physical
properties of recombinant chicken gizzard aCaN. The a-helix content of
aCaN was estimated from its circular dlchroism spectrum to be -21%,
compared with 13% predicted by sequence analysis. aCaN melts with a
single sharp transition at -57sC. Rotary shadowed electron micrographs of
acCaN reveal a composite of shapes ranging from elongated rods to collapsed
coils. The lengths of the rod-shaped structures are -19 nm. Analytical
ultracentrifugation studies found aCaN to be homogeneous with a monomer
molecular weight of 31.4 ± 1.0 kDa, with a S20.w value of 2.34S. It has a
slight tendency to undergo reversible dimerizatlon with an association
constant of -103 M41. Using a value of 0.366 g H20/g protein for the
hydration and a value of 0.732 cc/g for the partial specific volume
(estimated from the amino acid compositlon), the frictional ratio f/fmin was
calculated to be 1.33. These data could be modelled by a prolate ellipsoid of
revolution with an axial ratio of 6.32, having a length of 16.2 nm and a
diameter of 2.6 nm. Taken together, our results indicate that CaN Is a
flexible eiongated molecule whose contour length Is sufficiently iong to span
3 actin subunits along the length of a F-actin filament. (Supported by NIH
P01 AR41 637)

Moe48

CALONIN IS PARTIALLY PHOSPHORYLATED IN ARTERIAL
SMOOTH MUSCLE STRIPS. ((S.P. Driska and J.J. Cummigs, Jr.))
Physiology Dept., Temple Medical School, Philadelphia, PA 19140.

To determine if calponin was reversibly phosphorylated during
contraction of intact swine carotid arterial smooth musle strips, we
frore contracting and relaxed muscle strips and analyzed muscle
homogenates by two-dmnsional eectrophoresis (non-equlibrium pH
gradient electrophoresis (NEPHGE) in the first dimension, SDS in the
second). This resolved calponin into 4-5 spots with the same apparent
molecular weight. Identity of the spots was confirmed by Western
blotting with an antibody to gizzard calponin. Densitometry of the
stained gels indicated that the distnbution of the calponin species was
similar in contracting muscles and relaxed muscles. When tissues were
incubated with 32P orthophosphate, autoradiography of the gels showed
32P incorporation into the most slowly migrating calponin spot, a minor
spot accounting for only about 5 % of the total calponin. This spot was

phosphorylated in both relaxed and contracting tissues. In summary, we
detected calponin phosphorylation in smooth muscle strips, but only a
small fraction of the calponin was phosphorylated, and there was no
difference between contracting and relaxed tissues. Thus, our current
results do not provide much support for the hypothesis that calponin
phosphorylation is a regulatory mechanism. Supported by the George
H. Stewart Foundation.

CROSS-UNKING OF CALPONIN WITH THE CARBOXY-TERMINUS OF ACTIN
((P. Graceffa, T. Tao and R. C. Lu)) Dept. of Muscle Research, Boston
Biomedical Research Institute, 20 Staniford St., Boston MA 02114.

Calponin (CaN) Is a smooth muscle protein that Is known to bind to actin
and Inhibit actomyosin ATPase activity. We have used disulfide- and photo-
cross-linking techniques to study the Interaction between CaN and the C-
terminus of actin. Rabbit skeletal F-actin was labeled at Cys374 with 5,5'-
dithlobis(2-nitrobenzoate) and mixed with a recombinant a-isoform of
chicken gizzard CaN at a molar ratio of 1:3 (CaNWactln). Almost all of the
CaN became disulfide cross-linked to actin within 5 min. High cross-
linking yield was also obtained with a mutant CaN in which one of the three
thiols, Cys238, was replaced by Ser, indicating that one of the two
remaining thiols, Cys61 or Cys273, is involved In the cross-linking. When
the CaN-actin cross-linked product was subjected to chymotryptic digestion
an -42 kDa product was obtained. Sequence analysis showed that this
product contains actin and a C-terminal CaN fragment that begins with
Thr220, Indicating that It is Cys273 of CaN that Is engaged in disulfide
cross-linking with Cys374 of actin. A covalent cross-link between CaN and
actin can also be formed via a benzophenone moiety attached at Cys374 of
actin. If chymotrypsin cleaved (between Tyr183 and Gly184) CaN was used
only the N-terminal fragment cross-linked to benzophenone-labeled actin.
Interestingly, neither chymotryptic fragment could be disulfide-cross-
linked to F-actin. Taken together these results suggest that the N-terminal
part of CaN interacts strongly with actin and that this interaction brings the
C-terminal Cys273 region of CaN into proximity with the C-terminus of,
possibly, another actin subunit. (Supported by NIH P01AR41637)

M4Po47
CALPONIN PHOSPHORYLATION IN VITRO AND IN INTACT MUSCL S((SJ.
Winder, BG. Allenl, E.D. Fraserl, H. -M Kangl, G.J. Kargacin2
and M.P. Walsh1i))1Dept. of Medical Biochemistry and 2Dept. of
Medical Physiology, University of Calgary, Alberta T2N 4N.

Calponin, a thin filament-associated protein which has
been implicated in the regulation of smooth muscle contraction,
is phosphorylated In vitro by protein kinase C (PKC) and
Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaM kinase II) and
dephosphorylated by a type 2A protein phosphatase.
Unphosphorylated calponin binds to actin and inhibits the actin-
activated myosin MgATPase; both these properties are lost upon
phosphorylation. Although both serine and threonine residues in
calponin are phosphorylated, the major site of phosphorylation
by either kinase is S175. Calponin is also phosphorylated when
bound to the thin filament in a reconstituted actomyosin system
or in washed myofibrils and results in dissociation of calponin
from the thin filament. Tryptic phosphopeptide mapping
indicates that the same sites are phosphorylated as in the
isolated protein. Toad stomach calponin exists in at least 3
isoforms which differ in charge but exhibit the same molecular
mass on SDS-PAGE. All 3 isoforms can be phosphorylated by PKC
or CaM kinase II in a toad stomach homogenate as revealed by
two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (NEPHGE/SDS-PAGE).
Furthermore, calponin is phosphorylated in intact toad stomach
smooth muscle strips metabolically labeled with 3P1 and
stimulated to contract with carbachol. These results support
the hypothesis that calponin may be regulated In vivo by
phosphorylation-dephosphorylation. (Supported by MRC Canada).

am

CALPONIN PHOSPHORYLATION DURING ENDOTHELIN-1 INDUCED
CONTRACTION OF INTACT SWINE CARTI1D ARTERY.
((A. Rokolya and R.S. Moreland)) Bockus Research Institute, Graduate
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 19146.

Calponin is a thin filament associated, smooth muscle specific proten which
has been shown in biochemical studies to inhibit actin-activated myosin ATPase
activity. Phosphorylation of calponin by either protein kinase C or Ca2+ and
calmodulin dependent protein kinase H reverses this inhibition. Although
biochemical evidence has suggested a role for calponin phosphorylation in
smooth muscle regulation, this has not been supported by studies using intact
tissue. We addressed this question by determining if calponin is phosphorylated
during endothelin-1 stimlation of intact strips of swine carotid media. Strips
were incubated for 6 hours in 32p, exposed to 0.3 AM endothelin-l, rapidly
frozen, and homogenized. The homogenized strips were subjected to non-
equilibrium pH gradient electrophoresis followed by SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophresis. The proteins were then transferred to nitrocellulose mcmbranes
and subjected to autoradiography. In resting tissue we could resolve four
distinct calponin isoforms on amido black stained membranes which was
verified by calponin antibody binding. Stimulation by endothelin-lresulted in
additional spots with increasingly acidic isoelectric points which were shown to
be phosphorylated calponin by autoradiography and antibody binding. Calponin
phosphorylation was demonstrable by 15 sec of stimulation, reached a
maximum by 45 sec, and renuined elevated for at least 30 min. These results
demonstrate that calponin is phosphorylated during agonist activation of intact
vascular smooth muscle and provide support for its potential role in the
regulation of smooth muscle contraction. Supported in part by NIH HL 37956
andWW Smith Charitable Trust Grant H9103.
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M-PesSO
BINDING OF TROPOMYOSIN TO ACTIN FILAMENTS: AN
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC STUDY ((Yasuko Mabuchi and
Katsuhide Mabuchi)) Dept. of Muscle Research, Boston Biomedical
Research Institute, 20 Staniford Street, Boston Mass. 02114.

Tm/F-actin complexes were rotary-shadowed for visualization
and examined with the electron microscope. It was found that the
way Tm binds to F-actin was quite different depending on the
concentration. At 4 pg/ml F-actin and 2 ag/ml Tm, the majority of Tm
bound to F-actin only at one end creating "tethered" images. On the
other hand, when two proteins were mixed at 1 mg/ml F-actin and
0.26 mg/ml Tm and then diluted 200-fold just before the mixture was
processed for visualization, very few tethered Tm molecules were
observed. This phenomenon could be explained if Tm molecules
were tightly bound along their entire length to F-actin and such Tm
molecules were not visualized by rotary shadowing. When the same
diluted mixture was left at room temperature for several hours, and
then processed for visualization, more tethered Tm molecules were
observed. This indicates that originally tightly bound Tm are
dissociated from F-actin and become visible.

M-Po952
Expreion of contractile Protein Variants Along the Mesenterk
Vascular Arcade. ((HMi Zou, -Paul Ratz and Michael A. Hill)) Departents
of Physiology and *Pharmacology, Eastern Virginia Medical School,
Norfolk, VA 23501. (Spon. DK Bartschat)

It is well established that there is a tendency toward increased
contractile agonist sensitivity as artery diameter decreases. Further,
spontaneous tone and control of resistance largely resides in small art
vessels. To date, the possibility that increased reactivity of such arterial
vessels relates to contractile protein isoform expression has not been
examined. To test this hypothesis studies were performed on segments of
sequential branch orders of rat mesenteric circulation (diam approx 150-700
#m). For companson corresponding small veins and large arteries
(abdominal aorta, femoral artery) were studied. Isoelectric varants of actin
and tropomyosin were separated by two dimensional electrophoresis, stained
with coomassie blue and quantitated densitometrically. Myosin isoforms
were separated by one dimensional electrophoresis using 12% acrylamide
with 10% glycerol. Consistent with studies performed in larger vessels actin
separated into three isoelectric variants (a, ,, 'y); trcpomyosin into two
subunits (+,-); and myosin exhibited two heavy chain isoforms (SMI,
SM2). Small arteries showed a significant (P<0.01) inverse correlation
(r=0.86, n=13) between diameter and a actin content. Mesenteric arteries
had significantly more a actin (57.7±0.9%) than corresponding small veins
(50.0±2.0) while 0 actin was more abundant in the veins (26.0±2.0 c.f.
21.2±0.8). Isoelectric variants of tropomyosin appeared in similar
proportions in all vessels with approximately 50% in each form. The results
are consistent with the hypothesis that differences in contractile function
between blood vessels may, in part, relate to differences in contractile
protein expression. (Supp by NIH HL47378 and AHA)

M-Pos54
3-D DISTRIBUTION OF PROTEIN KINASE C IN SMOOTH MUSCLE
CELLS; EFFECT OF ACIIVATION. ((E.D.W. Moore, G.A. Meininger' and
F.S. Fay)) Biomed. Inaging Group, U. Mass. Med. Center, Worcester MA,
01605; 'Dept of Med. Physiol. Texas A & M Univ., College Station, TX,
77843. (Spon. by D. Gordon)

We have examined the 3-D distribution of protein kinase C (PKC) in smooth
muscle. Cells were enzymatically dissociated from the stomach of the toad
Bufo marinus, seeded on poly-L-lysine coated cover slips and fi'xed with
paraformaldehyde; PKC was localized using indirect immunofluorescence. A
series of 2-D images were acquired through focus at 0.25 pm intervals, and
reconstructed into a 3-D image using a deconvolution algorithm based on
regularization theory. At the cell periphery, PKC was organized into strands 0.5
pm wide which ran roughly parallel to the cell's long axis; staining was diffuse
throughout the rest of the cell. After a 1 min. incubation with 10' M
acetylcholine, PKC organized into strands throughout the cell. Similar changes
in the distribution of PKC were seen following activation for 10 min. with 1
pM phorbol ester. The basis for the cortical and cytosolic organization have not
been detenrined. The membrane however has two functional macrodomains
(Moore et al. A.N.Y.A.S., 639 543-549, 1991), one containing vinculin and the
other the Na/K+ pump and NaeCai exchanger. These donains are also
organized into strands roughly 0.5 pm wide; a similarity suggesting that PKC
is located near one of these macrodomains. (Supp. by AHA 13-536-912 to
EDWM, HL33324 and EstInv.Awd. to GAM, and HL14523 to FSF).

M-Pos51
VARIABILITY OF MYOSIN LIGHT CHAINANDHEAVY CHAIN ISOFORMS
IN SMOOTH MUSCLE AND NON-MUSCLE CELLS ((C. Subab Packer)) Dept.
ofPhysiology and Biophysics, IndianaUniversty School ofMedicine, Indianpolis,
Indiana 46202.
At least two myosin isoforms, the 200 and 204 kD heavy chains (MHCD and
MHC=), have been found in all smooth muscles investiged. However, the non-
musde isoform, the 196-198 and the 190 kD heavy chains (MHCm and MHCI,)
have also been reported in some smooth muscles. In addition, non-muscle (NM
and smooth muscle (SM) soforms of the 20}D myosin light chains (MLCa) have
been identified. Tle relative proportions of both the MLCm and MHC isoforms in
a variety of smooth musde and non-muscle cell types and the relationship of the
isoform pattern to cell functionhave not yet been detemined. Preliminary data has
been obtained from sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) of MHC isoforms and from urea glycerol PAGE of MLC Isofornm and
Wetern blot analyses for myosin from caudal and pulmonary arteri muscle,
intestinal, tracheal and uterine muscle and from pulmonary endothelial oeli.
Inerestingly, the vascular muscles contain equal proportions of the SM and NM
MLCm, isoforms, while non-vascular muscles contain predominantiy SM MLC0.
Pulmonary arterial muscle has significantly more of the NM MHC isoforms and
contains both the MHC,98 and MHC,80 while the other smooth muscles appear to
have only the MHC,8 of the NM isoforms. Surprisingly, endothdeal cells have a
significant proportion of SM MLCa Apparently, the proportion of SM to NM
MLC2O does not correlate with the proportion of MHCo and MHC . to MHC,,*
and MHC1,,. However, a higher proportion of SM MLC2S appears to correlate
with greater contractility. Supported by AHA: Indiana Affiliate. Thanks to Drs.
J.T. Stull, R.S. Adelstein and D.R. Hathaway for gifts of myosin antibodies.

M-Pos53
THE EFFECT OF PS AND DAG ON CA2+ DISOCIATION FROM
PROTEIN KINASE C. ((J. David Johnson and John D.
Walters")) Department of Medical Biochemistry,
College of Medicine and *College of Dentistry. The
Ohio State University. Columbus, OH 43210.

Protein kinase C (PKC) is known to be activated
at nanomolar concentrations of Ca2+ in the presence
of its physiological activators phosphatidyl serine
(PS) and diacylglycerol (DAG). In the absence of
these activators, Ca2+ in the mM range is required
for partial activation of PKC. We have used
stopped flow with the fluorescent Ca2+ chelator
Quin to determine the rate of Ca2+ dissociation
from purified rabbit brain PKC in the presence and
absence of PS and DAG vesicles. In the absence of
PS/DAG, the Ca2+ dissociation rate from PKC is too
rapid to detect (>700/s), consistent with a low
affinity of Ca2+ for PKC in the absence of
activators. Addition of PS or DAG alone does not
appear to slow Ca2+ dissociation from PKC. In the
presence of both PS and DAG, Ca2+ dissociation from
PKC is dramatically reduced and occurs at a rate of
0.70 ± 0.11 /s (t,2 = ls) at 220 C. These first
direct measurements of Ca2+ off-rates from PKC
suggest that both PS and DAG are required to
increase PKC's affinity for Ca2+ to the level where
it can be activated by physiological (Ca2+].

M-Pee55
PHOSPHOLJPASE C yl AND PROTEIN KiNASE C a iN RAT TAILARTERY.
((E.F. LaBelle and H.Gu)), Bockus Research Institute, Graduate
Hospital,Philadelphia,PA 19146. (spon. by E. Murer)

In order to determine the isofbrms of phospholipase C and protein kinase C
that are responsible for force development and maintenance In vascular
smooth musco, we homogenized rat tall artery at liquid N2 temperature In
sucrose solution, subjected the extract to centrifugation In order to
separate cyosol from membranes, and separated the proteins by SDS PAGE.
The proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose filters by Western
blotting, and the filters Incubated with monoclonal antibodies to either
phospholipase C yl (PLC y1) or protein kinase C a (PKC a), and then
treated with secondary antibodies directed against mouse IgG and conjugated
to alkaline phosphatase. After exposure of the filters to alkaline
phosphatase substrate, purple bands indicated the presence of PLC y1 In
rat tall artery cytosol and also the presence of PKC a in rat tall artery
membranes. The MW of each isoform was the same as we observed using
homogenates of rat brain as standards: 145kD for PLC yi and 78kD for
PKC a. We are currently Investigating the ability of norepinephrine to
either phosphorylate, activate, or translocate these Isoforms Into the
plasma membrane or the nucleus. We are also looking for other isoforms of
either PLC or PKC using monoclonal antibodies and similar
procedures.(Supported by NIH Grant HL 37413).
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M-Pos56
CLONING OF SMOOTH MUSCLE CaM KINASE II ISOFORMS.
Z-H Lucy Zhou and Mitsuo Ikebe Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics,
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH 44106

CaM kinase II is a member of CaM-dependent protein kinases originally
found in brain. CaM kinase II was also isolated from smooth musclerecently, and it is thought that this kinase plays a role in modulating
Ca + signalling and contractile apparatus of smooth muscle. In the
present study, we cloned smooth muscle CaM kinase II isoforms from rat
aorta. The cDNA library was screened using the brain CaM kinase II

cDNA of s isoform ancd several cDNA clones were obtained. One of
them consisted of 1.7 kb showed high homology with the y isoform of
the brain kinase. The nucleotide sequence in the 5'-half of the molecule
was completely identical to the brain y isoform, however, the unique
region resided at the end of the calmodulin binding domain, with only
40% homology in nucleotides and 34% homology in amino acids to the
corresponding region of the brain isoformi. By comparing the sequence of

rat isoform with the brain isoform, it was revealed that nucieotides in the
brain isoform were deleted from the smooth muscle isoform and a
unique sequence was inserted instead. In addition, analysis of the 5'-
sequence of smooth muscle cDNA clone raised the possibility of a
different transcription initiation site. Another cDNA clone contaimng a

partial sequence of the brain isoform was also obtained. However, this
cione also contained unique sequence. Our results suggest that smooth
muscle isoforms are produced by alternative splicing of y and 6 CaM
kinase II genes(supported by NIHand AHA).

M-Pos58
SMOOTH MUSCLE CALDESMON PHOSPHATASE IS SMP-I, A TYPE 2A PROTEIN
PHOSPHATASE.((M.D. Patol, C. Sutherland2, S.J. Winder2 and M.P.
Walsh?.))1)Dept. of Biochemistry, University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7N OWO and Dept. of Medical
Biochemistry, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta T2N 4N1.

Caldesmon (CaD) phosphatase was identified in chicken
gizzard smooth muscle using as substrates CaD phosphorylated at
different sites by PKC, CaM kinase II and cdc2 kinase. Most
(-90%) of the CaD phosphatase activity was recovered in the
cytosolic fraction. A single major CaD phosphatase activity was

detected at each stage of purification which copurified with
calponin phosphatase and myosin LCZO phosphatase. The purified
enzyme consisted of 3 subunits of 60, 55 and 38 kDa and was

identified by Western blotting as SMP-I, a type 2A protein
phosphatase. Consistent with the conclusion that SMP-I is the
major CaD phosphatase of smooth muscle, purified SMP-I from turkey
gizzard dephosphorylated all 3 phosphorylated forms of CaD whereas
SMP-II, -III and -IV were relatively ineffective. The relative
rates of dephosphorylation of the 3 phosphorylated CaD species and
calponin were: CaD (CaM kinase II): CaD (PKC): CaD(cdc2):
calponin (PKC) - 1:5:7:74. We suggest therefore that CaD
phosphorylation in vivo can be maintained following kinase
inactivation due to slow dephosphorylation by SMP-I while calponin
and myosin are rapidly dephosphorylated by SMP-I and SMP-III/SMP-
IV, respectively. This may have important functional consequences

in terms of the contractile properties of smooth muscle.
(Supported by MRC Canada).

M-Pos6O
MYOSINLIGHT CHAIN PHOSPHATASE ACTIIY IN CANINE TRACHEAL SMOOTH
MUSCLE ((XLiu, AJ. Halyko, K Rao & N.L Stephens)) Dept. of Physiol, Univ. of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3EOW3.
Webave reported that myosinUgjtchain h ( C0-p) is increaed by 3040% in
conting airwy smooth muscle (SM) from ragweedsenstized LMyosin ight cbain kinae
(MLCK) activity isincreased aso and may be responible Ar the elevae shortening velocity in SM
from tbese anima Itis not know if modulo of myoa pboaphatase actvity cntibutes to
enbsced MLC2D-p insewited caninc ShL We deribe a myod psphate aqs awich can be
crtied out an bse and ro homogentes of aiqay SL we prepared by

korn, puveried tracheal SM in:midazule (4(kM), KC(60nhD, I4CO(lmM),
Ca2(1 mM) coain p inhbitos. MLC02rp Ititeod witb M+AP (ImM),

MLC0M-p (-0%) reachd after 45s and Wa maitaind for over min. relative

tate of MLCff -p was estmated by immunoblot Myosin oaphatae activity wa esimated

by the rate odecline in MLC20-p after addbgsidny,MUXK hbtor (MLCK-I, a pynthetc
peudosubstrate domain undees pepde),EOTA,trCupee(CFF) orcominations of tbese.
llmes fr dephboaporylation to 50% ofmm ph MLC30 and to bzl

yiles are in the table below. In the prsence of okada acid (5mM), noMLCX dep10111)tion was woe 30& after
Tratment D_thbsebosltinlimema) additn of MLCK inhibitors, and <20%

(n)S0 L Basl tion wseen after 5 min. Ti1 effect

MLC-1(0.2) 7 145 Wa similar in control abd seo d homgenates
W(0.2) 18 175 sugesting that dph of

ETrA(l) 17 160 due to similar Populations om
LCK.1(0.2) Th aq m _ myoti pbe ty in

/rOA(l) c tIue homognFa Nd permit use in the

MLOC-t(0L2) aeinnt of the enyme in popaton of

fIFl(CL2) <S S culturedSM ceb.Appesatciofthasayndlcatea
that, in ragweed aizd irwaySM, the

in maimu vecityoqshortefngwe prviouyreporte4d not onibuted tobych_ in myodn
phcpatase but is due to iased MLC activity tbat we have aleo, aleady reported (Suppord
by the Nation C es of lnc of-a and the M edicalResearch Counilof C ada)

MHPos57
CHMARACRIZAION OF CA2 /CALMODULiN-DEPENDENr PROTIN KNAsE II
Acnvnrv FROM A SOLUBLE FRACTION OF ARTERIAL SMooTH MusacE
((Harold A. Singer, Charla Sweeley, and Charles M. Schworer))Weis
Center for Research, Geisinger Clinic, Danville, PA 17822

Ca2+/calmodulin dependent protein kinase II (CaM-kinase II) has been
implicated in the regulation of smooth muscle contractile activity by virtue
of its ability to phosphorylate and modulate the functional activity of
smooth muscle contractile proteins and associated regulatory proteins in
vitro. Previous reports of CaM-kinase II in smooth muscle have described
an activity which tightly associates with an insoluble myofibrillar fraction
and co-purifies with and phosphorylates caldesmon. In this study, we have
documented the partial purification of an abundant protein kinase activity
from a soluble fraction of swine carotid arterial smooth muscle, which has
the following properties: 1.) Ca2+/caimodulin-dependent phosphorylation
of autocamtide-2, a peptide substrate based on the conserved
autophosphorylation sequence of the known CaM-kinase II subunits
isolated from rat tissues, 2.) Ca2+ /calmodulin-dependent
autophosphorylation resulting in the generation of activator-independent
kinase activity, 3.) a native size of 650 kDa, 4.) subunit immunoreactivity
with antipeptide antibodies based on conserved sequences of rat brain
CaM-kinase II isozymes and lack of cross-reactivity with monoclonal
antibodies recognizing the a- or ,t&subunits. These properties identify this
kinase activity as a smooth muscle isozyme(s) of CaM-kinase ILI composed
of two subunits with apparent sizes of 54 and 58 kDa.

M-Pos59
CHARACTERIZATION OF TURKEY GIZZARD MYOSIN
PHOSPHATASES. ((G. T. Tulloch and M. D. Pato)) Department of
Biochemistry, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,
Canada S7N OWO.

Two myosin phosphatases, termed Smooth Muscle Phosphatase
(SMP)-III (MR=40, 000) and -IV (MR=58,000 and 40, 000), have been
purified from turkey gizzards. Classification of these enzymes with
rspct to their sensitivity to heat stable Inhibitor-2 and activities toward
phosphorylase inase revealed that they exhibit properties of Type 1 and 2
protein phosphatases (PP). Like other PP2, SMP-III and -IV are not
inhibited by the Inhibitor-2. But SMP-IV dephosphorylates the f-subunit
of phosphorylase kinase, a property of PPI, while SMP-III is inactive
toward this protein. Furthermore, SMP-HI and -IV cross-react with
polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies against PPI. No cross-reativity was
observed with PP2A1 and PP2C polyclonal antibodies. Time courses of
tryptic digestion of SMP-EI and -IV showed progressive decrease in size
of their catalytic subunits from 40,000 Da to 38,000 and finally to a
35,000 Da fragment. Proteolysis of these enzymes resulted in stimulation
of their activities toward heavy meromyosin and myosin light chains,
increased sensitivity to the heat stable inhibitor-2 and activation of SMP-
HI toward the n-subunit of phosphorylase kinase. Thus, proteolysis of
SMP-M and -IV by trypsin altered the properties of these enzymes to
those of typical Type 1 Protein Phosphatases. Kinetic properties of the
proteolytic products were studied. (Supported by the Medical Research
Council of Canada).

WPodi1
AFFINITY LABELLING OF SMOOTH MUSCLE MYOSIN LIGHT
CHAIN KINASE BYp-FLUOROSULFONYL BENZOYL ADENOSIN
(FSBA)
HidekiKomatsu and Mitsuo Ikebe Department of Physiology and
Biophysics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106

Smooth muscle myosin light chain kinase (si MLCK) is a member of
the calmodulin dependent protein kinases which phosphorylate the
regulatory light chain of smooth muscle myosin so as to initiate
contraction. In the present study, we affinity labelled the adenine
binding site of MLCK by using FSBA and determined the FSBA binding
site. It was reported recently that FSBA is stoichiometrically

d in MLCK1. We synthesized 14C-labelled FSBA inwhich
in the acetyl carbon becauseif 14C is incor?orated

in the adenine moietythe 14C label can be removed from the fabelled
amino acid residues m the acidic conditions during the peptide isolation
steps. FSBA inhibited sm MLCK activity and 14C-FSBA was
stoichiometrically incorporated into sm MlCK. Both inhibition of sm
MLCK activity and incorporation of 14C-FSBA were abolished by
addition of excess ATP suggesting that the modification is specific. The
labelled sm MLCK was proteolyzed completely by -chymotrypsin and
the produced peptides were puriSed by DEAE 5PW and C-18 reverse
phase columns. The isolated 14C labelled peptides were subject to
sequencing analysis and the sequence of AGXF was obtained where Xis
the labelled ammo acid. By comparing with theknown sequence of sm
MLCK, the labelled residue was identified as lysine-548 which is
conserved among various protein kinase. (Supported by NIH and AHA)
1) Kenelly et al., Biochemnstry (1992)X1,5394-5399
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M-Pos62
DEPHOSPHORYLATED SMOOTH MUSCLE MYOSIN MOVES ACTIN FILAMENTS
AT REDUCED VELOCITY IN AN IN VITRO MOTiUTY ASSAY ((J.R.Haeb.rl))
Deptment d Physiology & Biophysics, The Univesity of Vermont, Burlington, VT,
05405. (Spon. by B.B.Hamrell).

A previous invetigation of the effects of caidesmon on actin filafmnt movement In an
hI vIo motility assy demonstrated that relaively high concentrations d reducing
agnt wero reqired (i.e. 10 mM DTT) to prevent ccidatn of caideemon (Haebere et
a., J.Blol.Chem. 287, 23001, 19g2). An additional offect of maintaining reducing
condtions In the motilty assay Is that fresh preparoed dephoshorylated smooth
muscle myosin move actin fiments at 0.5pm/sec comprod to 2.5 pm/sc for
thlophopoylated myosin (32eC, 80 mM KC. Aftwr as litle as 1 wk storage at -20°
C in 50% glycerol, volodty Is reduced to <0.3 pm/soc and many filaments do not move
at al. The velocity can be restored to 0.5 pm/sec by indusion of 50 mM DTT In the
motility buffer. By analyzing a wide range of myosin-loadings on urwo/glycrol gels, i
can be shown that the amount of phosphoryated 20,000 deiton light chain is <0.2% of
the total. Further evidence that this is not a small amount of contaminating,
unreoiated myosin come from studies in which the actin-bindng protein caiponin is
added to the motility buffer (see adjoining absract). While calponin has no offect on
the vlocity of fresh myosin, i Increases the veocity seen with stored myosin to 0.5
pm/soc and promotes motion of essentially all filamonts. The combination of 1 pM
calponin and 50 mM DTT reults In motlon d eontially aN filaments at 0.5 pm/sec.
These resuls are consistent wih the notion that cxidation of a small number of myosin
mdecules can prevent motlon of dephosphorylated myoesin by mechanically loading the
filaments. Thm resuts suggest that restoration of motion with 50 mM DOT Is dus to
eimination of loading, wheroas, the addition of calponin causes recruitment of addition
siowcyding crows bridge.

M-Pea64
VARIABLE EXPRESSION OF MYOSIN HEAVY CHAINS WITH
DEVELOPMENT IN MOUSE SMOOTH MUSCLE TISSUES. ((T.J.
Eddinger)) Biology Department,Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233

Developmental expression of myosin heavy chains (MHC) in mouse uterus,
aorta, bladder and stomach was determined using tissue homogenates and
high resolution polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In the mouse utems, two
smooth muscle (SM) and two non-muscle (NM) MHCs can be resolved and
identified with isoform-specific antibodies. Both SM MHC's show an
increase in relative content with increasing age, while the NM MHCs show a
decrease. The NM1 MHC shows a significant decrease in reladve content
from 10- to 20-day animals, while the decrease in NM2 MHC relative content
occurs laterin development and takes place overa longer time span (day 20 to
day 60). In addition, the SM1:SM2 ratio remains unusually high in the
uterus, even in the adult animals (3.4 at 150 days). The mouse aorta shows a
significant increase in the SM MHCs and a significant decrease in the NM
MHC from day 10 to day 30, which is similar to data reported for rat aorta.
While both the bladder and stomach contain relatively small amounts ofNM
MHC's (approximately 10% or less), these quantities do show decreases
with development. The SM1:SM2 ratio for the aorta, bladder and stomach
also start out high, but tend towards 1.0 in the 150-day animals. The
differences in the time course of developmental expression of the NM
MHCs, in addition to the developmental regulation of exprmssion of the SM
MHCs in mouse uterus, are consistent with hypotheses of unique regulation
and functional roles for these isoforms. Supp. by AHA Grant #91-GA-22.

M-Po66
MYOSIN FILAMENT STRUCTURE IN VERTEBRATE SMOOTH MUSCLE. ((Jun.
Qing Xu, Jean-Marle Gillis* and Roger Craig)) Dept. of Cell Bioogy, Univ. of Mass.
Medical School, Worcester, MA 01655 and *D6partement de Physlologie,
Universite Catholique de Louvain, Bruxelles, Belgium. (Spon. by C. Scheld.)
The In vivo structure and state of assembly of myosin filaments in vertebrate
smooth muscle are controversial. We are using freeze-substitution to preserve the
native structure of the contractile apparatus of guinea pig tasnia coli and rat
anococcygeus muscles rapidly hozen under physiological conditionk Myosin
filaments are generally found In the relaxed state, in agreement with Somlyo et al
(Nature 294, 567-570, 1981) and Tsukita et al (Eur. J. Cell 8ioL 28, 195-201,
1982), although the number of flamet is variable, and sometimes few or no
filaments are seen. The lower densities of filaments suggt that in some cells
not all of the myosin is filamentous, In agreement with Gillis et al (J. Muscle Res.
Cell Motil 9. 18-28, 1988). Significant amorphous background staining in these
case is suggestive of the presence of rnpolymerized myosin. We are currently
preparing antibodies to test whether the amorphous material is indeed myosin.
The rnyosin aiament backbone in transverse section most commonly shows a
square profile, consistent with the cross-sectional appearance of synfetic side-
polar smooth muscle myosin flamnents (Craig and Megerman, J. CON Bid. 75.
990-998, 1977), but not with the profile of the bipolar, helical myosin filameNts
found in striated muscle The myosin filments In longitudinal secftions and in
negatively stained preparations have a structure suggestive of a sad-polar
crosabridge srrngement~ but preservion is not yet adequate to define the
croSbridge polarity unequivocally. A side-polar ang would be a
significant factor In the ability d smooth muscle to shorten by large amounts.
(Supported by NIH grant AR3471 1.)

I-Pos63
THE EFFECT OF CALDESMON ON MYOSIN-ACTIN INTERACTION IS MEDIATED
THROUGH TROPOMYOSIN. ((Kurumi Y. Horiuchi and Samuel Chacko)) Dept. of
Pathobiology, University of Pennsylvania, Phliadelphia, PA 19104

Caldesmon, a component of the thin filament in smooth muscle, inhibits actin-activated
ATPase activity of myosin. Although inhibition of actin activation by caldesmon occurs
in the absence of tropomyosin, there are several reports showing that caldesmon
inhibition is modulated bytropomyosin. Experiments were carried out to determine if the
effect of caldesmon on myosin-actin interaction is mediated through tropomyosin.
Binding of myosin heads to actin releases the bound caidesmon from actin filament. On
increasing the rigor-bonds utlizing skeletal Si in the absence of ATP, caidesmon bound
to actin filament was compietely released when 5 out of 7 actin monomers were
saturated with rigor-bonds. In the presence of tropomyosin, complete detachment of
caldesmon from actin filament requires a 1:1 saturation of actin monomers with rigor
bonds, indicating that the affinity for caidesmon to actin filament is increased in the
presence of tropomyosin. Hence, it is likely that caldesmon in the intact muscle may not
detach from thin filament, since thin filaments contain bound tropomyosin. In another
experiment, the effect of caldesmon on the actin-activated ATPase of heavy meromyosin
was measured in the presence of rigor-complexes on tropomyosin-actin. Rigor
complexes, produced with NEM-treated Si, cooperatively turn on the acto-HMM ATPase
in the presence of tropomyosin. This effect is abolished by the presence of caidesmon
at a caidesmon to actin molar ratio of 1:7. Similar result was obtained with a 38-kDa C-
terminal fragment of caldesmon which retains full actin- and tropomyosin-binding region,
but with a shorter molecular length. This implies that the functional effect of caidesmon
on actin filament does not require the entire caidesmon molecule; one caldesmon (or
even actin-binding fragment) is able to regulate 7 actins mediated through one
tropomyosin. Supported by NIH grants DK 39740 & HL 22264.

M-Poe65
MYOSIN HEAVY CHAIN (MHC) ISOFORMS ARE REGULATED DIFFERENTLY IN
MYOMETRIUM (MYO) AND UTERINE ARTERY SMOOTH MUSCLE (UA) IN OVINE
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUM. ((CR Rosenfeld and KE Kamm)) Depts
of Peds and Physiol, UT Southwestern Med Ctr, Dallas, TX 75235.

UA MHC SM1/SM2 is >2 in the last 2wks of ovine pregnancy and <2
in the puerperium, changes not seen in renal or carotid arteries.
It is unclear when in pregnancy this occurs and if it occurs in
other smooth muscles. We studied the ontogeny of these changes
in UA as well as bladder and MYO. Tissues obtained from pregnant
(P;n-11;88-139d;term-145d), postpartum (PP;n-9;5-42d) and non-
pregnant (NP;n-6) ewes were analyzed by SDS-PAGE for protein
contents and MHC isoforms with 3-20X and 4X polyacrylamide gels,
respectively. There were no changes in bladder MHC isoforms for
P+PP+NP by linear regression analysis. Whereas, UA SM1 (%MHC)
fell during the puerperium (R--0.43,p<0.03) and SM2 rose
(R-0.41,p-0.04), the opposite occurred in MYO, SM1 rose
(0.50,p-0.01), SM2 fell (R--0.59,p<0.01), and SMI/SM2 rose
(R-0.57,p<0.01). Analyzing MYO MHC isoforms as P, early PP
(<30d), late PP and NP, SMI (%MHC) values were 51±8(SD), 45±6,
59±7 and 68±11 (p<0.001), respectively; SM2(%MHC) were 48±8,
52±3, 36±3, and 28±8 (p<0.001), respectively. Western analysis of
2 nonmuscle MHC isoforms showed no brain (embryonic) MHC isoform
in any tissue and <1% platelet MHC. MYO and UA MHC isoforms are
regulated differentially in ovine pregnancy, possibly reflecting
local differences in growth, function and/or the endocrine
milieu. MYO may provide a model for study of functional aspects
of smooth muscle MHC isoforms.

M-Po67
QUANTITATION OF FOLDED MONOMERIC MYOSIN IN RELAXED AND
CONTRACTEDSMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS BY IMMUNOFLORESCENCE
((A. Horowitz1, K.M. Trybus1, D. Bowman2, and F.S. Fay2)), 1Rosenstiel Res.
Center, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02254; 2Dept. of Physiol.,
Biomed. Imaging Group, Univ. Mass. Med. Center, Worcester, MA 01655

Dephosphorylated smooth muscle myosin in vitro forms an assembly-
incompetent monomer, which unfolds and assembles into filaments upon
phosphorylation. Filaments are clearly present In relaxed smooth muscle
cells, but a pool of folded monomers could contribute to maintaining the
relaxed state. Cryosections labeled with monoclonal antibody 10S.1, which
has 100-fold higher affinity for the folded than the extended monomer
(Trybus and Henry, JCB 1092879, 1989) suggested that this structural
state exists in relaxed gizzard tissue (Trybus et al., JCB 115:332a, 1991).
Here these findings are extended by using digital imaging microscopy to
quantitate the amount of folded myosin in relaxed and contracted tissue.
Unfixed, cryosectioned gizzard tissue was first reacted with either Ab 10S.1,
Ab S2.2 (which reacts preferentially with extended myosin), or a non-
specific antibody, and detected with a secondary antibody conjugated to Texas
Red. The tissue was then double-labeled with a conformation-independent
antibody (Ab LMM.1) directly conjugated to fluorescein. The intensity of the
Texas Red/fluorescein fluorescence was determined, and the value obtained
with Ab S2.2 normalized to 1. in relaxed tissue, the value obtained with Ab
10S.1 was 0.38, compared to 0.08 with the control Ab. This value does not
necessarily imply a large pool of folded monomer, since the reactivity of Ab
S2.2 with filamentous myosin is limited by epitope accessibility. Similar
approaches are being applied to phosphorylated, contracted gizzard tissue lo
see if the monomeric pool is recruited to assemble upon activation.
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SUBCELLULAR REDISTRIBUTION OF MAP KINASE PROVIDES LINK
BETWEEN PROTEIN KINASE C AND CONTRACTILE ACTIVATION? ((R.A.
Khalil and K.G. Morgan)) Harvard Medical School, Beth Israel Hospital,
Boston, MA 02215.

We have previously shown that translocation of the Ca2+-independent
protein kinase C (PKC) isoform e-PKC to the surface membrane is
involved in phenylephrine (PE)-induced contraction of ferret aorta smooth
muscle. However, the signalling pathway between membrane-associated
PKC and the contractile proteins is uncertain. Here, we hypothesized a
PKC-initiated kinase cascade. We used immunofluorescence and digital
Imaging microscopy to localize the PKC substrate MAP kinase in ferret
aorta cells. In resting cells, MAP kinase was homogeneously distributed
in the cytosol with the nuclear region consistently unstained. PE caused
an increase in the relative amount of MAP kinase staining at the surface
membrane reaching a peak prior to peak cell contraction. Coincident with
peak cell contraction, MAP kinase redistributed back to the cytosol in the
vicinity of contractile filaments. The PE-induced redistribution of MAP
kinase was completely prevented by the PKC inhibitors staurosporine and
calphostin C. In contrast with PE, membrane depolarization by 66 mM
KCI to activate other, Ca2+-dependent, kinases did not change the
distribution of MAP kinase. The PE-induced Ca2+-independent but PKC-
dependent transient redistribution of MAP kinase suggests a role for MAP
kinase in the signal transduction cascade between translocation of E-PKC
to the surface membrane and Ca2+-independent contraction of smooth
muscle. Support: NIH HL31 704, HL42293 & AHA

M-Pos70
IMAGINGOFCALPONIN DURINGCONTRACTILEACTIVATION
OF FERRER PORTAL VEIN CELLS ((C.A. Parker+, W.E. Butler+,
K. Takahashi**, T.C. Taos and K. G. Morgan+; SPON: D.R. Rigney))
+Harvard Medical School, *Boston Biomedical Reseuch Institute Boston,
MA 02215, *Center for Adult Diseases, Osaka, Japan

Calponin (CaN) is a thin filament-associated protein that has been
implicated to play an auxiliary regulatory role in smooth muscle
contraction. We have used immunofluorescence digital and optical
confocal microscopy to determine the cellular distribution of CaN in single
cells freshly isolated from the ferret portal vein. In resdng cells CaN is
distributed throughout the cytosol and is excluded from the nuclear area of
the cell. It can be swen to run along bundles of myofilaments. The ratio
of surface membrane-associated CaN versus cytosol-associated CaN was
found to be R=0.90±0.03 (n=12). Upon depolarization of the cell with
96mM K+ the distribution of CaN did not change from that of a resting
cell, R=0.94±0.07 (n=4). Upon stimulation with phenylephrine, the
cellular distribution of CaN changed from a primarily cytosolic one to one
that is primarily surface membrane-asciated, R=1.54±0.1l (n=8)
p=0.0007. Phenylephrine is known to activate PKC-ca and to increase
[Ca2"] i these cells (Biophys. J. 61:Al59,1992, J. Physiol. LJ:l55,
1984). Thus our results suggest that the physiological function of CaN is
to mediate agonist activated contraction via a protein dnase C pathway.
Support: NIH HLA2293, AR41637 and AHA.

M-PoSd
DIFFERENTIAL REGULATION OF PROTEIN KINASE C ISOZYMES BY
GONADAL STEROIDS IN RAT UTERUS AND HEART.
((A. Kulick and A.L. Ruzycky)) Dept. Obstetrics, Gynecology & Reproductive
Sciaeces, University ofPittsburgh, Pittsburg, PA.

Gonadal steroids are important regulators of uterine contractility during
pregnancy. Activation of protein kinase C (PKC) is one mechanism by which
smooth muscle contractions are expressed. PKC activation results in the
translocation of inactive PKC from the cytosol to the cel membrane. It is now
recognized that PKC exists as a family of at least 7 different isozymes, differing in
cofactor requirements for activation and substrate specificity. We examined whether
17(-estradiol and progesterone affected the expression of membrane-associated
(activate) PKC isozymes and whether this effect was tissue specific. Rat uterine
smooth muscle and heart ventricles were obtained from ovariectomized non-
pregnant animals (OVX) treated with 17p-estadiol (E2; 4 days, 200 ;tg/kg s.c.) or
171-estradiol (8 days, 200 ggIkg s.c.) and progesterone (E2P4; last 4 days, 20
mg/kg). Tissues were pooled from 10 animals (per treatment group). Cell
membranes were prepared in the presence of protease inhibitors at 40C and frozen at
-80°C until use. Immunoblot analysis of subcellular membrane fractions was
performed using isozyme-specific antisera with atleast three separate determinations.
E2 treatment significantly increased membrane levels of all PKC isoforms to
different degrees (20-137 %) in the uterus. However, in heart only PKC-a was
increased and to a much smaller degree than in the uterus (14*3 % vs 80±10 %,
measnSEM respectively). E2P4 treatment compared to OVX increased all PKC
isoform levels in the uterus as well. However, PKC-8, -c, and -(1 levels were
decreased reladve to levels observed with E2 treatment In heart, only PKC-8 was
affected with E2P4 treatment (increased 18±1%). These rsults indicate that: 1)
Estomgen and progesterone affect PKC isoform expression in tissue-specific manmer,
and 2) In the uterine smooth muscle, gonadal steroids increase PKC levels in an
isozyme specific fashion.

M-Pos71
MAPPING CALMODULIN BINDING IN LIVING CELLS BY
FLUORESCENCE ANISO'ROPY RATIO IMAGING ((A.H. Gough and
D.L. Taylor)) Center for Light Microscope Imaging & Biotechnology and
Dept of Biological Sciences, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA.

Calmodulin is a calcium transducer that activates key regulatory and
structural proteins through calcium-induced binding to the target proteins.
Steady state fluorescence anisotropy (SSFA) is very sensitive to these
interactions. We have implemented SSFA in an imaging system in order to
map these interactions in living cells under controlled conditions. Because
imaging SSFA in cells with high spatial resolution requires more sensitivity
than comparable in vitro measures, several fluorescent analogs of
calmodulin are compared specifically with respect to fluorophore brightness
as well as sensitivity to viscosity and binding interactions. SSFA images of
fluorescein calmodulin in serum-deprived Swiss 3T3 cells show that a
majority of the calmodulin remains unbound (fraction bound, fB<l0%)
under conditions of low free calcium. Furthermore, serum stimulation of
these cells, which results in a transient increase in free calcium, leads to
calmodulin binding (maximumfB -95%) which is correlated with the time
course of the elevation and decline of the free calcium ion concentration.
The physiological implications of this, and other results, will be described.
These results demonstrate the utility of SSFA imaging for mapping
interactions of proteins and other macromolecules in living cells.
Furthermore, these results are used to explore the potentiaj and limitations
SSFA for detecting molecular interactions in vitro and in vivo. (Supported
by NSF DIR-8920118 and Council for Tobacco Research-USA 2044A).

EXCITATION-CONTRACTION COUPLING I

M-Poa72
STRUCrURAL CORRELATES OF EXCITATION-CALCIUM RE-
LEASE (ECR). ((JR. Sommer P. Ingran, R. Nassar)) Depts. Path. and
Cell Biol. Duke Univ. and vA Med. Centers, and Research Triangle
Institute, burham, NC 27705, and Research Triangle Park, NC; 27709.

frhIimiaiaauhk of electron probe X-ray microanalysis (EPXMA)
show ()a03 to 0.7 ms interval between an electrical sfimulus and Ca
release from junctional SR (JSR) in single intact frog skeletal muscle
cells quick-frozen at kmown time intervals foll field stimulation
(better than 0.1 ms time resolution) and, (2)thalY 1 ms, notable
amounts of Ca appeared to have retued.M : Nassar et al.
ScanningvEM 1986, L 309; Nassar and Somme Microsc. 6:745,
1992LiFurgey et al. J.Micros.164:191,1992. DjEism: The ECR time
happens to coincide with and, thus, might be verified iiendently by, a
numerical increase of E-face pits in freeze-etch replicas ofJSR and tree
SR (FSR = smooth SR free oT differentiation) reported earlier (Sommer
et al. EMSA 1984, p300). Such an increase may-be the result of freeze-
cleavage planes beig favored at boundaries between membrane lipids
and channel proteins altered momentarily during ECI,yand ca
quick-freezing. Anplogous time-dependent conormationa changes in
calsequestrin, varytngbetween exposure or burial of polar groups to
which heavy metal s ains used in electron microscopy %EM) can bind,
could account for the consistent marked differences in electron-density
of granular material inside the JSR between muscle fibers quick-frozen
at rest or in tetanus (see Nassar et al above). Such differences are never
seen after conventional fixation for EM. The initial fast return of Ca to
the JSR, measurable uniquely with EPXMA, suggests rebindin8 to hi h
affinity sites as they become reegtablished on the cytoplasmic siceofJSR
during ECR: EPXMA measures total Ca, and cannot distinguish
between Ca on the outside or inside of the JSR. (Supported byNIH
grant # HL-12486, HL20749 and the VA Research Service)

M-Pos73
THE EFFECT OF WARM BLOOD CARDIOPLEGIA ON INTRACELLULAR
ELEMENTAL CONTENT OF HUMAN ATRIAL llSSUE.
((ChristIne S. Moravec, Wendy E. Sweet and 'Robert W. Stewart)) Depts of
Cardiovascular Biology & Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, Cleveland, OH
Electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) was used to investigate the effects of warm
(370C) blood cardioplega (CP) on intracellular elemental composkion of human
atril ue. Two pectlnate muscles were removed from the right asaia appendage
during open heart surgery, before and after exposure to CP. Muscles were mounted
in a tissue bath containing 370C bicarbonate buffer. iometric contrcion and
relaxaion were recorded at Lma. Muscles were frozen during relxation, using a
compterzed rapid freezing device, as previously described (Moravec & Bond, Am J
Physiol 1991). EPMA was perfed on frseze dried cryosectioms cut from the
suface of the frozen muscles. X-ray spectra were collected in scanning mode from
each of 10 oells per muscle. All elem al concentraions are expressed as
mmoI/kg dry wt ± SEM. Elemental composition of the cel was compared between
each pair of muscles. Contractile data indicated no significant effect of CP on
muscle contraction or relaxation. EPMA on paired muscles taken from the first heart
(30 Abands from 10 oells per muscle) revealed an increas in cytoplasiic K (849.8
± 22.3 (SEM) mmolhg dry wt in control vs 996.9 ± 22.9 mmoVkg dry wt In CP
treated), Cl (193.2 ± 10.6 mmol/kg dry wt in control vs 285.9 ± 10.8 mmolkg dry wt
in CP treated) and Ca (1.75 ± 0.3 mmolkg dry wt in oontrol vs 2.76 ± 0.4 mmol/kg
dry wt in CP treated) following CP treatment. There were no changes in intracellular
Na, Mg, or P following CP. These initial results suggest that intracellular
concentrations of K, Cl and Ca in human atral cells are affected by CP, while Na Mg
and P remain unchanged. The fact that these changes were measured after
stbilization in a tissue bath suggests that the effects of CP on intracellular ion
movement are long term rather than acute.
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M-Po074
=XON TEMPERITURE DEPNNDENC oF CHRG3 MOVEMENT
REPRIMIN ((A. Gonzalez, C. Caputo)) CBB. IVIC.
Caracas. Venezuela.

Reprming Isa volge dependent phn m O*, _
occurring at the level of the voltae sensor fr
contcie actvato We have dibd e effect
Of t on htrameman char
mv e (0) rpmng In the cut fiber (L -1 w
hsulhri) prepaaon u the trWie vaen
gapvotag lMnptedhq Theolutmiowere B L
(mM): Inrnal, Ca-aspate, 110; EGTA, 15;
ATP-Mg, 5; Ph _phoce 5; Hepes 5, Ca.
0.79 and Gluco, 5; :exen TEA-
meth,neulphonSte, 110; Mg, 10; 34 DAP,1;
TTC, 0.001; Hepes 10. Reprimhg was studied
using the protocol shwn In the fie (A)
desnd to avoWidc n from chare 2.
The change Int from 6 to 20 "C did @ V
not afect the voe dibtion and Q.
However the charge appeain after a short
period of repriming was deariy Inluencd by tempeature as It Is shown in B. The
40 of the reprming procs In 4 fbers was 4.7 (0.3). This result agrees with the
high tmperaue dependence of the contrctie reprilmng.Sbc C, and O% do not
show such depenency, it Is poie that repriming may be relad to the couping
of the voltage sor with som w strutu or molculs that modulate its
funcdn as it has been proposed In the mechanical hypothesis or In the Ca-induced
feedback. Supported by CONICIT Grant # S1-2148.

M-Pos76
T-SYSTEM VOLTAGE CHANGES, CHARGE MOVEMENT, AND
INTRINSIC OPTICAL SIGNALS RECORDED IN THE PRESENCE OF
BAPTA. ((K. Polakova and J.A. Heiny)) Dept. of Physiology & Biophysics,
Univ. of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45267-0576

We examined the effect of SR depletion on the T-system nonlinear potential
change (Heiny & Jong, J Gen Physiol 95:147-175, 1990) recorded optically from
single voltage-clamped frog fibers. To deplete the SR, we used high
concentrations of the fast intracellular Ca buffer BAPTA in combination with a
repetitive suprathreshold pulse protocol. The intrinsic optical sigal (Rios et al,
Blophys J 41:396a, 1983), recorded at a wavelength beyond the absorption
spectrum of the potentiometric dye, was used as a monitor of Ca release. BAPTA
was applied at a concentration of 10-20 mM in the end pools and diffused slowly
into the central pool where its concentration did not reach equilibrium during a 2-
3 hour experiment. The BAPTA concentration in the central pool was estimated
using a model of 1-dimensional diffusion down a cylinder and published
apparent myoplasmic diffusion coefficient for the closely similar compound
FURA-2 (Baylor & Hollingworth, J Physiol 403: 151-192,1988). When BAPTA
reached an estimated concentration of 2-3 mM in the central pool, we applied
repetitive suprathreshold pulses at 0.1 Hz to empty Ca from the SR. With this
protocol, we could completely eliminate the intrinsic signal after an average of 6
pulses, suggesting that BAPTA irreversibly binds the released Ca during the
pulse intervals used. This protocol significantly reduced or eliminated the
nonlinear component of the T-system potential change. However, charge
movement, recorded simultaneously, was also altered by this protocol. These
findings are being analyzed in terms of feedforward or feedback models of E-C
coupling. (Supported by NIH and AHA)

M-Pos78
T-TUBULE - MEDIATED SR CA2+ RELEASE FROM RABBIT
SKELETAL MUSCLE HOMOGENATES IS NOT INHIBITED BY
BAPTA. ((Kristin Anderson and Gerhard Meissner)).
Dept. of Biochemistry & Biophysics, Univ. of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599. (Spon. by H.
Xiong)

In skeletal miucle excitation-contraction coupling,
the roll of Ca' in mediating sarcoplasmic reticulum
(SR) Ca + release is not well nderstood. We have
investigated the efficts of Caf on transverse (T)-
tubule - mediated Ca + release from rabbit skeletal
muscle homogenates using a rapid filtration
fjot?Tol. Homogenates were added to an active SR

Ca loading medium which was designed to result
in the establishment of a T-tubule membrane
potential. The homogenates were then placed on
filters and washed with a medium which was expected
to result in T-tubule 'depolarization". A small
amount of T-tubule depolarization-induced Ca
release (-10% in 50 ma) was observed in the presence
of 1 mM BAPTA, which could be inhibited by prior
incubation of homogenates with 1 MM PN200-110. This
result indicates that muscle homogenates contain
functio+l T-tubule - SR junctional complexes and
th$ Ca is not required for T-tubule - mediated SR
Ca release.

M-Pos75
EFFECT OF La OR ci E REPRIMING IN FROG
SKELETALL MUSCLE.
((C.Caputo,P.Bolafios and A.Gonzalez)) .CBB. IVIC.
Caracas, Venezuela.

Contact activatin and Inacvaton are Sprdat mo lr eve by
n membranous chge movemet , and 2 ely. Reovwery from
iv ion (repr bein linked to te Inerco of Q to 0 W8m and
Rios 198). We have udied tho eect d La? (50 pM) on chge movmt
repriming, sne this Ion is known to kimp e contrte primig (Cputo and
Boafo, 1989). We usd a pulse protocol desgned to mesure only C,. it
comprised a prepulseto a negatve potential, where rprming oocurred, folowed by
a pedeSt to -40 mV In orderto avoid Q and fnly the test puLse. The control ptlse
protoool was the saei, but not alkwAng for repriming. Singe ctt frog skelaW muscle
fbers dctU inularls) were ud with the triple vaseline gap technie The
cut ends, brbily saponrnized (0.005 %). were bad in a soiution corntang, in mMf:
Ca-Aspartate, 110; EGTA, 15; Ca(OHl, 0.78; ATP-Mg 5; Phoephoc , 5;
Mg(OH)2, 0.5; Hepes, 5. The om soluion cortined (mM): TEA-

110; Mg(OH)0 , 10; 3-4 Dlaminopirldine, 1; TTX, 0.001; Hopes, 10.
Ui' did not affect the vdWe dbtbuion of charge in depolarized (0 mV) fibers nor
the votg de n of charge reprmng. In three fb the repming time
course couLid be d by the sum of twoepont withr,= 6.4 and r2 - 30.1 a
Lanthanum speds up the time course of reprimng: r,= 0.8 and 2 - 19.1 8without
changing the maximum chage reprimed. This effect suggesa that LE bnds
pre rn ayvr M on an extra site on the volge sesor, modulating the
time depedn steps of repriming. The same site couid modulate also inacivain
of the voltage sensor.
Supported by CONICIT Grant # S1-2148.

M-Pos77
CALIBRATION OF TRANSVERSE TUBULE MEMBRANE POTENTIAL
USING THE POTENTIAL-SENSMVE DYE DiSC3(5).
((James W. Kramer and Adrian M. Corbett.)) Department of Physiology and
Biophysics, Wright State University, Dayton, OH 45435

Membrane potential changes associated with altered K' gradients were studied
in isolated transverse tubule vesicles from rabbit skeletal muscle. The vesicles
were equilibrated in either a 100mM K-Propionate or a 4mM K-Propionate
solution containing 2mM MgClt, ImM Na-azide, 36mM Imidazole, and 2.5WM
final DiSC3(5) (3,3'-Dipropylthiadicarbocyanine iodide). Vesicles equilibrated
with 100 mM K-propionate were diluted into TEACI solutions to produce lower
extravesicular [K+] (resulting in depolarization) while vesicles equilibrated with
4 mM K-propionate were diluted into K-propionate solutions to produce higher
extravesicular [K+] (resulting in hyperpolarization). A constant dye/protein ratio
was maintained for all dilutions. Membrane potential changes were measured by
changes in DiSC3(5) fluorescence. Dilution of transverse tubules into either
depolarizing or hyperpolarizing solution was compared to a non-depolarizing
solution to determine the percent change in fluorescence in the presence of
valinomycin. The percent change in fluorescence varied linearly with the log of
extravesicular [K']. The slope obtained for 100 mM luminal [K+], under
depolarizing conditions, was -IS.52 while the slope obtained for 4 mM luminal
[K'], under hyperpolarizing conditions, was -10.89. According to these
experiments, the presence of valinomycin was needed to achieve a funl membrane
potential change. Depolarization-induced calcium release experiments, using
isolated triads, were performed in the presence of valinomycin. This resulted in
a voltage dependence of calcium release that was steeper and shifted to the right
compared to previous studies (Kramer & Corbett, 1992, Biophysical J. 61:A24).
This work was supported by NSF Biological Instrumentation Grant DIR-8812094.

M-Po979
GTP,yS REMOVES D600 BLOCK INMECHANICALLY PEELED RABB1T
SKELETAL FIBERS. ((L.Carney-Anderson and S.K. Donaldson)) U ofMN,
Minneapolis, MN 55455. (Spon. by D. Levitt)

G proteins located in the transverse tubules () of skeletal muscle may
physically interact with the dihydropyridine receptor (DHPR), the voltage
sensor of excitation-contraction (EC) coupling. In this study, using the
mechanically peeled rabbit skeletal fiber preparation (sarcolemma removed,
Tr sealed/polarized), GTPyS, a nonhydrolyzable G protein activator,
augments IT depolarization-induced tension transients at a concentration of
50MM. This GTP'yS augmentation is blocked by 500pM GDP,S, a G protein
specific inhibitor, suggesting involvement of a G protein which might act
through aDHPR mechanism. To reveal a direct, physical interaction between
the DHPR and G protein, the peeled fiber was put into a D600-blocked state
and GTP-yS (50MM) was added to the bath. GTP'yS removed the D600 block
of EC coupling despite the continued presence of bath D600. Preliminary
results indicate that GDP,S (500MsM) can also reverse a D600 block. These
findings show that when stimulatory or inhibitory GTP analogues are bound
to a G protein, they reverse the EC coupling blocking action of D600; this
suggests a physical interaction of a G protein and the DHPR. Supported by
USPHS, NIH (AR 35132) and MDA grants.
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MPos80
CONTRACTILE THRESHOLD IN MUSCLES AND MYOTUBES FROM
NORMAL AND MALIGNANT HYPERTHERMIC NEONATAL PIGLETS.
((E.M. Gallant and R. Jordan)) University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN55108.

Studies where conducted with muscles from neonatal piglets that were
homozygous for Arg"l (normal (N)) or homozygous for Cys'1' (malignant
hypertermic (MH)) ryanodine receptor alleles, and with heterozygotes (H).
Contractile activation threshold was evaluated in cultured myotubes and in
bundles of intact muscle cells in order to determine whether the lower than
normal threshold cha c of adult MH and H muscles (AJP 262:C422,
1992) was expressed in immature muscles. Strength-duration relationships for
myotubes were determined using whole cell patch clamp techniques with
membrane potential held at -80 mV and myotubes subjected to square pulses
of various strengths and durations. External solutions contained 3 IM TIX
and no added Na or K+. Threshold was deternined by observing the cell for
contraction on a high resolution video monitor. Rheobase values (threshold
for long pulses, i.e., 300 msec) were -5.8±1.1 mV for N, -15.5±3.4 mV for
H and -22.6±2.6 mV for MH myotubes. Similarly the threshold for K-
contractures in intact cell bundles from N muscles (40 mM K+) was higher
than in H (25 mM) or MH (15 mM) muscles (P<0.03) in solutions with
constant [K ]x[Cl-]. Thus the enhanced sensitivity to depolarization which is
characteristic ofMH and H adult muscle cells was also expressed in myotubes
and piglet muscles. Therefore, these developmentally immature preparations
are likely to express other differences associated with adult MH muscles.
(Supported by American Heart Assn and NIH AR-27410 grants.)

M-PoS82
CALCIUM UPTAKE PROPERTIES OF SR VESICLES STUDIED AT
SUB-pM [Ca21 USING FURA-2ASBUFFER/INDICATOR. ((M. Y. Ho,
M.F. Schneider)) Dept. Biochem., UMAB, Baltimore, MD 21201

Calcium uptake of rabbit skeletal SR vesicles (100 pg protein/ml) in (mM)
100 KCI, 5 MgC12, 20 HEPES (pH 7.0) and 2 ATP plus ATP regenerating
system was monitored at sub-M (Ca 1 using fura-2 (10pM). I fura-2 is
<75% saturated virtualUy all of the Ca outside the SR (=CaT) is Ca-fura,
so the net rate of Ca uptake by the vesicles (=-dCaT/dt) is given by -dCa-
fura/dt plus a small contribution from -d[Ca1/dt. After CaT increments
of I to 5 pM Ca-fura and [Ca21 returned to pre-addition levels along a 2
exponential time course. -dCaT/dt was calculated as the derivative of a 2
exponential fit to CaT and was plotted as a function of the [Ca21 measured
at the same point in time. At a given [Ca21, the observed -dCaT/dt was
considerably lower after a 5 pM Ca addition than after a 1 pM addition.
This was not due to greater accumulated intravesicular Ca since the 1 pM
addition was made after aS pM addition. The eqn -dCaT/dt = A[CaIJ -
[L which applies to the low [Ca'1 range of a cooperative Ca uptake system
acting against a constant leak (L), gave a good fit to the data for CaT
increments of 1-5 pM using a value of n near 4, consistent with pump
molecules acting as functional dimers since each molecule binds 2 Ca ions.
The high power [(Ca1 dependence of uptake detected in musle fibers (J
Physiol 441:639, 1991) is thus also seen in the net uptake properties of
vesicles at sub-pM [Ca( under conditions where uptake can be monitored
at different SR contents. Supported by NIH.

L&Poe84
EFFECT OF 0-6 mM FURA-2 ON ACTION-POTENTIAL
STIMULATED Ca RELEASE FROM SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM
(SR) OF FROG CUT MUSCLE FIBERS. ((P.C. Pape, D.-S. Jong, W.K.
Chandler, & S.M. Baylor)) Dept. of Cellular and Molecular
Physiology, Yale Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, CT 06510 and
Dept. of Physiology, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

Stretched fibers from Rana temporaria were mounted in a double
Vaseline-gap chamber with a K-glutamate internal solution and a
Ringers external solution (-140C). PDAA, a low affinity Ca indicator,
was added to the end pools where it could diffuse into the fiber to
monitor changes in myoplasmic free [Ca], A [Ca], at the optical
recording site (Hirota et al., 1989). When tPDAA] had reached about 3
mM, 4 or 8 mM fura-2, a high affinity Ca indicator, was added to the
end pools. A [Ca] and SR Ca release were monitored after action
potential stimulation as fura-2 diffused into the fiber. The rate of SR
Ca release, dA[CaT]Idt, was taken to be equal to the rate of Ca binding
to intrinsic myoplasmic sites, calculated from A [Ca] (Baylor et al.,
1983), plus d[Cafura-21/dt. The mean peak value of dA[CaT]dt was 138
iLM/ms with 0 mM fura-2, 155 &tM/ms with 0.5-2 mM, 147 RtM/ms with
2-4 mM, and 77 ILtMms with 5-6 mM. The increase in dA[CaT]/dt from
0 to 4 mM fura-2 is qualitatively consistent with the results of Baylor
and Hollingworth (1988) and Hollingworth et al. (1992) who
suggested that it is due to a reduction in Ca-dependent inactivation of
SR Ca release. The decrease from 4 to 6 mM may be due to a reduction
in Ca-induced Ca release (Jacquemond et al., 1991) or some
pharmacological effect of the large fura-2 concentration.
Supported by NIH grant AR-37643.

M-Pol
PEAK CALCIUM RELEASE IS SUPPRESSED BY HIGH AFFINITY
CALCIUM BUFFERS APPLIED FROM THE CUT ENDS OF FROG
SKEIETAL MUSCLE FIBERS. ((L Csernoch, V. Jacquemond, M.F.
Schneider)) Dept. Biochem., UMAB, Baltimore, MD 21201

Calcium transients (a[CaTI) were recorded simultaneously at high and low
sensitivity using the dyes Antipyrylazo HI and fura-2 in Rana pipiens single
fibers voltage clamped in a double vaseline gap. The rate of release of
calcium (Rr..) from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) was calculated from
A[Ca21. To minimize errors due to possible incorrect scaling of the
calcium bound to fast buffers R.., was corrected for depletion of calcium
in the SR and normalized to the calculated SR calcium content. High
affinity calcium buffers, fura-2 or BAPIA, were applied at the cut ends in
millimolar concentrations and reached the voltage clamped segment by
diffusion. A[Ca21 was suppressed and Rr,. lost its peak as the
concentration of the applied buffer increased at the site of the
measurement, whereas the steady level of R,,1 showed no significant
changes. In 4 fibers in which 1.1-1.6 mM fura-2 markedly suppressed peak
R,,, the steady level was 0.49 + 0.04 % ms' (mean + S.E.), equal to
control values (0.56 + 0.06 % ms-', n=5) from other fibers with low
internal buffering. The degree of suppression of peak Rre was similar in
these diffusion experiments to that reported earlier for microinjection of
comparable buffer concentrations. When the concentration of fura-2 or
BAPTA exceeded about 2 mM at the voltage clamped segment the peak
of Rr,. was completely lost. Supported by NIH and MDA.

M-Poe83
DETCTION OF CA2+ TRANSIENTS IN SKELETAL MUSCLE
BERS USINGTHE LOW AFFINIT DYE CALCIUM-GREEN-

SN.
((J. Vergara and A. Escobar)) Dept. of Physiology, UCLA School of
Medicine.

Calcium transients elicited either by electrical stimulation or flash
photolysis of DM-nitrophen were recorded from frog single skeletal muscle
fibers using the fluorescent dye Caidum-Green-SN. The Ca-binding
properties of this dye were dhraterized in cuvette calibrations at 0.1 M
ionic srength (17 'C) and yielded a Kd of 85 pM and exponential responses
towflash photorelease of Ca2l ions with a predominant time constant of about
30 pus. Flash photolysis Ca2+ transients (FP-transients) in DM-Nitrophen-
loaded muscle fibers had early exponential components comparable to those
recorded In-vitro but they were usually followed by secondary components
of Ca2 released by the SR. Ca21 transients generated by action potential
stimulation of the fibers (AP-transients) reported peak values of 10-20 pM,
far below the levels of saturation of the dye by Ca2l. In spite of this, when
FP-transients were elicited in superposition with AP-transients, the resulting
Ca2 signals showed evidence of non-linear interactions that rule out the
possibility of independent processes. Specifically, AP-transients were
associated with an increase in the buffer capacity of the fiber that resulted in
dampening of the FP-transients, and FP-transients could release Ca2+ from
the same pool of AP-transients. (Supported by USPHS AR-25201 and MDA)

W PoeN
EFFECT OF 048 mM FURA-2 ON SR Ca RELEASE IN VOLTAGE-
CLAMPED FROG CUT MUSCLE FIBERS. ((D.-S. Jong, P.C. Pape, W.K.
Chandler & S.M. Baylor.)) Dept. of Cellular and Molecular
Physiology. Yale Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, CT 06510 and
*Dept. of Physiology, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104.

The experimental method was similar to that used in the preceding
abstract except for the use of a Cs-glutamate intemal solution and a
TEA-methanesulfonate external solution. Trace 0 shows the
estimated rate of SR Ca release, after correction for SR Ca depletion,
with [fura-2] = 0 mM. The decline after the peak is attributed to

Ca-dependent inactivation of SR
10 mv Ca release. Jacquemond et al.

40 (1991) obtained a qualitatively
similar response with 0 mM fura-2

ie mmmma-2 and found that 2-3 mM fura-2
S f;^ O ^_ removed the transient componentN [ \ without affecting the smaller

steady level. They proposed that
the transient component depends
on Ca-induced Ca release, which is

~ ' °blocked by fura-2. In our
experiments (see figure), fura-2

7.0 m* increased the rate of SR Ca
release, consistent with a
reduction in Ca-dependent
inactivation of SR Ca relea.

0 (ma) 20 Supported by NIH grant AR-37643.
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M-Pod6
Cae MODULATION OF SR Cae RELEASE IN MAMMALIAN SKELETAL MUSCLE
FIBERS. ((Osvaldo Delbono and Enrico Stefani)). Dept. of Molecular Phyalbgy and
BbphysIcs, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, 77030.

IntracelularCa transients were recorded
using the double Vaseline gap technique and r+
Mag-Fura-2 (400 FIM), Fura-2 (50 pM) as Cab A I dCa/
Indicat, In rat extensor digitorum longus fibers.
Double pulse protocols varying the first pulse 1000n
durion, the interpulse time, the condItioning
pulse duration and amplitude were used In order
to set the myoplasmkc Ca concentration ([CaI).
at different values. The figure shows that shorter 30
Interpulse time (30 ms) abolish the first sharp and
Initial component of the calculated Cab release 500 lpM(dC,../dt) compared to control (1000 ms). This m 10p
phenomenon was more pronounced with longer
conditioning pulses.

Another maneuver to study the
myoplasmc [Cael conditioning of Cae release
from the SR was the use of high Intracellular Ca2*
buffers concentrations. Fura-2, 50 IpM and Br2BAPTA (1,2-bis-(2-amino-5-bromo-
phenoxy)ethane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid) 4 mM, preclude major myoplasmic [Ca2l,
increments In response to fiber depolrlzation. In this conditons, the steady state Cae
release was not modified while the first component was abolished. This il in
agreement with observations In amphibian (Csemoch et al. Biophys. J. (1992) 61,
A23). Supported by MDA and NIH grants.

M-VCR1
SPLOTCHY AND NON-HOMOGENOUS Ca RELEASE IN ISOLATED FROG
SKELETAL MUSCLE FIBERS. ((M. Rozycka, H. Gonzalez-Serratos and W.F.
Goldman)) Departments of Biophysics and Physiology, University of Maryland
School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21201

During normal contractions in skeletal muscle cytosolic calcium gradients should
be seen only briefly as calcium diffuses from sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR)
calcium-release sitestl). Over longer periods [Ca2+]1 gradients have been reported
in heart muscle cells during propagated waves of elevated [Ca2+](2) and in diverse
isolated or cultured cells. These long-term [Ca54) fluctuations arise because
intracellular calcium sources contain calcium-releas channels controlled or
influenced by [Ca2'l. In skeletal muscle, however, where calcium release is
controlled by voltage across the tubular membrane, and is assumed not to depend
on [Ca2+k), Ca gradients are limited to the sub-millisecond time-scale(M), and have
not been resolved experimentally. We have examined the spatial distribution of
[Ca2']1 during tetanic stimulation in isolated frog skeletal muscle cells using
fluorescence imaging methods. We have found a new and completely unexpected
pattern of Ca release in skeletal muscle cells during steady-state tetanic
contractions; more Ca is released towards the center of the fibers, and within this
gradient there are spots of very significant and slow fluctuations of intracellular
calcium release. These patterns are not caused by either movement or photon
noise. Our findings could be explained if the calcium release process in skeletal
muscle is influenced significantly by either [Ca2+), or the SR calcium content,
like cardiac muscle, and suggests that the control of skeletal muscle SR Ca release
can include the established voltagedependent plus a cardiac-like process of
calcium-induced Ca release and a Ca release inhibition by Ca. (Supported by
NIH Grant ROI NS17048). 1Biophys. J.45:913 (1984). 2Circ. Res. 65:115 (1989).

M-Pos88
CHLORID-DE DEC OF Ca2+-INDUCED Ca2 RELEASE IN
JUNCTIONAL SR VESICLES OF RABIT SKELETALMUSCI. ((M.
Sukhareva and R. Coronado.)) Department of Physiology, University of
Wisconsin Medical School. Madison, WI 53706.

Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release (CICR) from SR vesicles was studied in the
presence of different anions using the fast-filtration technique. SR were
passively loaded with 5 mM 45Ca2+ (70 nmoles/mg) and release was
induced by 1 pM buffered free Ca2+. pH 7.2. In the absence of C1 (150 mM
K-gluconate in and out of the SR;curve 1). CICR was incomplete and about
3 times slower than that in the presence of Cl- (150 mM Choline-Cl in and
out; cutve 4). When Cl- was present oly inside (150 mM K-gluconate out,
150 mM Choline-Cl in; curve 2) or only outsdde (150 mM Choline-Cl out.
150 mM K-guconate in; curve 3). CICR was ls than when C1 was present
on both sides. Ruthenium red blocked >90% of CICR in all solutions.
Other anions actvated CICR, in the following ranking order- CI>SO42>Br
>HEPES->SCN>Methane sulfonate-
>Gluconate->r>Acetate-. Our data a

suggest a component of C17-induced
SR Ca2 + release observed in
isolated triad and skinned flber /
preperations may be due i) to a // 2

direct effect of Cl- on the actvity of N 2
the ryanodine meceptor or ii) to the ^ 2t1
presence of a secondary Ca2+ efflux u
channel sensitive to anions 100 200
(Supported by NIE. MDA, and AHA.) Time (mmsc)

M-PosS7
DETERMINATION OF RESTING FREE CALCIUM IN BARNACLE
MUSCLE USING MODIFIED AEQUORINS AND IMAGE-
ENHANCEMENT DURING CALCIUM BUFFER INJECTIONS. ((E.B.
Ridgway and A.M. Gordon)) Dept. Physiol., Med. Coll. Va, Richmond, VA
23298; and Dept. Physiol. & Biophys., U.W. Med. Sch., Seattle, WA 98195.

The resting free calcium level is an important parameter for interpreting
calcium transients, and modeling the relationships between calcium transients
and force during contraction. We injected modified aequorins (recombinant,
and hch-, Idndly provided by 0. Shimomura, Woods Hole), which after a 30
min. diffusion give reasonable resting glows. Subsequent injection of calcium
(strongly buffered (10 mM) with either EGTA or BAPTA) causes the resting
glow to increase, decrease, or remain unchanged depending on the free
calcium level in the injection buffer mixture. This null method is inherently
accurate, but m nic arifacts on injection (almost always due to damage,
or swelling) substantally reduce the accuracy when total light emission is
measured. We theeore resorted to image-intensified video-microscopy of
the injected region dunng injection, followed by video processing (Image-l)
ofartwfact-free regions, to gready improve the consistency of the null method.
We found the resting free calcium level in the lateral depressor fibers of
freshly dredged barnacles to be 335±46 nM (±SD) under conditions of hch-
aequorin and BAPTA buffers. Recombinant-acquorin gave essentially the
same result while EGTA buffers yielded slightly lower values. Supported in
part by NSP grant DCB-8904377 and NIH grant NS-08384.

N-VCR2
CALCIUM TRANSIENTS IN DYSGENIC MYOTUBES IN VITRO.
((B.E. Flucher, S.B. Andrews, S. Haynes and J.A. Powell)) Lab. of
Neurobiology, NINDS, NIH, Bethesda, MD 20892 and Dept. of Biological
Sciences, Smith College, Northampton,MA 01063. (Spon. T.S. Reese)

Muscular dysgenesis (mdg)-a mutation in the gene of the al subunit of the
skeletal muscle dihydropyndin leceptor-is rizby a lack ofexcitation-
contraction coupling, slow (L-type) calcium conducts and the movement of
intrambrane charges associated with vokage sein. Comparison of calcium

i.e., rapi changes in free cytoplasmic calcium levels, in normal and
dysgenic myotubes using the fluorescent calcium indicats fluo-3 and indo-l
shows that dysgenic cultures express two of the three types of calcium transients
found in normal cultures. Dysgenic myotubes generate spontaneous localized
calium transients (fast localized transies, LTsand propagated calcium waves
but do not respond to electrical stimulation with a calcium transient. Calcium
waves are propagated at the normal rate of approximately 35 pm/s. They can be
stimulated with 2 mM caffeine but, unlike waves in normal myotubes, they can
also occur spontaneously. FLTs appear qualitatively similar in dysgenic and
normal myotubes; however, they occur more frequendy in the mutant cultures.
Since FLTsand calcium waves are inde of extracellular calcium, they may
represent spontaneous and calcium-induced calcium release from sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR), respectively. Thus, the uncoupling of excitation and calcium
reease in dysgenic myotubes does not inhibit membrane potential-inepndent
modes of calcium release from the SR. The increased o o e activity
as well as the occurrence of spontaneous calcium-induced calcium release events
may result from altered resting levels of calcium. The observed periodic
fluctuations of cytoplasmic calcium co ns may serve as regulatory igals
during muscle development in nonnal and dysgenic myotubes alike. (Supported
by a grant fromMDA to JAP)

L-Poem
EVIDENCE FOR A Ca2+-DEPENDENT NEGATIVE CONTROL
MECHANISM FOR Ca2+-INDUCED Ca2+ iELEAS IN CRAYFISH
MUSCLE FIBERS. ((S. Gyorke and P. Palade)) Dept. Physiology and
Biophysics, Univ. Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX 77550.

Ca2+ dependent inactivation of the Ca2+ release has been suggested as an
esential negative control nm which counters the intrinsically assumed
positive fedback of Ca2+-induced Ca2+ reease (CICR) in heat (Fabiato,
1985). Tem exper l demonon of this negative control medcanism in
cardiac myocytes howeverhas been conroversil. We have been studying CICR
in crayfish cut musce fibers using the triple vaseln volage clamp techique
and rhod-2 (J. Physiol. 456, 443, 1992). Three experimental approaches were
used to define a negative control mechnism for CICR in crayfish muscle fibers.
1) Preckevations of [Ca2+J induced by conditioning depolarization or photolytic
liberation of Ca24 from DM-nitrophen (caged Ca2+) depressed the rate ofCa2+
release during a subsewquent test pulse. 2) When the rate of I6 onset was varied
by applying voltage ramps with different slopes, currents with fast onset elicited
biger Ca?+ release than currents with slower onset, even though the amplitude
of the current was the same. 3) Susined steps of Ic., obtained by diffusion
out the cut ends of metabolic factors promoting L6 inactivation, caused only
transient releases of Ca2+ from the SR. The early cessation of the release was
not due to a depletion of Ca2+ from the SR since caffeine dramadcally
po ated the amplitude of the Ca2+ transients. Thes results provide evidence
for the exisnce of a Ca2+-dependent negative control mechaism for CICR in
crayfish muscle. (Supported by AHA).
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EXTRASYSTOLIC POTENTIATION OF CONTRACTION IN GUINEA PIG
LEFF VENTRICULAR MYOCYTES INTHEABSENCEOFINCREASED PEAK
FREE CALCIUM. ((F.M. Siri, C. Nordin, R. Aronson nd E.H. Sonneablick))
Albert Einsen College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y. 10461.

We sought to defne the etet to which
chag in roe cytosolic calcium (Fu2-AM)
undurly the contactile potiion seen*n
xrasystoles triggred at varying delays after

stedy-stat 3 Hz drive(37C) in singe guinea
pig left veniculr myocyt (n-8). Maximal
pentiation (P<0.01) ws produced with a
delay of 800 msec. (Fiue: group averages,
4 msec. data points). ThI occurred despite a
small but significant decreme in the peak of 'I."s.I."I."s. naaS.a"2.m..S
the flusc transient (P<0.01) and no ' " /
significant change in diastolic cell lngh.
AIthough inegrated peak area (ratio units x sownds) increasd significantly in the
exrmystoleC2.76*0.40 vs. 2.36±0.36, mean , P<0.01), itremained high intwo
subsequet beats 2 and 4 seconds later (2.91*0.33 and 2.80±0.32, respetvely)
despite progresive decreaes in both the peak of the fluorescee taniet
(2.36±0.25, 2.22±.0.25) ad percent cell shortening (7.39*2.12, 6.15±1.89). Thus,
although chne in free calcium parlle the contaile decay in subsequent beats,
potentiaon of myocyte shorteni in the extrasystolic beat is not atutable to
alted cell nth or to altered peak free calcium. This raises the possibility that
acute changes in myofilament calcium-responsivooen may be involved.

M-Pos2
REGULATION OF UNLOADED CELL SHORTENING BY SARCOLEMMAL NaJCa
EXCHANGE IN ISOLATED RAT VENTRICULAR CELLS. ((RA. Boucad, R.B. Clrk,
W.R. Gle)) Dept. MedIcal Physiology. University of Caay. Alberta, CanadaT2N 4N1

Regulaon of cel shortendng and reaxation by sarcolemmal Na/Ca exchange was
investigated in rat ventricu myocytes. Contraction was measured simultaneously
with membrane current and voltage using the whole-cell volage clamp technique and
a video edge detection device. Peak shortening was strongly dependernt on dastolic
membrane potential between -140 and -50 mV. This volage-dependence was
abolished completely when an inhibitory peptide to the cardiac Na/Ca exchange (XIP,
2 X105 M) was present In the recording pipette. Rapid (<1 s) changes of extemal
Na had marked effects on action potential configuration but did not change the
magnitude of contraction at a fixed leel of Ca loading, suggesng Vt Na/Ca Is not
required for activation of contaction. Depolarizations to test potentials between -70
and +70 mV resuted in a bell-haped shortening-voltage (S-V)relon. Contractions
In thisvoltage range were suppressed by Cd or verapamil but were unaffected by TTX,
1.5 X Io4 M or reductiond extemal Na with U or Cs. Changes in pipette Na between
8-13 mM or iclusion of XIP in the recording pipotte had no effect on the shape of the
S-V curve, suggesting that the fdcontraction was resulted from
Ca influx through Cdsensitive Ca channels. The effe of changing the rate of
reporkiation on cell shortening was studied by applying a series of ramp waveforms
immediately foowing depolariaos which actvated contraction. Slowing
repolarzation had no immediate effect on contractions at a fixed lee of Ca loading,
thereafter twitch ampltude increased In a beat-dependent manner. These inotropic
chalnges developed fJlly durig the first test contraction in the presence of caffeine
and were markedly reduced wlth XIP In the recording pipette, suggesting that they
were due to time-dependent changes in loading and relase of Ca from Witracellular
stores. (Supported by AHFMR, CHF and MRC).

L4os94
DIFFERENTIALEFFECTS OF COCAINE AND COCAETHYLENEON
INTRACEI ILULAR CALCIUM AND MYOCARDIAL CONTRACTION
IN CARDIAC MYOCYTES. ((Z.H. Qiu and J.P. Morgan)) Department
of Medicine, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 02215.

Isolated fret caudiac myocytes wac used to invesfigate the influence of
cocaine (COC) and cocaethylene (CE?) on the in Ca2 transient
indicated by the indo-l 405/480 nm ratio signal, and peak cell shotening.
Both COC and CEr produced signficant decrases in peakintular
Ca2 and peak cell shortening in a dose-dependent manner. Of interest, (1)
the minimally effective dose of CET was tenfold lower (l04 M vs 10-7 M)
than that of COC; (2) the log EC,0 of CET was -2 x 10 M, which was
tenfold lowerthan that of COC (-2 x 10 M); and (3) 1 x 10- M CET
decrsed the contracdon amplitude by 71 ± 7%, while the same
concentration of COC deesed the amplitude only by 55 ± 5%,
idicating that CET is more potent than COC. The negative inotropic
effects of either COC or CET could be reversed by norepinepitine (-5
gM) or calcium. In contrst to COC, CET shifted the peak [Ca2+1-peakshortening ratdonship downward, indicating that CET decreased
myofilamentCa2+-responsiveness. These data indicate that both COC and
CET act dirctdy on cardiac myocytes to produce a negative inotropic
effect that is due to decreased Ca2+ availability. In contrast to COC, CET
produces more potent inhibition by an additional action to decrase
myofilament Ca2+-responsiveness. (Supported by NIH grant DA-06306).

WPodBl
VOLTAGE-DEPENDENCE OF CONTRACTION IN ISOLATED RAT VENTRICULAR
MYOCYTES. ((R.A. Bouchard, R.&. Clark, W.R. Giles)) Dept. Medical Physiology,
University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 4N1

Activaton of coraction was studied in single rat ventricular ceis. Contraction
measured as unbaded cell shortening was recorded simultaneously wlth membrane
volage and current At a fixed hoding potental of -80 mV, a bell shaped shortening-
voltage (S-V) reltion was obtained In the presence of TTX (2 X I0 M) and 4-AP (3
X 1O M) to block Na and K currents, respectively. The voltage dependence of
contraction was very simNar to that of L-type Ca current, lc, in these cels; and both
lc and contraction were blocked completely by Cd or verapamHl. Removal of TTX
resuked in significant acwtion of contaction at potentkds negative to the theshold
for activation d lu (-70 to -40 mV). Two-microe od expeM s showed that in
this votage range there were lrge devaons of m br potential from the applied
clamp potential, suggesting that volge 'escape' allowed sucideparizatonto
actvate 16. Contraction at these test potentlals was suppressed completely by Cd or
verapamil or dep of the holdingpotental to -40 mV; or by substiution of
exteral Na with Cs (but not L). Deletion of 4-AP from the superusate resulted in a
piateau on the S-V curve at test potentls between +20 and +80 mV. Contraction
in this voltage range was accompanied by large transient outward K current, 1, Two
microelectrode experiments agan showed signiflcantvoltage escape during activation
of 1, Contractions positive to +20 mV were suppressed by Cd or verapamil or by
depolarizatio of the holding potential, but were insensitive to TrX or changes in
external Na. pipette Na, an nhibitory peptide (QUP) to the cardiac Na/Ca exchanger.
These results demorethat actwation o contracon in rat ventrcular cells depends
excluively on Ca Influx through L-type Ca channeDl (Supported by AHFMR, CHF and
MRC).

M-Pad3
8-BROMO CYCLIC GMP DECREASES MYOFILAMENT CALCIUM
RESPONSIVENESS IN RAT MYOCYTES. ((A.M.Shah, H.Spurgeon &
E.GIakatta))GRC/NIA,NIH,Baltimore,MD 21224 & UWC,UCardiffUK

There are conflicting data on the myocardial actions of cGMP. We studied
the effect of 8-bromo cGMP (8bcGMP, 1-100 FM) on cell length (CL) and
indo-1 fluorescence (410:490nm ratio, R) in adult rat ventricular myocytes
(HEPES buffer, 1 mM Ca2", 05 Hz, 25°C). 8bcGMP (50 iLM) increased
steady-state diastolic CLby 0.9±0.4 wLm (mean,SE), decreased time to peak
twitch shortening by 17.1+1.3% and decreased extent of shortening by
173t5.8% (all p<0.05; n=7), but caused no significant change in peak
shortening velocity, diastolic and peak systolic R or time to peak R (bold
lines, fig). In the CL vs. [Ca2+], phase-plane diagram, 8bcGMP shifted the
terminal trajectory during twitch relaxation to the right. 8bcGMP effects
were inhibited by KT 5823 (1 pM), which 2
inhibits cGMP protein kinase (PKG), or in
the presence of isoprenaline (3 nM). 8bcGMP I
had no effect on pH; in SNARF-loaded
myocytes (n=4). These data indicate that 1.1
8bcGMP decreases relative myofilament 124-
response to Ca2+ in rat cardiac myocytes -
probably via activation of PKG. This action is _2
independent of changes in pH; but may

m

involve a cyclic AMP-sensitive mechanism. 121.

EXCITATION CONTRACTION COUPLING IN AGED HEART. ((S.E.
Howlett and J. Bobet)) Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4H7
and University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H9.

Force-interval (Fl) curves from left atria of young adult (77i 7 day-old,
mean + SEM) and aged (624 + 22 day-old) hamsters were compared to
determine how beat-to-beat regulation of contactile force may be altered in
aging heart. Atria were paced (1 Hz) and effects of interposing various test
intervals (0.3-1800s) on a test beat following the interval were examined.
The most prominent differences in Fl curves were: (1) force at short intvals
(<ls) was depressed in aged heart when compared to young heart and (2)
rest depression was observed at long intervals (> 100s) in young but not in
aged heart. To quantify differences in Fl curves they were fitted with an
equation which used five parameters to define the shape of the curve. The
parameter UO reflects force at short intervals and is believed to reflect Ca2
content of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR). The parameter 'y reflects rest
depression at long intervals; rest depression is believed to occur as Ca2+
leaks from SR at rest and is extruded. Values, of U0 were significantly
reduced in aged heart (young=2.4 + 0.3 mN/mg, n=9; old=1.3 + 0.2
mN/mg, n=8; p=0.005); this is consistent with either less Ca2Q influx or
reduced Ca2+ sequestration by SR in aging heart. Values of -y also were
significantly reduced in aged heart (young=0.0047 + 0.0006 sec-' n=10;
old=0.0028 + 0.0003 sec', n=ll; p=0.02), suggesting Ca2l efflux is
reduced in aging heart, perhaps due to reduced Na'-Ca2 exchange.
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M-Po896
RELAXATION OF RAPID COOLING CONTRACTURES: ASSESSMENTOF
INTRACELLULARCALCIUMHANDLINGINHYPERTROPHIEDGUINEA-
PIG MYOCYTES.
((R.U. Naqvi and K.T. MacLeod)) National Heart and Lung Institute, University
of London, Dovehouse Street, London, SW3 6LY, UK.

Abnormalities in the contraction of hypertrophied cardiac muscle have been
shown in different mammalian species. Modifications to intracellular calcium
handling could contribute to these contraction abnormalities. Rewarming to
22°C after the initiation of a rapid cooling contracture (RCC) brings about a
lowering of cytoplasmic Ca and a relaxation of the cell. The process of relaxation
is probably brought about by reuptake of Ca into the SR by the Ca ATPase and
by efflux of Ca to the exterior of the cell by Na-Ca exchange. We have studied
the time constants (x) of relaxation of RCCs in cells obtained from a 2 kidney,
I clip hypertensive model of hypertrophy. 64 ± 4 days after clipping, both blood
pressure and cell size were found to be increased significantly (p < 0.005) in
the hypertrophy (H) group compared with age and weight-matched controls (C).
Cells w&e loaded with 10pM indo-l-AM, superfused with normal Tyrode (pH
7.4, 2mM Ca, 22°C, stimulated at 0.5Hz) and cell length measured by an edge-
detection system. In H cells, rapid rewarming to 22°C in the presence of 10mM
caffeine resulted in relaxation which was 725 ± 100% (n=5) slower than that
in normal Tyrode whereas in C cells the caffeine-induced slowing of relaxation
was 192 ± 48% (n=8) slowerthan control. This significant (p < 0.005) slowing
of the H cells rewarming relaxation in caffeine together with the associated
decline in intracellular Ca suggests abnormal calcium extrusion by mechanisms
other than the SR, such as Na-Ca exchange.

M-Po9S8
DO INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PHOTOLABILE CA CHELATORS AND INDO-1
PREVENT SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT AND MANIPULATION OF [CAJ?
R.W. Hadlev. M.S. Kirby. W.J. Ledersr. J.P.Y. Kao. Dept. of Physiology,
Univ. of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21201.

Emission spectra of indo-1, DM-nitrophen (DM), nitr-5 (N5), diazo-2
(DZ), and various combinations of indo-1 and DM, N5 and DZ were obtained
in a spectrometer using an excitation wavelength of 355 nm and a path
length of 100 p. The aim of these experiments was to determine if the
absorbance or fluorescence of the photolabile Ca chelators interfered with the
measurement of indo-1 fluorescence to such an extent that calibration
became impossible or impractical. DM in its unaltered state is barely
fluorescent, and does not affect the shape of the indo-1 emission spectra up
to a ratio of 20:1 (chelatorfindo-1). DZ was found to have similar properties.
N5 is weakly fluorescent, with an emission peak at 520 nm. N5 did not
significantly perturb the shape of the indo-1 emission spectra until a ratio of
20:1 was reached. However, all three photolabile Ca chelators absorbed
excitation light, and thus diminished peak indo-1 fluorescence. This effect
was negligible at a path length of 10 p. Finally, the optical properties of the
photoproducts of DM, DZ and N5 were studied. DZ still was negligibly
fluorescent after complete photolysis. The photoproduct(s) of DM were more
fluorescent than DM itself, but were still only 0.3% as fluorescent as indo-1.
The photoproduct of N5 was more troublesome, as it was 2.2% as
fluorescent as indo-1. It was concluded that: 1) DZ is nearly innocuous with
respect to [Call measurements using indo-1. 2) DM also would not affect
indo-1 ratios until the concentration of photolyzed DM was ten times that of
indo-1. 3) The use of N5 requires some care. The N5lindo-1 ratio should be
no larger than 10:1, and the ratio of photolyzed N5/indo-1 should be no
higher than 5:1.

M-PoSOO
THE FRACTION OF SR Ca RELEASED AND REACCUMULATED DURING
TWITCHES IN ISOLATED RABBIT MYOCYTES.
((Josd Wilson M. Basani, Rosana A. Bassani and Donald M. Bers)) Loyola
University, Maywood, IL 60153.

Using caffeine induced contractures (CafC) and thapsigargin (TG) we measured the
number of twitches required to reload a depleted SR and what fraction of SR Ca is
released at one twitch. Similar results were obtained for twitches or Cai transients
using indo-1. Sustained exposure to 10 mM caffeine completely depletes the SR of
Ca (as assessed by a second CafC). After such Ca depletion, 4-5 twitches are
necessary to reload the SR to the steady state level (Ta= 1.6 twitches, left Fig). We
also determined the time required for complete inhibition of the SR Ca pump by
TG. After SR Ca depletion 5 F&M TG was applied for various times prior to a train
of 'reloading' twitches. 90 s was sufficient to completely prevent CafC after these
reloading twitches C(G left Fig). To assess SR Ca released at one twitch in cells
with Ca loaded SR, 5 pM TG was applied for 90 s to prevent SR Ca reuptake.
Then 1 or several twitches were activated (causing SR Ca release, but with no

reuptake). After the twitch (or train) a CafC was used to assess remaining SR Ca.
We found that one twitch released -'/h the Ca in the SR (right Fig), but the beat-

Twit&-Depa-ent SR Ca Rebao Tith SRendent5 Ca hep*tio dependence was biexpo-
. _ _ oonential (T=O.9 and 60

ICd twitches).

phase might represent a
50 M i 0, caffeine-sensitive pool

of Ca DOt normally
l t. i + i released during a twitch.

0 0 20 30 0 10 20 30
Nuraer of Twitches Number of Twitches

M-PosS7
NA+-CURRBNTMUcED CA2+-TRANSENTS IN PA¶C CLAMPED
CARDIAC MYOCYTES REVEALE BY RATOMETRIC CONFOCAL
MIQOSCOPY
P 1L;& E D4tmn ofPhy ,U,Univeityof Bem, 3012 Bem, Swiand.
Inheatmusclacnticallmikbetweeneectricalexcitationandmecdanicalcont aeon
isteactivaeonoCa2+-rleasefrimdteSR.ReRenty,ndetevidncehassuggeed
an impotn fcional role of short-lived sarcolemmal onan gradients
forec pling. lhis conclusion was derived frem the observadon that Na+-currents
con1d tgg Ca2+-reeasefromthe SRinte absence ofCa2+currenat,pem lyby
ac tingtheNa-CaexmcagotportCa+injtotbecell.However,this ypothesis
has notremainedun tiond We d a new app chfor tme-resolved confocal
microscopy with a mixture of the Ca2+ indicao Fluo-3 and Pura-Red to meaure
[Ca2 rali0ttiCll.IyheflnorescenceratiowUsCoovetetinoCa24+conctatin
by applyin aninvitro caibraion.Thepawc-damptedewasuwdtodialyze the
celi with the dyes and to measure membn c__m.C__ + b dts iduced by
Ca-currents orbyNa+-currentsweanayzed in the absence andprenceof20 M
ryanodine. In agreement with the Ca&-induced Ca2+release concept the amplitude
andumecou eofhedfattypeso(Ca2+-t tsaexhibitedcaygay ale
chaactitics. uremore wewee able to detect, viualize and compare the small
Ca2+-sientresltingfromCa2+andNa cuTenalone(whentheSRwasinhibited
by yanone). Under these condions kinetic differences between Ca2+ and Nat
cmrentinduced randie were revealedwiththe fast indicatorFluo-3 and appear to
excludethepossibiity of anuncontroledactivationofCa2+-channelsbyeacapeofthe
volage-clampduringNa+cunrents.TheseresltsthussupportthehypothesisthatNa+
cuTentcanactivatetheNa-Caexchangeandresutinanincraesof[Ca2+ithatislarge
enoughto trier Ca2U-release from theSRThes findins also ppt theview that
a restricted space exists underneath thesacoleml membrane. SuppetsdbySNF.

M-Pos99
EFFECTS OF THAPSIGARGIN (TG) AND CYCLOPIAZONIC ACID (CPA)
ON TWITCH FORCE AND SR Ca CONTENT OF RABBIT VENTRICULAR
MUSCLE. ((S. Baudet, R. Shaoulian and D.M. Bers)) URA CNRS 1340, CP
3013, Nantes, France and Loyola Univ. Chicago, Maywood, IL, USA

TO and CPA are reported to be specific high affinity inhibitors of the SR Ca-pump
in isolated membranes ad cells, with TG causing complete pump inhibition at
[nM]. To evaluate the effectiveness of TG and CPA in small multicellular cardiac
preparations we used rapid cooling con ures (RCCs) to assess the SR Ca load at
steady state. In striking contrast to observations in single myocytes (Bassani et al.,
1993, this isue) TG caused remarkably slow and incomplete SR Ca depletion in
multicellular preparations. Even a 1 hr exposure to 500 juM TG at 30°C and 0.5
Hz stimulation only decreased RCCs by 76±5% (and 100 pM CPA reduced RCCs
by 55±10%, mean±SEM). In contrast 10 min with 20 mM caffeine completely
abolished RCCs. The time constant of rest decay of RCCs was accelerated by both
TG (from 83i± 8 to 26±6 s) and CPA (from 68i±1 to 10±5 a). This might be
expected since Ca leaking from the SR during rest cannot be taken back up as
efficiently, favoring Ca extrusion by the sarcolemmal Na/Ca exchanger. TG and
CPA decreased twitch force (by 44±7% and 39±11% respectively) and increased
twitch duration, presumably due to the SR effects. Time to peak force was
increased by 28±7% and 81±9% for TG and CPA respectively. However, time
to half relaxation was increased 56± 10% by CPA, but not by TG (5±7%). While
the lack of TG effect on relaxation may indicate that Na/Ca exchange can
compensate for a weakened SR Ca-pump, the differential effects ofCPA and TG on
twitch time course raise the possibility that effects other than SR Ca-pump
inhibition might occur at these high concentrations. We conclude that complete
blockade of SR Ca uptake by TG or CPA in multicellular preparations cannot be
assumed, even at high [TG] or [CPA], unless evaluated (e.g. by RCC).

M-PoslOl
ALTERATIONS OF ITACELLULAR Ca+ AND CONTRACTILITY IN
AEQUORIN-LOADED VENTRICULAR MYOCYrES FROM THE FERRErHEART
WIT PRESSURE-OVERLOAD HY ERTROPHY. ((J.X. Wang, K. Flemal, Z.H.
Qiu, and J.P. Morgan)) Department of Medicine, Harvad Medical School, Boston, MA
02215.
To determine the alterations in contactility of the hypertrophied cardiac myocytes and

the associated cellular mechanis, experimets weo performed in asquorin-loaded
(chemical loading) left ventricular myocytes isolated from hypertrophied hearts (ns7) and
age-matched control hearts (n=7). Five to six months after postvalvular aortic banding,
significant left ventricular hypertrophy was present, as indicated by an increansd cel width
(20.9±0.5 vs 16.8±0.3,um; p<O.OOl) and left ventricular weight/body weight ratio
(7.3±0.6 vs 3.7±0.2; p<O.OOl). Cell shortening and the intacellular Ca2+ transients
(indicated by the aequorin light signal) were recorded. In comparison to controls, the
hypertrophied myocytes demonstrated that 1) the peak shorteing was decreased
(5.4±0.4% vs 7.8±0.4%; p<O.OOl), which was associated with a reduced peak [Ca2+]1
(0.84±0.03 vs 1.06±0.03joM;p<0.001); 2) thecontraction (from stimulus artifact to 50%
relaxation time) was prolonged by -37% (p<O.OOl), which was associated with a
prolongation (-44%, p<O.OOl) of the intraceUular Ca2+ transient; 3) the peak [Ca2+]r
peak shortening relation was shifted downward, suggeating a decrease in the myofilament
Ca2-responsiveness; 4) isoproterenol (5x10' M) produced equal increases in the peak
[Ca2']1 of control and hypertrophied myocytes (88.3±21.3% vs 90.0±18.6%; p>0.05)
in contrast to smaller increases in the peak cel shortening (72.6± 18.0% vs 170.1±32.3%;
p< 0.02) of the hypertrophied myocytes, suggesting cellular abnormality beyond the level
of the #-receptors; and 5) of interest, the endothelin receptor agonist, endothelin-1 (1x104
M) produced more pronounced increases in the peak cel shortening (95.0±12.2% vs
60.30IL.3%; p<O.OS) in the hypetrophid myocyts, suggesting an altered behavior of
the receptors for endothelin (Support: HL-31117, HL-01611, HL-07371).
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M-PoS102
EFFECT OF ACIDOSIS ON CALCIUM UPTAKE AND EXTRUSION
SYSTEMS IN ISOLATED GUINEA-PIG CARDIAC MYOCYTES.
((C.M.N. Terracciano and K.T. MacLeod)) Natl. Heart& Lung Inst., University
of London, Dovehouse Street, London, SW3 6LY, U.K.

Intracellular Cae handling during acidosis was studied in guinea-pig ventricular
myocytes using rapid cooling contractures (RCCs). Rapid cooling of cardiac
cells to 0'C in < Isec induces Ca2' release from the SR resulting in contracture.
Under such conditions Ca2' extrusion systems are inhibited. Rapid rewarming
to room temperature re-activates the SR Ca2' pump and the Na+/Ca2e exchanger,
the main mechanisms producing relaxation. Applyinganother cooling period after
l0sec, elicits a new RCC. The amplitude of this second contracture is dependent
on CaW taken up and re-released by the SR minus Cae extruded from the cell
via Na+/Ca2'exchange during the relaxation of the first RCC. Using the NH4CI
rebound technique (15mM NH4Cl) we produced an intracellular acidosis. In this
condition (A), the second RCCs were significandy smaller than the first compared
with contol (C) (C-RCC2IRCC1 = 64.57 ± 7.94% (mean±SD), n=5; A-
RCC2/RCC1 = 42.80 ± 9.98%, n=4; p=0.016). These results suggest that less
Ca2is released from the SR during RCC2, probably because SR uptake or release
mechanisms are affected by acidosis. To study Na+/Ca24 exchange specifically
in acidosis, we used a superfusing solution containing l0mM caffeine. In these
conditions RCCs were elicited and [Ca2+]i measured using Indo-l. During
acidosis, the decline of Cal+] on rewarming was significandy slower than in
control (C-tA = 955 ± 223 msec, n=4; A-t% = 1600 ± 349 msec, n=4;
p=0.026). We conclude that acidosis can affect both Ca2+ bandling at the SR
and Na+/Ca2+ exchange, leading to modifications of cellular Ca?+ homeostasis.

M-Pol104
Fluo-3 and BCSCU fluoreocenoe measurement in
alkalinised or acidified tingle muscle fibers.
((P.polaflos, M. DiFranco and C.Caputo)). CBB.
IVIC and Facultad2 de Ciencias, Universidad
Central de Venezuela . Caracas

The fluoLecent piH IndIcator SCECF was used to folow itrcelular *i (pH,)
changes In singe muscle fbers subjected to different eprImental condIons.
The flbers were loaded by esxosn them to the AM form d the dye (4pM for
10 mInutes). CalIbrations were carrIed ot In vitro or In fbers expoed to
nrgerlin. Exposure d the fibers to 10 mM NI-HCI, caussed an inten
alkalnizatlon of about 0.5 pH unIs, these changes orny caused a slght
potenlatlon fd twItch tension. Exposue to 002 at d_erert exena pH values
could cause a drop In pH, of up to 0.6 units, which were accma by a
marked reduction of twkch tension. After tetenic stimulation of I to 2i8 duratIn,
the pH, baselIne value icreased by less than 0.01 pH unit pH, changes during
contraction could not be measured due to movemert artefact
Other fibers, loaded with Fluo-3 AM were used to measure contractie force and
calcIum tansets under conditorns of iternl alkallnlzatlon or acidlcatio
During ailkaMinzaton, the Fluo3 baseline level dminished without marked
changes In the transients assocIated with twkches. During Intraceular
acidIfIcatIon, the fluorescence basa level iceased while the twItch transients
(tension and fluorescence) showed a marked reductlon both in magnitude and
rate of rise and fali. Chan of this type were never obsed folowng tetanic
contractle actIvty In normal fibers, indicating that in non-ftued fibers,
contractile actMty does not cause appreciable pH, changes. Supported by
CONICIT fund S1-2248 and S1-2289 and CD0 H fund 03-34-2614-91

M-Po0103
RATE-DEPENDENT DECREASE OF TWITCH AMPLITUDE DURING
HYPERCARBIC ACIDOSIS IN RAT CARDIAC MYOCYTES
((G.GaOnbassi, E.G. Lakatta, H.A. Spurgeon, M.C. Capogrossi)) Laboratory of
Cardiovascular Science, Gerontology Research Center, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MD.

Hypercarbic acidosis (HA) causes a variable decrease of myocardial contractility.
The mechanisms for this vanability are unknown. In rat cardiac myocytes we
examined the effect of HA on twitch amplitude (TA), cytosolic [Ca2e], (Ca,
measured by indo-l free acid fluorescence) and cytosolic pH (pH, measured by
SNARF-1 fluorescence). Cells were in bicarbonate buffer (5% or 20% C02; Ca2+
1.5 mM), paced at 0.5 (n=5) or 1.5 Hz (n-1I). HA for 10 min decreased pH;
.37+.05 units (n=6, control pH, 7.33+.07) and the decrease was similar and stable
in both groups. After HA for 10 min the decrease in TA was more marked at 1.5
than at 0.5 Hz (Fig, p<0.01) but systolic Ca, (SYST) was increased at 0.5 Hz more
than 1.5 Hz (Fig, p<0.05). In contrast, x
diastolic Ca, (DIAST) was higher at 1.5 than 0 0.5 Hz
at 0.5 Hz (Fig, p<0.05). Sarcoplasmic 250 - 1.5 Hz
reticulum (SR) Cae content, assessed by a 200 -

100 msec caffeine pulse (20 mM), was
similar at both rates (n=3; not shown). Thus, 8150 ii-]
a greater increase of diastolic Ca, during HA loo
at higher stimulation rate may inhibit SR
Ca2 release and explain the rate-dependence 50
of TA decrease during myocardial acidosis. o TA SYST DAST

M-POelO5
INTRACL-LULAR ACIDOSIS IN SKELETAL MUSCLE SLOWS
RELAXATION OF FORCE AND CALCIUM SIGNALS AND DECREASES
CALCIUM SENSmTV1TY. ((AJ. Baker, R. Brandes & MW. Weiner)) Univ
Calif. San Fncisco, CA 94121 & ILoyola Univ Chicago, Maywood, IL 60153.

Muscle fatigue is sociated with itacellulr acidosis, but its role in fatigue
is unclea. To investgate how aciksis affecs contractiity, acidosis was
iduced in whole frog skeletal musce by Ratio FIg. 1
rasing the perfusae pCO fm 5% Dt 3

80%. Tetanic oce and fluoresen ewer 25

monitord in muscl (n-6) loaded with ^ 2
ft cle akt;umindi Do l24 l0.ioa I\\
ReSlbFig.1 InlXW adois (bold /\
races) did not apreciay deceae S /Fo
tetanic foce, hovr relaxadon wit,
consideably slowed. Similry, the 0 0 0.2 0.3 0.5 06
fluorescence ratio (400/470Om) was not rD (5)
reduced but relaxaon of the ratio was
also slowed. Fig2: The fioccalcium 120 z
elation during relxadon moved to the l s e s . I
right with Coicls 1) * P7J pH.L2
invivo.2 dosimaydes force Fg
ac-vivo. 2)acido i mosow4not m ei eg. 2

axation by slowing caim remova
from the myplasm 3) acidossducess 1i 22 2 22 .6U2 3
calcium-sensitivity in-vivo. I Rido

M-Poe106
EFFECTS OF HYPOXIA ON SODIUM/CALCIUM EXCHANGE IN
ISOLATED GUINEA-PIG CARDIAC MYOCYTES.
((C.M.N. Terracciano, R.U.Naqvi and K.T.MacLeod)) Nad. Heart& LungIast.,
University of London, Dovehouse Street, London, SW3 6LY, U.K.

We have studied the ability of Na/Cae' exchange to edflux Call from guinea-
pig ventricular myocytes subjected to hypoxia. When paired rapid cooling
contractures (RCCs) are used, the amplitude of the second contracture is
dependent on Ca2etaken up and re-released by the SR minus Ca?extruded from
the cell during the relaxation of the first RCC. The ratio RCC2IRCC, is an index
of the relative amount of relaxation brought about by non-SR mechanisms. Under
control conditions RCC2JRCC, = 66.8 ± 10.8%, (mean±SD), n=8; under Na-
free conditions RCC2/RCC1 = 96.73 ± 4.24, n=7. This implies that, for guinea-
pig myocytes at 220C, SR Ca+ uptake accounts for about 67% and
Na+/Ca2+exchange accounts for about 30% relaxation.
Cardiac myocytes were superfused with a glucose-free Tyrode solution and were
made hypoxic by bubbling N2 vigorously in the superfusing solution and
streaming the same gas across the top of the chamber containing the cells.
Hypoxia was applied for up to 20 min and paired RCCs, as described above,
were recorded every 5 min. The ratios RCC2/RCC1 after 15 min (H15) and after
20 min (1120) of hypoxia were significantly greater than in control (C) (C-
RCC2JRCC, = 66.12 ± 6.3%, n = 5; H15-RCC2IRCC1 = 79.03 ± 6.96%,
n=5, p=0.018; H20-RCC2/RCC, = 88.73 ± 3.27%, n=3, p=0.0011). We
conclude that hypoxia in guinea-pig ventricular myocytes produces an inhibition
of the Na+/Ca2+ exchange.
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